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Data Science interview questions
Statistics
Q1.

What is the Central Limit Theorem and why is it important?

https://spin.atomicobject.com/2015/02/12/central-limit-theorem-intro/

Suppose that we are interested in estimating the average height among all people. Collecting data for
every person in the world is impractical, bordering on impossible. While we can’t obtain a height
measurement from everyone in the population, we can still sample some people. The question now
becomes, what can we say about the average height of the entire population given a single sample.
The Central Limit Theorem addresses this question exactly. Formally, it states that if we sample from a
population using a sufficiently large sample size, the mean of the samples (also known as the sample
population) will be normally distributed (assuming true random sampling), the mean tending to the mean
of the population and variance equal to the variance of the population divided by the size of the sampling.
What’s especially important is that this will be true regardless of the distribution of the original
population.
EX:

As we can see, the distribution is pretty ugly. It certainly isn’t normal, uniform, or any other commonly
known distribution. In order to sample from the above distribution, we need to define a sample size,
referred to as N. This is the number of observations that we will sample at a time. Suppose that we choose
N to be 3. This means that we will sample in groups of 3. So for the above population, we might sample
groups such as [5, 20, 41], [60, 17, 82], [8, 13, 61], and so on.
Suppose that we gather 1,000 samples of 3 from the above population. For each sample, we can compute
its average. If we do that, we will have 1,000 averages. This set of 1,000 averages is called a sampling
distribution, and according to Central Limit Theorem, the sampling distribution will approach a normal
distribution as the sample size N used to produce it increases. Here is what our sample distribution looks
like for N = 3.

As we can see, it certainly looks uni-modal, though not necessarily normal. If we repeat the same process
with a larger sample size, we should see the sampling distribution start to become more normal. Let’s
repeat the same process again with N = 10. Here is the sampling distribution for that sample size.

Q2.

What is sampling? How many sampling methods do you know?

https://searchbusinessanalytics.techtarget.com/definition/data-sampling
https://nikolanews.com/difference-between-stratified-sampling-cluster-sampling-and-quota-sampling/

Data sampling is a statistical analysis technique used to select, manipulate and analyze a representative
subset of data points to identify patterns and trends in the larger data set being examined. It enables data
scientists, predictive modelers and other data analysts to work with a small, manageable amount of data
about a statistical population to build and run analytical models more quickly, while still producing
accurate findings.

Sampling can be particularly useful with data sets that are too large to efficiently analyze in full – for
example, in big data analytics applications or surveys. Identifying and analyzing a representative sample
is more efficient and cost-effective than surveying the entirety of the data or population.
An important consideration, though, is the size of the required data sample and the possibility of
introducing a sampling error. In some cases, a small sample can reveal the most important information
about a data set. In others, using a larger sample can increase the likelihood of accurately representing
the data as a whole, even though the increased size of the sample may impede ease of manipulation and
interpretation.
There are many different methods for drawing samples from data; the ideal one depends on the data set
and situation. Sampling can be based on probability, an approach that uses random numbers that
correspond to points in the data set to ensure that there is no correlation between points chosen for the
sample. Further variations in probability sampling include:
•
•

•

•

•

Simple random sampling: Software is used to randomly select subjects from the whole population.
Stratified sampling: Subsets of the data sets or population are created based on a common factor,
and samples are randomly collected from each subgroup. A sample is drawn from each strata
(using a random sampling method like simple random sampling or systematic sampling).
o EX: In the image below, let's say you need a sample size of 6. Two members from each
group (yellow, red, and blue) are selected randomly. Make sure to sample proportionally:
In this simple example, 1/3 of each group (2/6 yellow, 2/6 red and 2/6 blue) has been
sampled. If you have one group that's a different size, make sure to adjust your
proportions. For example, if you had 9 yellow, 3 red and 3 blue, a 5-item sample would
consist of 3/9 yellow (i.e. one third), 1/3 red and 1/3 blue.
Cluster sampling: The larger data set is divided into subsets (clusters) based on a defined factor,
then a random sampling of clusters is analyzed. The sampling unit is the whole cluster; Instead of
sampling individuals from within each group, a researcher will study whole clusters.
o EX: In the image below, the strata are natural groupings by head color (yellow, red, blue).
A sample size of 6 is needed, so two of the complete strata are selected randomly (in this
example, groups 2 and 4 are chosen).

Multistage sampling: A more complicated form of cluster sampling, this method also involves
dividing the larger population into a number of clusters. Second-stage clusters are then broken
out based on a secondary factor, and those clusters are then sampled and analyzed. This staging
could continue as multiple subsets are identified, clustered and analyzed.
Systematic sampling: A sample is created by setting an interval at which to extract data from the
larger population – for example, selecting every 10th row in a spreadsheet of 200 items to create
a sample size of 20 rows to analyze.

Sampling can also be based on non-probability, an approach in which a data sample is determined and
extracted based on the judgment of the analyst. As inclusion is determined by the analyst, it can be more
difficult to extrapolate whether the sample accurately represents the larger population than when
probability sampling is used.
Non-probability data sampling methods include:
•
•
•
•

Convenience sampling: Data is collected from an easily accessible and available group.
Consecutive sampling: Data is collected from every subject that meets the criteria until the
predetermined sample size is met.
Purposive or judgmental sampling: The researcher selects the data to sample based on predefined
criteria.
Quota sampling: The researcher ensures equal representation within the sample for all subgroups
in the data set or population (random sampling is not used).

Once generated, a sample can be used for predictive analytics. For example, a retail business might use
data sampling to uncover patterns about customer behavior and predictive modeling to create more
effective sales strategies.

Q3.

What is the difference between type I vs type II error?

https://www.datasciencecentral.com/profiles/blogs/understanding-type-i-and-type-ii-errors

Is Ha true? No, H0 is True (Ha is Negative: TN); Yes, H 0 is False (Ha is Positive: TP).
A type I error occurs when the null hypothesis is true but is rejected. A type II error occurs when the null
hypothesis is false but erroneously fails to be rejected.

H0 is True
H0 is False

No reject H0
TN
FN (II error)

Reject H0
FP (I error)
TP

Q4.
What is linear regression? What do the terms p-value, coefficient, and rsquared value mean? What is the significance of each of these components?

https://www.springboard.com/blog/linear-regression-in-python-a-tutorial/
https://blog.minitab.com/blog/adventures-in-statistics-2/how-to-interpret-regression-analysis-results-pvalues-and-coefficients

Imagine you want to predict the price of a house. That will depend on some factors, called independent
variables, such as location, size, year of construction… if we assume there is a linear relationship between
these variables and the price (our dependent variable), then our price is predicted by the following
function:
= +
The p-value in the table is the minimum (the significance level) at which the coefficient is relevant. The
lower the p-value, the more important is the variable in predicting the price. Usually we set a 5% level, so
that we have a 95% confidentiality that our variable is relevant.
The p-value is used as an alternative to rejection points to provide the smallest level of significance at
which the null hypothesis would be rejected. A smaller p-value means that there is stronger evidence in
favor of the alternative hypothesis.
The coefficient value signifies how much the mean of the dependent variable changes given a one-unit
shift in the independent variable while holding other variables in the model constant. This property of
holding the other variables constant is crucial because it allows you to assess the effect of each variable
in isolation from the others.
R squared (R2) is a statistical measure that represents the proportion of the variance for a dependent
variable that's explained by an independent variable or variables in a regression model.

Q5.

What are the assumptions required for linear regression?

There are four major assumptions:
•
•
•
•

There is a linear relationship between the dependent variables and the regressors, meaning the
model you are creating actually fits the data,
The errors or residuals ( − ) of the data are normally distributed and independent from
each other,
There is minimal multicollinearity between explanatory variables, and
Homoscedasticity. This means the variance around the regression line is the same for all values
of the predictor variable.

Q6.

What is a statistical interaction?

http://icbseverywhere.com/blog/mini-lessons-tutorials-and-support-pages/statistical-interactions/

Basically, an interaction is when the effect of one factor (input variable) on the dependent variable (output
variable) differs among levels of another factor. When two or more independent variables are involved in
a research design, there is more to consider than simply the "main effect" of each of the independent
variables (also termed "factors"). That is, the effect of one independent variable on the dependent
variable of interest may not be the same at all levels of the other independent variable. Another way to
put this is that the effect of one independent variable may depend on the level of the other independent
variable. In order to find an interaction, you must have a factorial design, in which the two (or more)

independent variables are "crossed" with one another so that there are observations at every
combination of levels of the two independent variables. EX: stress level and practice to memorize words:
together they may have a lower performance.

Q7.

What is selection bias?

https://www.elderresearch.com/blog/selection-bias-in-analytics

Selection (or ‘sampling’) bias occurs when the sample data that is gathered and prepared for modeling
has characteristics that are not representative of the true, future population of cases the model will see.
That is, active selection bias occurs when a subset of the data is systematically (i.e., non-randomly)
excluded from analysis.

Q8.

What is an example of a data set with a non-Gaussian distribution?

https://www.quora.com/Most-machine-learning-datasets-are-in-Gaussian-distribution-Where-can-we-findthe-dataset-which-follows-Bernoulli-Poisson-gamma-beta-etc-distribution

The Gaussian distribution is part of the Exponential family of distributions, but there are a lot more of
them, with the same sort of ease of use, in many cases, and if the person doing the machine learning has
a solid grounding in statistics, they can be utilized where appropriate.
Binomial: multiple toss of a coin Bin(n,p): the binomial distribution consists of the probabilities of each of
the possible numbers of successes on n trials for independent events that each have a probability of p of
occurring.
Bernoulli: Bin(1,p) = Be(p)
Poisson: Pois( )

Data Science
Q1.
What is Data Science? List the differences between supervised and
unsupervised learning.
Data Science is a blend of various tools, algorithms, and machine learning principles with the goal to
discover hidden patterns from the raw data. How is this different from what statisticians have been doing
for years? The answer lies in the difference between explaining and predicting: statisticians work a
posteriori, explaining the results and designing a plan; data scientists use historical data to make
predictions.
The differences between supervised and unsupervised learning are:
Supervised
Input data is labelled
Split in training/validation/test
Used for prediction
Classification and Regression

Q2.

Unsupervised
Input data is unlabeled
No split
Used for analysis
Clustering, dimension reduction,
and density estimation

What is Selection Bias?

Selection bias is a kind of error that occurs when the researcher decides what has to be studied. It is
associated with research where the selection of participants is not random. Therefore, some conclusions
of the study may not be accurate.
The types of selection bias include:
• Sampling bias: It is a systematic error due to a non-random sample of a population causing some
members of the population to be less likely to be included than others resulting in a biased
sample.
• Time interval: A trial may be terminated early at an extreme value (often for ethical reasons), but
the extreme value is likely to be reached by the variable with the largest variance, even if all
variables have a similar mean.
• Data: When specific subsets of data are chosen to support a conclusion or rejection of bad data
on arbitrary grounds, instead of according to previously stated or generally agreed criteria.
• Attrition: Attrition bias is a kind of selection bias caused by attrition (loss of participants)
discounting trial subjects/tests that did not run to completion.

Q3.

What is bias-variance trade-off?

Bias: Bias is an error introduced in the model due to the oversimplification of the algorithm used (does
not fit the data properly). It can lead to under-fitting.
Low bias machine learning algorithms — Decision Trees, k-NN and SVM
High bias machine learning algorithms — Linear Regression, Logistic Regression

Variance: Variance is error introduced in the model due to a too complex algorithm, it performs very well
in the training set but poorly in the test set. It can lead to high sensitivity and overfitting.
Possible high variance – polynomial regression
Normally, as you increase the complexity of your model, you will see a reduction in error due to lower
bias in the model. However, this only happens until a particular point. As you continue to make your model
more complex, you end up over-fitting your model and hence your model will start suffering from high
variance.

Bias-Variance trade-off: The goal of any supervised machine learning algorithm is to have low bias and
low variance to achieve good prediction performance.
1. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm has low bias and high variance, but the trade-off can be changed
by increasing the value of k which increases the number of neighbors that contribute to the
prediction and in turn increases the bias of the model.
2. The support vector machine algorithm has low bias and high variance, but the trade-off can be
changed by increasing the C parameter that influences the number of violations of the margin
allowed in the training data which increases the bias but decreases the variance.
3. The decision tree has low bias and high variance, you can decrease the depth of the tree or use
fewer attributes.
4. The linear regression has low variance and high bias, you can increase the number of features or
use another regression that better fits the data.
There is no escaping the relationship between bias and variance in machine learning. Increasing the bias
will decrease the variance. Increasing the variance will decrease bias.

Q4.

What is a confusion matrix?

The confusion matrix is a 2X2 table that contains 4 outputs provided by the binary classifier.

Predict +
TP
FP (I error)

Actual +
Actual -

Predict FN (II error)
TN

A data set used for performance evaluation is called a test data set. It should contain the correct labels
and predicted labels. The predicted labels will exactly the same if the performance of a binary classifier is
perfect. The predicted labels usually match with part of the observed labels in real-world scenarios.
A binary classifier predicts all data instances of a test data set as either positive or negative. This produces
four outcomes: TP, FP, TN, FN. Basic measures derived from the confusion matrix:
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What is the difference between “long” and “wide” format data?

In the wide-format, a subject’s repeated responses will be in a single row, and each response is in a
separate column. In the long-format, each row is a one-time point per subject. You can recognize data in
wide format by the fact that columns generally represent groups (variables).

Q6.

What do you understand by the term Normal Distribution?

Data is usually distributed in different ways with a bias to the left or to the right or it can all be jumbled
up. However, there are chances that data is distributed around a central value without any bias to the left
or right and reaches normal distribution in the form of a bell-shaped curve.

The random variables are distributed in the form of a symmetrical, bell-shaped curve. Properties of
Normal Distribution are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Unimodal (Only one mode)
Symmetrical (left and right halves are mirror images)
Bell-shaped (maximum height (mode) at the mean)
Mean, Mode, and Median are all located in the center
Asymptotic

Q7.

What is correlation and covariance in statistics?

Correlation is considered or described as the best technique for measuring and also for estimating the
quantitative relationship between two variables. Correlation measures how strongly two variables are
related. Given two random variables, it is the covariance between both divided by the product of the two
standard deviations of the single variables, hence always between -1 and 1.
=

( , )
∈ [−1,1]
( ) ( )

Covariance is a measure that indicates the extent to which two random variables change in cycle. It
explains the systematic relation between a pair of random variables, wherein changes in one variable
reciprocal by a corresponding change in another variable.

( , ) = [( − [ ])( − [ ])] = [

Q8.
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What is the difference between Point Estimates and Confidence Interval?

Point Estimation gives us a particular value as an estimate of a population parameter. Method of Moments
and Maximum Likelihood estimator methods are used to derive Point Estimators for population
parameters.
A confidence interval gives us a range of values which is likely to contain the population parameter. The
confidence interval is generally preferred, as it tells us how likely this interval is to contain the population
parameter. This likeliness or probability is called Confidence Level or Confidence coefficient and
represented by 1 − , where is the level of significance.

Q9.

What is the goal of A/B Testing?

It is a hypothesis testing for a randomized experiment with two variables A and B.
The goal of A/B Testing is to identify any changes to the web page to maximize or increase the outcome
of interest. A/B testing is a fantastic method for figuring out the best online promotional and marketing
strategies for your business. It can be used to test everything from website copy to sales emails to search
ads. An example of this could be identifying the click-through rate for a banner ad.

Q10.

What is p-value?

When you perform a hypothesis test in statistics, a p-value can help you determine the strength of your
results. p-value is the minimum significance level at which you can reject the null hypothesis. The lower
the p-value, the more likely you reject the null hypothesis.

Q11.
In any 15-minute interval, there is a 20% probability that you will see at least
one shooting star. What is the probability that you see at least one shooting star in
the period of an hour?
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Q12.
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How can you generate a random number between 1 – 7 with only a die?

Any die has six sides from 1-6. There is no way to get seven equal outcomes from a single rolling of a die.
If we roll the die twice and consider the event of two rolls, we now have 36 different outcomes. To get
our 7 equal outcomes we have to reduce this 36 to a number divisible by 7. We can thus consider only 35
outcomes and exclude the other one. A simple scenario can be to exclude the combination (6,6), i.e., to
roll the die again if 6 appears twice. All the remaining combinations from (1,1) till (6,5) can be divided into
7 parts of 5 each. This way all the seven sets of outcomes are equally likely.

Q13.
A certain couple tells you that they have two children, at least one of which
is a girl. What is the probability that they have two girls?
(
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1
2

Q14.
A jar has 1000 coins, of which 999 are fair and 1 is double headed. Pick a coin
at random and toss it 10 times. Given that you see 10 heads, what is the probability
that the next toss of that coin is also a head?
There are two ways of choosing the coin. One is to pick a fair coin and the other is to pick the one with
two heads.
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Q15.
What do you understand by statistical power of sensitivity and how do you
calculate it?
Sensitivity is commonly used to validate the accuracy of a classifier (Logistic, SVM, Random Forest etc.).
=

Q16.

+

Why is Re-sampling done?

https://machinelearningmastery.com/statistical-sampling-and-resampling/

•
•

Sampling is an active process of gathering observations with the intent of estimating a population
variable.
Resampling is a methodology of economically using a data sample to improve the accuracy and
quantify the uncertainty of a population parameter. Resampling methods, in fact, make use of a
nested resampling method.

Once we have a data sample, it can be used to estimate the population parameter. The problem is that
we only have a single estimate of the population parameter, with little idea of the variability or uncertainty
in the estimate. One way to address this is by estimating the population parameter multiple times from
our data sample. This is called resampling. Statistical resampling methods are procedures that describe
how to economically use available data to estimate a population parameter. The result can be both a
more accurate estimate of the parameter (such as taking the mean of the estimates) and a quantification
of the uncertainty of the estimate (such as adding a confidence interval).
Resampling methods are very easy to use, requiring little mathematical knowledge. A downside of the
methods is that they can be computationally very expensive, requiring tens, hundreds, or even thousands
of resamples in order to develop a robust estimate of the population parameter.
The key idea is to resample form the original data — either directly or via a fitted model — to create
replicate datasets, from which the variability of the quantiles of interest can be assessed without longwinded and error-prone analytical calculation. Because this approach involves repeating the original data
analysis procedure with many replicate sets of data, these are sometimes called computer-intensive
methods. Each new subsample from the original data sample is used to estimate the population
parameter. The sample of estimated population parameters can then be considered with statistical tools
in order to quantify the expected value and variance, providing measures of the uncertainty of the
estimate. Statistical sampling methods can be used in the selection of a subsample from the original
sample.
A key difference is that process must be repeated multiple times. The problem with this is that there will
be some relationship between the samples as observations that will be shared across multiple
subsamples. This means that the subsamples and the estimated population parameters are not strictly

identical and independently distributed. This has implications for statistical tests performed on the sample
of estimated population parameters downstream, i.e. paired statistical tests may be required.
Two commonly used resampling methods that you may encounter are k-fold cross-validation and the
bootstrap.
•

•

Bootstrap. Samples are drawn from the dataset with replacement (allowing the same sample to
appear more than once in the sample), where those instances not drawn into the data sample
may be used for the test set.
k-fold Cross-Validation. A dataset is partitioned into k groups, where each group is given the
opportunity of being used as a held out test set leaving the remaining groups as the training set.
The k-fold cross-validation method specifically lends itself to use in the evaluation of predictive
models that are repeatedly trained on one subset of the data and evaluated on a second held-out
subset of the data.

Resampling is done in any of these cases:
• Estimating the accuracy of sample statistics by using subsets of accessible data or drawing
randomly with replacement from a set of data points
• Substituting labels on data points when performing significance tests
• Validating models by using random subsets (bootstrapping, cross-validation)

Q17.

What are the differences between over-fitting and under-fitting?

In statistics and machine learning, one of the most common tasks is to fit a model to a set of training data,
so as to be able to make reliable predictions on general untrained data.
In overfitting, a statistical model describes random error or noise instead of the underlying relationship.
Overfitting occurs when a model is excessively complex, such as having too many parameters relative to
the number of observations. A model that has been overfitted, has poor predictive performance, as it
overreacts to minor fluctuations in the training data.
Underfitting occurs when a statistical model or machine learning algorithm cannot capture the underlying
trend of the data. Underfitting would occur, for example, when fitting a linear model to non-linear data.
Such a model too would have poor predictive performance.

Q18.

How to combat Overfitting and Underfitting?

To combat overfitting:
1. Add noise
2. Feature selection
3. Increase training set
4. L2 (ridge) or L1 (lasso) regularization; L1 drops weights, L2 no
5. Use cross-validation techniques, such as k folds cross-validation
6. Boosting and bagging
7. Dropout technique

8. Perform early stopping
9. Remove inner layers
To combat underfitting:
1. Add features
2. Increase time of training

Q19.

What is regularization? Why is it useful?

Regularization is the process of adding tuning parameter (penalty term) to a model to induce smoothness
in order to prevent overfitting. This is most often done by adding a constant multiple to an existing weight
vector. This constant is often the L1 (Lasso - | |) or L2 (Ridge - ). The model predictions should then
minimize the loss function calculated on the regularized training set.

Q20.

What Is the Law of Large Numbers?

It is a theorem that describes the result of performing the same experiment a large number of times. This
theorem forms the basis of frequency-style thinking. It says that the sample means, the sample variance
and the sample standard deviation converge to what they are trying to estimate. According to the law,
the average of the results obtained from a large number of trials should be close to the expected value
and will tend to become closer to the expected value as more trials are performed.

Q21.

What Are Confounding Variables?

In statistics, a confounder is a variable that influences both the dependent variable and independent
variable.
If you are researching whether a lack of exercise leads to weight gain:
lack of exercise = independent variable
weight gain = dependent variable
A confounding variable here would be any other variable that affects both of these variables, such as the
age of the subject.

Q22.

What Are the Types of Biases That Can Occur During Sampling?

a. Selection bias
b. Under coverage bias
c. Survivorship bias

Q23.

What is Survivorship Bias?

It is the logical error of focusing aspects that support surviving some process and casually overlooking
those that did not work because of their lack of prominence. This can lead to wrong conclusions in
numerous different means. For example, during a recession you look just at the survived businesses, noting

that they are performing poorly. However, they perform better than the rest, which is failed, thus being
removed from the time series.

Q24.

What is Selection Bias? What is under coverage bias?

https://stattrek.com/survey-research/survey-bias.aspx

Selection bias occurs when the sample obtained is not representative of the population intended to be
analyzed. For instance, you select only Asians to perform a study on the world population height.
Under coverage bias occurs when some members of the population are inadequately represented in the
sample. A classic example of under coverage is the Literary Digest voter survey, which predicted that Alfred
Landon would beat Franklin Roosevelt in the 1936 presidential election. The survey sample suffered from
under coverage of low-income voters, who tended to be Democrats.
How did this happen? The survey relied on a convenience sample, drawn from telephone directories and
car registration lists. In 1936, people who owned cars and telephones tended to be more affluent. Under
coverage is often a problem with convenience samples.

Q25.

Explain how a ROC curve works?

The ROC curve is a graphical representation of the contrast between true positive rates and false positive
rates at various thresholds. It is often used as a proxy for the trade-off between the sensitivity (true
positive rate) and false positive rate.
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Q26.

What is TF/IDF vectorization?

TF-IDF is short for term frequency-inverse document frequency, is a numerical statistic that is intended to
reflect how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. It is often used as a weighting
factor in information retrieval and text mining.
•
•
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The TF-IDF value increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is
offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus, which helps to adjust for the fact that some words
appear more frequently in general.

Q27.
Why we generally use Soft-max (or sigmoid) non-linearity function as last
operation in-network? Why RELU in an inner layer?
It is because it takes in a vector of real numbers and returns a probability distribution. Its definition is as
follows. Let x be a vector of real numbers (positive, negative, whatever, there are no constraints).
Then the i-eth component of soft-max(x) is:

It should be clear that the output is a probability distribution: each element is non-negative and the sum
over all components is 1.
RELU because it avoids the vanishing gradient descent issue.

Data Analysis
Q1.

Python or R – Which one would you prefer for text analytics?

We will prefer Python because of the following reasons:
• Python would be the best option because it has Pandas library that provides easy to use data
structures and high-performance data analysis tools.
• R is more suitable for machine learning than just text analysis.
• Python performs faster for all types of text analytics.

Q2.

How does data cleaning play a vital role in the analysis?

Data cleaning can help in analysis because:
• Cleaning data from multiple sources helps transform it into a format that data analysts or data
scientists can work with.
• Data Cleaning helps increase the accuracy of the model in machine learning.
• It is a cumbersome process because as the number of data sources increases, the time taken to
clean the data increases exponentially due to the number of sources and the volume of data
generated by these sources.
• It might take up to 80% of the time for just cleaning data making it a critical part of the analysis
task.

Q3.

Differentiate between univariate, bivariate and multivariate analysis.

Univariate analyses are descriptive statistical analysis techniques which can be differentiated based on
one variable involved at a given point of time. For example, the pie charts of sales based on territory
involve only one variable and can the analysis can be referred to as univariate analysis.
The bivariate analysis attempts to understand the difference between two variables at a time as in a
scatterplot. For example, analyzing the volume of sale and spending can be considered as an example of
bivariate analysis.
Multivariate analysis deals with the study of more than two variables to understand the effect of variables
on the responses.

Q4.

Explain Star Schema.

It is a traditional database schema with a central table. Satellite tables map IDs to physical names or
descriptions and can be connected to the central fact table using the ID fields; these tables are known as
lookup tables and are principally useful in real-time applications, as they save a lot of memory. Sometimes
star schemas involve several layers of summarization to recover information faster.

Q5.

What is Cluster Sampling?

Cluster sampling is a technique used when it becomes difficult to study the target population spread
across a wide area and simple random sampling cannot be applied. Cluster Sample is a probability sample
where each sampling unit is a collection or cluster of elements.
For example, a researcher wants to survey the academic performance of high school students in Japan. He
can divide the entire population of Japan into different clusters (cities). Then the researcher selects a
number of clusters depending on his research through simple or systematic random sampling.

Q6.

What is Systematic Sampling?

Systematic sampling is a statistical technique where elements are selected from an ordered sampling
frame. In systematic sampling, the list is progressed in a circular manner so once you reach the end of the
list, it is progressed from the top again. The best example of systematic sampling is equal probability
method.

Q7.

What are Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues?

Eigenvectors are used for understanding linear transformations. In data analysis, we usually calculate the
eigenvectors for a correlation or covariance matrix. Eigenvectors are the directions along which a
particular linear transformation acts by flipping, compressing or stretching.
Eigenvalue can be referred to as the strength of the transformation in the direction of eigenvector or the
factor by which the compression occurs.

Q8.
Can you cite some examples where a false positive is important than a false
negative?
Let us first understand what false positives and false negatives are
•
•

False Positives are the cases where you wrongly classified a non-event as an event a.k.a Type I
error.
False Negatives are the cases where you wrongly classify events as non-events, a.k.a Type II error.

Example 1: In the medical field, assume you have to give chemotherapy to patients. Assume a patient
comes to that hospital and he is tested positive for cancer, based on the lab prediction but he actually
doesn’t have cancer. This is a case of false positive. Here it is of utmost danger to start chemotherapy on
this patient when he actually does not have cancer. In the absence of cancerous cell, chemotherapy will
do certain damage to his normal healthy cells and might lead to severe diseases, even cancer.
Example 2: Let’s say an e-commerce company decided to give $1000 Gift voucher to the customers whom
they assume to purchase at least $10,000 worth of items. They send free voucher mail directly to 100
customers without any minimum purchase condition because they assume to make at least 20% profit on
sold items above $10,000. Now the issue is if we send the $1000 gift vouchers to customers who have not
actually purchased anything but are marked as having made $10,000 worth of purchase.

Q9.
Can you cite some examples where a false negative important than a false
positive? And vice versa?

Example 1 FN: What if Jury or judge decides to make a criminal go free?
Example 2 FN: Fraud detection.
Example 3 FP: customer voucher use promo evaluation: if many used it and actually if was not true,
promo sucks.

Q10.
Can you cite some examples where both false positive and false negatives
are equally important?
In the Banking industry giving loans is the primary source of making money but at the same time if your
repayment rate is not good you will not make any profit, rather you will risk huge losses.
Banks don’t want to lose good customers and at the same point in time, they don’t want to acquire bad
customers. In this scenario, both the false positives and false negatives become very important to measure.

Q11.

Can you explain the difference between a Validation Set and a Test Set?

A Training Set:
• to fit the parameters i.e. weights
A Validation set:
• part of the training set
• for parameter selection
• to avoid overfitting
A Test set:
• for testing or evaluating the performance of a trained machine learning model, i.e. evaluating the
predictive power and generalization.

Q12.

Explain cross-validation.

https://machinelearningmastery.com/k-fold-cross-validation/

Cross-validation is a resampling procedure used to evaluate machine learning models on a limited data
sample. The procedure has a single parameter called k that refers to the number of groups that a given
data sample is to be split into. As such, the procedure is often called k-fold cross-validation. When a
specific value for k is chosen, it may be used in place of k in the reference to the model, such as k=10
becoming 10-fold cross-validation. Mainly used in backgrounds where the objective is forecast, and one
wants to estimate how accurately a model will accomplish in practice.
Cross-validation is primarily used in applied machine learning to estimate the skill of a machine learning
model on unseen data. That is, to use a limited sample in order to estimate how the model is expected to
perform in general when used to make predictions on data not used during the training of the model.
It is a popular method because it is simple to understand and because it generally results in a less biased
or less optimistic estimate of the model skill than other methods, such as a simple train/test split.

The general procedure is as follows:
1. Shuffle the dataset randomly.
2. Split the dataset into k groups
3. For each unique group:
a. Take the group as a hold out or test data set
b. Take the remaining groups as a training data set
c. Fit a model on the training set and evaluate it on the test set
d. Retain the evaluation score and discard the model
4. Summarize the skill of the model using the sample of model evaluation scores

There is an alternative in Scikit-Learn called Stratified k fold, in which the split is shuffled to make it sure
you have a representative sample of each class and a k fold in which you may not have the assurance of
it (not good with a very unbalanced dataset).

Machine Learning
Q1.

What is Machine Learning?

Machine learning is the study of computer algorithms that improve automatically through experience. It
is seen as a subset of artificial intelligence. Machine Learning explores the study and construction of
algorithms that can learn from and make predictions on data. You select a model to train and then
manually perform feature extraction. Used to devise complex models and algorithms that lend themselves
to a prediction which in commercial use is known as predictive analytics.

Q2.

What is Supervised Learning?

Supervised learning is the machine learning task of inferring a function from labeled training data. The
training data consist of a set of training examples.
Algorithms: Support Vector Machines, Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, K-nearest Neighbor
Algorithm and Neural Networks
E.g. If you built a fruit classifier, the labels will be “this is an orange, this is an apple and this is a banana”,
based on showing the classifier examples of apples, oranges and bananas.

Q3.

What is Unsupervised learning?

Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning algorithm used to draw inferences from datasets
consisting of input data without labelled responses.
Algorithms: Clustering, Anomaly Detection, Neural Networks and Latent Variable Models
E.g. In the same example, a fruit clustering will categorize as “fruits with soft skin and lots of dimples”,
“fruits with shiny hard skin” and “elongated yellow fruits”.

Q4.

What are the various algorithms?

There are various algorithms. Here is a list.

Q5.

What is ‘Naive’ in a Naive Bayes?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier

Naive Bayes methods are a set of supervised learning algorithms based on applying Bayes’ theorem with
the “naive” assumption of conditional independence between every pair of features given the value of
the class variable. Bayes’ theorem states the following relationship, given class variable y and dependent
feature vector through :

Using the naive conditional independence assumption that each
for all , this relationship is simplified to:

Since ( , … ,

is independent:

) is constant given the input, we can use the following classification rule:

and we can use Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation to estimate ( ) and ( | ); the former is then
the relative frequency of class in the training set.

The different naive Bayes classifiers differ mainly by the assumptions they make regarding the distribution
of ( | ): can be Bernoulli, Binomial, Gaussian, and so on.

Q6.

What is PCA? When do you use it?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Principal_component_analysis
https://blog.umetrics.com/what-is-principal-component-analysis-pca-and-how-it-is-used
https://blog.umetrics.com/why-preprocesing-data-creates-better-data-analytics-models

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a statistical method used in Machine Learning. It consists in
projecting data in a higher dimensional space into a lower dimensional space by maximizing
the variance of each dimension.
The process works as following. We define a matrix A with rows (the single observations of a dataset –
in a tabular format, each single row) and columns, our features. For this matrix we construct a variable
space with as many dimensions as there are features. Each feature represents one coordinate axis. For

each feature, the length has been standardized according to a scaling criterion, normally by scaling to unit
variance. It is determinant to scale the features to a common scale, otherwise the features with a greater
magnitude will weigh more in determining the principal components. Once plotted all the observations
and computed the mean of each variable, that mean will be represented by a point in the center of our
plot (the center of gravity). Then, we subtract each observation with the mean, shifting the coordinate
system with the center in the origin. The best fitting line resulting is the line that best accounts for the
shape of the point swarm. It represents the maximum variance direction in the data. Each observation
may be projected onto this line in order to get a coordinate value along the PC-line. This value is known
as a score. The next best-fitting line can be similarly chosen from directions perpendicular to the first.
Repeating this process yields an orthogonal basis in which different individual dimensions of the data are
uncorrelated. These basis vectors are called principal components.

PCA is mostly used as a tool in exploratory data analysis and for making predictive models. It is often used
to visualize genetic distance and relatedness between populations.

Q7.

Explain SVM algorithm in detail.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Support_vector_machine

Classifying data is a common task in machine learning. Suppose some given data points each belong to
one of two classes, and the goal is to decide which class a new data point will be in. In the case of supportvector machines, a data point is viewed as a p-dimensional vector (a list of numbers), and we want to
know whether we can separate such points with a ( − 1)-dimensional hyperplane. This is called a linear
classifier. There are many hyperplanes that might classify the data. One reasonable choice as the best
hyperplane is the one that represents the largest separation, or margin, between the two classes. So, we
choose the hyperplane so that the distance from it to the nearest data point on each side is maximized. If
such a hyperplane exists, it is known as the maximum-margin hyperplane and the linear classifier it defines
is known as a maximum-margin classifier; or equivalently, the perceptron of optimal stability. The best
hyper plane that divides the data is .
We have n data ( , ), … , ( , ) and p different features = ( , … , ) and is either 1 or -1.
The equation of the hyperplane
is as the set of points x satisfying:

∙

−

=0

where
is the (not necessarily normalized) normal vector to the hyperplane. The parameter
determines the offset of the hyperplane from the origin along the normal vector w.
‖ ‖
So, for each , either

•

•

•
•

is in the hyperplane of 1 or -1. Basically,
∙ − ≥1
∙ −

satisfies:
≤ −1

SVMs are helpful in text and hypertext categorization, as their application can significantly reduce
the need for labeled training instances in both the standard inductive and transductive settings.
Some methods for shallow semantic parsing are based on support vector machines.
Classification of images can also be performed using SVMs. Experimental results show that SVMs
achieve significantly higher search accuracy than traditional query refinement schemes after just
three to four rounds of relevance feedback.
Classification of satellite data like SAR data using supervised SVM.
Hand-written characters can be recognized using SVM.

Q8.
What are the support vectors in
SVM?
In the diagram, we see that the sketched lines mark the
distance from the classifier (the hyper plane) to the closest
data points called the support vectors (darkened data
points). The distance between the two thin lines is called the
margin.
To extend SVM to cases in which the data are not linearly
separable, we introduce the hinge loss function,
max (0, 1 −

(

∙

− ))

This function is zero if x lies on the correct side of the margin. For data on the wrong side of the margin,
the function's value is proportional to the distance from the margin.

Q9.

What are the different kernels in SVM?

There are four types of kernels in SVM.
1. LinearKernel
2. Polynomial kernel
3. Radial basis kernel
4. Sigmoid kernel

Q10.

What are the most known ensemble algorithms?

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-ultimate-guide-to-adaboost-random-forests-and-xgboost-7f9327061c4f

The most popular trees are: AdaBoost, Random Forest, and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost).
AdaBoost is best used in a dataset with low noise, when computational complexity or timeliness of results
is not a main concern and when there are not enough resources for broader hyperparameter tuning due
to lack of time and knowledge of the user.
Random forests should not be used when dealing with time series data or any other data where lookahead bias should be avoided, and the order and continuity of the samples need to be ensured. This
algorithm can handle noise relatively well, but more knowledge from the user is required to adequately
tune the algorithm compared to AdaBoost.
The main advantages of XGBoost is its lightning speed compared to other algorithms, such as AdaBoost,
and its regularization parameter that successfully reduces variance. But even aside from the regularization
parameter, this algorithm leverages a learning rate (shrinkage) and subsamples from the features like
random forests, which increases its ability to generalize even further. However, XGBoost is more difficult
to understand, visualize and to tune compared to AdaBoost and random forests. There is a multitude of
hyperparameters that can be tuned to increase performance.

Q11.

Explain Decision Tree algorithm in detail.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree_learning
https://www.kdnuggets.com/2019/02/decision-trees-introduction.html/2
https://medium.com/@naeemsunesara/giniscore-entropy-and-information-gain-in-decision-treescbc08589852d

A decision tree is a supervised machine learning algorithm mainly used for Regression and Classification.
It breaks down a data set into smaller and smaller subsets while at the same time an associated decision
tree is incrementally developed. The final result is a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes. A decision
tree can handle both categorical and numerical data. The term Classification and Regression Tree (CART)
analysis is an umbrella term used to refer to both of the above procedures.
Some techniques, often called ensemble methods, construct more than one decision tree:

•

•

•

Boosted trees Incrementally building an ensemble by training each new instance to emphasize
the training instances previously mis-modeled. A typical example is AdaBoost. These can be used
for regression-type and classification-type problems.
Bootstrap aggregated (or bagged) decision trees, an early ensemble method, builds multiple
decision trees by repeatedly resampling training data with replacement, and voting the trees for
a consensus prediction.
o A random forest classifier is a specific type of bootstrap aggregating.
Rotation forest – in which every decision tree is trained by first applying principal component
analysis (PCA) on a random subset of the input features.

A special case of a decision tree is a decision list, which is a one-sided decision tree, so that every internal
node has exactly 1 leaf node and exactly 1 internal node as a child (except for the bottommost node,
whose only child is a single leaf node). While less expressive, decision lists are arguably easier to
understand than general decision trees due to their added sparsity, permit non-greedy learning methods
and monotonic constraints to be imposed.
Notable decision tree algorithms include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3)
C4.5 (successor of ID3)
CART (Classification and Regression Tree)
Chi-square automatic interaction detection (CHAID). Performs multi-level splits when computing
classification trees.
MARS: extends decision trees to handle numerical data better.
Conditional Inference Trees. Statistics-based approach that uses non-parametric tests as splitting
criteria, corrected for multiple testing to avoid overfitting. This approach results in unbiased
predictor selection and does not require pruning.

Q12.

What are Entropy and Information gain in Decision tree algorithm?

https://www.saedsayad.com/decision_tree.htm
https://medium.com/@naeemsunesara/giniscore-entropy-and-information-gain-in-decision-treescbc08589852d
There are a lot of algorithms which are employed to build a decision tree, ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3),
C4.5, C5.0, CART (Classification and Regression Trees) to name a few but at their core all of them tell us
what questions to ask and when.
The below table has color and diameter of a fruit and the label tells the name of the fruit. How do we build
a decision tree to classify the fruits?

Here is how we will build the tree. We will start with a node which will ask a true or false question to split
the data into two. The two resulting nodes will each ask a true or false question again to split the data
further and so on.
There are 2 main things to consider with the above approach:
• Which is the best question to ask at each node
• When do we stop splitting the data further?
Let’s start building the tree with the first or the topmost node. There is a list of possible questions which
can be asked. The first node can ask the following questions:
• Is the color green?
• Is the color yellow?
• Is the color red?
• Is the diameter ≥ 3?
• Is the diameter ≥ 1?
Of these possible set of questions, which one is the best to ask so that our data is split into two sets after
the first node? Remember we are trying to split or classify our data into separate classes. Our question
should be such that our data is partitioned into as unmixed or pure classes as possible. An impure set or
class here refers to one which has many different types of objects for example if we ask the question for
the above data, “Is the color green?” our data will be split into two sets one of which will be pure the other
will have a mixed set of labels. If we assign a label to a mixed set, we have higher chances of being
incorrect. But how do we measure this impurity?

Gini Impurity and Information Gain - CART
CART (Classification and Regression Trees) → uses Gini Index (Classification) as metric.

The Gini Impurity (GI) metric measures the homogeneity of a set of items. The lowest possible value of GI
is 0.0. The maximum value of GI depends on the particular problem being investigated but gets close to
1.0.
Suppose for example you have 12 items — apples, grapes, lemons. If there are 0 apples, 0 grapes, 12 lemons,
then you have minimal impurity (this is good for decision trees) and GI = 0.0. But if you have 4 apples, 4
grapes, 4 lemons, you have maximum impurity and it turns out that GI = 0.667.
I’ll show example calculations.
Maximum GI: Apples, Grapes, Lemons

When the number of items is evenly distributed, as in the example above, you have maximum GI but the
exact value depends on how many items there are. A bit less than maximum GI:

In the example above, the items are not quite evenly distributed, and the GI is slightly less (which is better
when used for decision trees). Minimum GI:

The Gini index is not at all the same as a different metric called the Gini coefficient. The Gini impurity
metric can be used when creating a decision tree but there are alternatives, including Entropy
Information gain. The advantage of GI is its simplicity.
Information Gain
Information gain is another metric which tells us how much a question unmixes the labels at a
node. “Mathematically it is just a difference between impurity values before splitting the data at a node
and the weighted average of the impurity after the split”. For instance, if we go back to our data of
apples, lemons and grapes and ask the question “Is the color Green?”

The information gain by asking this question is 0.144. Similarly, we can ask another question from the set
of possible questions split the data and compute information gain. This is also called (Recursive Binary
Splitting).

The question where we have the highest information gain “Is diameter ≥ 3?” is the best question to ask.
Note that the information gain is same for the question “Is the color red?” we just picked the first one at
random.
Repeating the same method at the child node we can complete the tree. Note that no further questions
can be asked which would increase the information gain.

Also note that the rightmost leaf which says 50% Apple & 50% lemon means that this class cannot be
divided further, and this branch can tell an apple or a lemon with 50% probability. For the grape and apple
branches we stop asking further questions since the Gini Impurity is 0 for those.

Entropy and Information Gain – ID3
ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser 3) → uses Entropy function and Information gain as metrics.

If the sample is completely homogeneous the entropy is zero and if the sample is an equally divided it has
entropy of one.

To build a decision tree, we need to calculate two types of entropy using frequency tables as follows:
a) Entropy using the frequency table of one attribute:

b) Entropy using the frequency table of two attributes:

Information Gain
The information gain is based on the decrease in entropy after a dataset is split on an attribute.
Constructing a decision tree is all about finding attribute that returns the highest information gain (i.e.,
the most homogeneous branches).
Step 1: Calculate entropy of the target.

Step 2: The dataset is then split on the different attributes. The entropy for each branch is calculated.
Then it is added proportionally, to get total entropy for the split. The resulting entropy is subtracted from
the entropy before the split. The result is the Information Gain or decrease in entropy.

Step 3: Choose attribute with the largest information gain as the decision node, divide the dataset by its
branches and repeat the same process on every branch.

Step 4a: A branch with entropy of 0 is a leaf node.

Step 4b: A branch with entropy more than 0 needs further splitting.

Step 5: The ID3 algorithm is run recursively on the non-leaf branches, until all data is classified.

Q13.

What is pruning in Decision Tree?

Pruning is a technique in machine learning and search algorithms that reduces the size of decision trees
by removing sections of the tree that provide little power to classify instances. So, when we remove subnodes of a decision node, this process is called pruning or opposite process of splitting.

Q14.
What is logistic regression? State an example when you have used logistic
regression recently.
Logistic Regression often referred to as the logit model is a technique to predict the binary outcome from
a linear combination of predictor variables. Since we are interested in a probability outcome, a line does
not fit the model. Logistic Regression is a classification algorithm that works by trying to learn a function

that approximates ( | ) . It makes the central assumption that ( | ) can be approximated as a
sigmoid function applied to a linear combination of input features.

For example, if you want to predict whether a particular political leader will win the election or not. In this
case, the outcome of prediction is binary i.e. 0 or 1 (Win/Lose). The predictor variables here would be the
amount of money spent for election campaigning of a particular candidate, the amount of time spent in
campaigning, etc.

Q15.

What is Linear Regression?

Linear regression is a statistical technique where the score of a variable Y is predicted from the score of a
second variable X. X is referred to as the predictor variable and Y as the criterion variable.

Q16.

What Are the Drawbacks of the Linear Model?

Some drawbacks of the linear model are:
• The assumption of linearity of the model
• It can’t be used for count outcomes or binary outcomes.
• There are overfitting or underfitting problems that it can’t solve.

Q17.
What is the difference between Regression and classification ML
techniques?
Both Regression and classification machine learning techniques come under Supervised machine learning
algorithms. In Supervised machine learning algorithm, we have to train the model using labelled data set,
while training we have to explicitly provide the correct labels and algorithm tries to learn the pattern from
input to output. If our labels are discrete values then it will a classification problem, but if our labels are
continuous values then it will be a regression problem.

Q18.

What are Recommender Systems?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recommender_system

Recommender Systems are a subclass of information filtering systems that are meant to predict the
preferences or ratings that a user would give to a product. Recommender systems are widely used in
movies, news, research articles, products, social tags, music, etc.
Examples include movie recommenders in IMDB, Netflix & BookMyShow, product recommenders in ecommerce sites like Amazon, eBay & Flipkart, YouTube video recommendations and game
recommendations in Xbox.

Q19.

What is Collaborative filtering? And a content based?

The process of filtering used by most of the recommender systems to find patterns or information by
collaborating viewpoints, various data sources and multiple agents. Collaborative filtering is a technique
that can filter out items that a user might like on the basis of reactions by similar users. It works by
searching a large group of people and finding a smaller set of users with tastes similar to a particular user.
It looks at the items they like (usually based on rating) and combines them to create a ranked list of
suggestions. Similar users are those with similar rating and on the based on that they get
recommendations. In content based, we look only at the item level, recommending on similar items sold.

An example of collaborative filtering can be to predict the rating of a particular user based on his/her
ratings for other movies and others’ ratings for all movies. This concept is widely used in recommending
movies in IMDB, Netflix & BookMyShow, product recommenders in e-commerce sites like Amazon, eBay &
Flipkart, YouTube video recommendations and game recommendations in Xbox.

Q20.

How can outlier values be treated?

Outlier values can be identified by using univariate or any other graphical analysis method. If the number
of outlier values is few then they can be assessed individually but for a large number of outliers, the values
can be substituted with either the 99th or the 1st percentile values.
All extreme values are not outlier values. The most common ways to treat outlier values:
1. Change it with a mean or median
2. Standardize the feature, changing the distribution but smoothing the outliers
3. Log transform the feature (with many outliers)
4. Drop the value

5. First/third quartile value if more than 2

Q21.

What are the various steps involved in an analytics project?

The following are the various steps involved in an analytics project:
1. Understand the Business problem
2. Explore the data and become familiar with it
3. Prepare the data for modeling by detecting outliers, treating missing values, transforming
variables, etc.
4. After data preparation, start running the model, analyze the result and tweak the approach. This
is an iterative step until the best possible outcome is achieved.
5. Validate the model using a new data set.
6. Start implementing the model and track the result to analyze the performance of the model over
the period of time.

Q22.

During analysis, how do you treat missing values?

The extent of the missing values is identified after identifying the variables with missing values. If any
patterns are identified the analyst has to concentrate on them as it could lead to interesting and
meaningful business insights.
If there are no patterns identified, then the missing values can be substituted with mean or median values
(imputation) or they can simply be ignored. Assigning a default value which can be mean, minimum or
maximum value. Getting into the data is important.
If it is a categorical variable, the default value is assigned. The missing value is assigned a default value. If
you have a distribution of data coming, for normal distribution give the mean value.
If 80% of the values for a variable are missing, then you can answer that you would be dropping the
variable instead of treating the missing values.

Q23.

How will you define the number of clusters in a clustering algorithm?

https://stackabuse.com/hierarchical-clustering-with-python-and-scikit-learn/
Though the Clustering Algorithm is not specified, this question is mostly in reference to K-Means clustering
where “K” defines the number of clusters. The objective of clustering is to group similar entities in a way
that the entities within a group are similar to each other, but the groups are different from each other.

For example, the following image shows three different groups.

Within Sum of squares is generally used to explain the homogeneity within a cluster. If you plot WSS (as
the sum of the squared distance between each member of the cluster and its centroid) for a range of
number of clusters, you will get the plot shown below.
• The Graph is generally known as Elbow Curve.
• Red circled a point in above graph i.e. Number of Cluster = 3 is the point after which you don’t see
any decrement in WSS.
• This point is known as the bending point and taken as K in K – Means.

This is the widely used approach but few data scientists also use Hierarchical clustering first to create
dendrograms and identify the distinct groups from there.

The algorithm starts by finding the two points that are closest to each other on the basis of Euclidean
distance. If we look back at Graph1, we can see that points 2 and 3 are closest to each other while points
7 and 8 are closes to each other. Therefore a cluster will be formed between these two points first. In
Graph2, you can see that the dendograms have been created joining points 2 with 3, and 8 with 7. The
vertical height of the dendogram shows the Euclidean distances between points. From Graph2, it can be
seen that Euclidean distance between points 8 and 7 is greater than the distance between point 2 and 3.
The next step is to join the cluster formed by joining two points to the next nearest cluster or point which
in turn results in another cluster. If you look at Graph1, point 4 is closest to cluster of point 2 and 3,
therefore in Graph2 dendrogram is generated by joining point 4 with dendrogram of point 2 and 3. This
process continues until all the points are joined together to form one big cluster.
Once one big cluster is formed, the longest vertical distance without any horizontal line passing through
it is selected and a horizontal line is drawn through it. The number of vertical lines this newly created
horizontal line passes is equal to number of clusters. Take a look at the following plot:

We can see that the largest vertical distance without any horizontal line passing through it is represented
by blue line. So we draw a new horizontal red line that passes through the blue line. Since it crosses the
blue line at two points, therefore the number of clusters will be 2. Basically the horizontal line is a
threshold, which defines the minimum distance required to be a separate cluster. If we draw a line further
down, the threshold required to be a new cluster will be decreased and more clusters will be formed as
see in the image below:

In the above plot, the horizontal line passes through four vertical lines resulting in four clusters: cluster
of points 6,7,8 and 10, cluster of points 3,2,4 and points 9 and 5 will be treated as single point clusters.

Q24.

What is Ensemble Learning?

In statistics and machine learning, ensemble methods use multiple learning algorithms to obtain
better predictive performance than could be obtained from any of the constituent learning algorithms
alone. Ensembles are a divide-and-conquer approach used to improve performance. The main principle
behind ensemble methods is that a group of “weak learners” can come together to form a “strong

learner”. Each classifier, individually, is a “weak learner,” while all the classifiers taken together are a
“strong learner”.

Q25.

Describe in brief any type of Ensemble Learning.

https://medium.com/@ruhi3929/bagging-and-boosting-method-c036236376eb

Ensemble learning has many types but two more popular ensemble learning techniques are mentioned
below.

Bagging
Bagging tries to implement similar learners on small sample populations and then takes a mean of all the
predictions. In generalized bagging, you can use different learners on different population. As you expect
this helps us to reduce the variance error.

Pros
Ø Bagging method helps when we face variance or overfitting in the model. It provides an
environment to deal with variance by using N learners of same size on same algorithm.
Ø During the sampling of train data, there are many observations which overlaps. So, the
combination of these learners helps in overcoming the high variance.
Ø Bagging uses Bootstrap sampling method (Bootstrapping is any test or metric that uses
random sampling with replacement and falls under the broader class of resampling methods.)

Cons
Ø Bagging is not helpful in case of bias or underfitting in the data.
Ø Bagging ignores the value with the highest and the lowest result which may have a wide difference
and provides an average result.

Boosting
Boosting is an iterative technique which adjusts the weight of an observation based on the last
classification. If an observation was classified incorrectly, it tries to increase the weight of this observation
and vice versa. Boosting in general decreases the bias error and builds strong predictive models. However,
they may over fit on the training data.

Pros
Ø Boosting technique takes care of the weightage of the higher accuracy sample and lower accuracy
sample and then gives the combined results.
Ø Net error is evaluated in each learning steps. It works good with interactions.
Ø Boosting technique helps when we are dealing with bias or underfitting in the data set.
Ø Multiple boosting techniques are available. For example: AdaBoost, LPBoost, XGBoost,
GradientBoost, BrownBoost

Cons
Ø Boosting technique often ignores overfitting or variance issues in the data set.

Ø It increases the complexity of the classification.
Ø Time and computation can be a bit expensive.

There are multiple areas where Bagging and Boosting technique is used to boost the accuracy.
• Banking: Loan defaulter prediction, fraud transaction
• Credit risks
• Kaggle competitions
• Fraud detection
• Recommender system for Netflix
• Malware
• Wildlife conservations and so on.

Q26.

What is a Random Forest? How does it work?

Random forest is a versatile machine learning method capable of performing:
• regression
• classification
• dimensionality reduction
• treat missing values
• outlier values

It is a type of ensemble learning method, where a group of weak models combine to form a powerful
model. The random forest starts with a standard machine learning technique called a “decision tree”
which, in ensemble terms, corresponds to our weak learner. In a decision tree, an input is entered at the
top and as it traverses down the tree the data gets bucketed into smaller and smaller sets.

In Random Forest, we grow multiple trees as opposed to a single tree. To classify a new object based on
attributes, each tree gives a classification. The forest chooses the classification having the most votes
(Over all the trees in the forest) and in case of regression, it takes the average of outputs by different
trees.

Q27.

How Do You Work Towards a Random Forest?

https://blog.citizennet.com/blog/2012/11/10/random-forests-ensembles-and-performance-metrics

The underlying principle of this technique is that several weak learners combined to provide a keen
learner. Here is how such a system is trained for some number of trees T:
1. Sample N cases at random with replacement to create a subset of the data. The subset should be
about 66% of the total set.
2. At each node:
a. For some number m (see below), m predictor variables are selected at random from all
the predictor variables.
b. The predictor variable that provides the best split, according to some objective function,
is used to do a binary split on that node.
c. At the next node, choose another m variables at random from all predictor variables and
do the same.
Depending upon the value of m, there are three slightly different systems:

•
•
•

Random splitter selection: = 1
Breiman’s bagger: = total number of predictor variables ( )
Random forest: ≪ number of predictor variables.
o Brieman suggests three possible values for :
,
, 2

When a new input is entered into the system, it is run down all of the trees. The result may either be an
average or weighted average of all of the terminal nodes that are reached, or, in the case of categorical
variables, a voting majority.
Note that:
Ø With a large number of predictors ( ≫ 0), the eligible predictor set ( ) will be quite different
from node to node.
Ø The greater the inter-tree correlation, the greater the random forest error rate, so one pressure
on the model is to have the trees as uncorrelated as possible.
Ø As m goes down, both inter-tree correlation and the strength of individual trees go down. So some
optimal value of m must be discovered.
Ø Strengths: Random forest runtimes are quite fast, and they are able to deal with unbalanced and
missing data.
Ø Weaknesses: Random Forest used for regression cannot predict beyond the range in the training
data, and that they may over-fit data sets that are particularly noisy. Of course, the best test of
any algorithm is how well it works upon your own data set.

Q28.

What cross-validation technique would you use on a time series data set?

Instead of using k-fold cross-validation, you should be aware of the fact that a time series is not randomly
distributed data — It is inherently ordered by chronological order.
In case of time series data, you should use techniques like forward=chaining — Where you will be model
on past data then look at forward-facing data.
fold 1: training[1], test[2]
fold 2: training[1 2], test[3]
fold 3: training[1 2 3], test[4]
fold 4: training[1 2 3 4], test[5]

Q29.

What is a Box-Cox Transformation?

The dependent variable for a regression analysis might not satisfy one or more assumptions of an ordinary
least squares regression. The residuals could either curve as the prediction increases or follow the skewed
distribution. In such scenarios, it is necessary to transform the response variable so that the data meets
the required assumptions. A Box-Cox transformation is a statistical technique to transform non-normal
dependent variables into a normal shape. If the given data is not normal then most of the statistical
techniques assume normality. Applying a Box-Cox transformation means that you can run a broader
number of tests.
A Box-Cox transformation is a way to transform non-normal dependent variables into a normal shape.
Normality is an important assumption for many statistical techniques, if your data isn’t normal, applying
a Box-Cox means that you are able to run a broader number of tests. The Box-Cox transformation is named
after statisticians George Box and Sir David Roxbee Cox who collaborated on a 1964 paper and developed
the technique.

Q30.

How Regularly Must an Algorithm be Updated?

You will want to update an algorithm when:
• You want the model to evolve as data streams through infrastructure
• The underlying data source is changing
• There is a case of non-stationarity (mean, variance change over the time)
• The algorithm underperforms/results lack accuracy

Q31.
If you are having 4GB RAM in your machine and you want to train your model
on 10GB data set. How would you go about this problem? Have you ever faced this
kind of problem in your machine learning/data science experience so far?
First of all, you have to ask which ML model you want to train.
For Neural networks: Batch size with Numpy array will work. Steps:
1. Load the whole data in the Numpy array. Numpy array has a property to create a mapping of the
complete data set, it doesn’t load complete data set in memory.
2. You can pass an index to Numpy array to get required data.
3. Use this data to pass to the Neural network.
4. Have a small batch size.
For SVM: Partial fit will work. Steps:
1. Divide one big data set in small size data sets.

2. Use a partial fit method of SVM, it requires a subset of the complete data set.
3. Repeat step 2 for other subsets.
However, you could actually face such an issue in reality. So, you could check out the best laptop for
Machine Learning to prevent that. Having said that, let’s move on to some questions on deep learning.

Deep Learning
Q1.

What do you mean by Deep Learning?

Deep Learning is nothing but a paradigm of machine learning which has shown incredible promise in
recent years. This is because of the fact that Deep Learning shows a great analogy with the functioning of
the neurons in the human brain.

Q2.

What is the difference between machine learning and deep learning?

https://parsers.me/deep-learning-machine-learning-whats-the-difference/

Machine learning is a field of computer science that gives computers the ability to learn without being
explicitly programmed. Machine learning can be categorized in the following four categories.
1. Supervised machine learning,
2. Semi-supervised machine learning,
3. Unsupervised machine learning,
4. Reinforcement learning.

Deep Learning is a subfield of machine learning concerned with algorithms inspired by the structure and
function of the brain called artificial neural networks.

•

•

•

•
•

The main difference between deep learning and machine learning is due to the way data is
presented in the system. Machine learning algorithms almost always require structured data,
while deep learning networks rely on layers of ANN (artificial neural networks).
Machine learning algorithms are designed to “learn” to act by understanding labeled data and
then use it to produce new results with more datasets. However, when the result is incorrect,
there is a need to “teach them”. Because machine learning algorithms require bulleted data, they
are not suitable for solving complex queries that involve a huge amount of data.
Deep learning networks do not require human intervention, as multilevel layers in neural
networks place data in a hierarchy of different concepts, which ultimately learn from their own
mistakes. However, even they can be wrong if the data quality is not good enough.
Data decides everything. It is the quality of the data that ultimately determines the quality of the
result.
Both of these subsets of AI are somehow connected to data, which makes it possible to represent
a certain form of “intelligence.” However, you should be aware that deep learning requires much
more data than a traditional machine learning algorithm. The reason for this is that deep learning
networks can identify different elements in neural network layers only when more than a million
data points interact. Machine learning algorithms, on the other hand, are capable of learning by
pre-programmed criteria.

Q3.
What, in your opinion, is the reason for the popularity of Deep Learning in
recent times?
Now although Deep Learning has been around for many years, the major breakthroughs from these
techniques came just in recent years. This is because of two main reasons:
• The increase in the amount of data generated through various sources
• The growth in hardware resources required to run these models
GPUs are multiple times faster and they help us build bigger and deeper deep learning models in
comparatively less time than we required previously.

Q4.

What is reinforcement learning?

Reinforcement Learning allows to take actions to max cumulative reward. It learns by trial and error
through reward/penalty system. Environment rewards agent so by time agent makes better decisions.
Ex: robot=agent, maze=environment. Used for complex tasks (self-driving cars, game AI).
RL is a series of time steps in a Markov Decision Process:
1. Environment: space in which RL operates
2. State: data related to past action RL took
3. Action: action taken
4. Reward: number taken by agent after last action
5. Observation: data related to environment: can be visible or partially shadowed

Q5.

What are Artificial Neural Networks?

Artificial Neural networks are a specific set of algorithms that have revolutionized machine learning. They
are inspired by biological neural networks. Neural Networks can adapt to changing the input, so the
network generates the best possible result without needing to redesign the output criteria.

Q6.

Describe the structure of Artificial Neural Networks?

Artificial Neural Networks works on the same principle as a biological Neural Network. It consists of inputs
which get processed with weighted sums and Bias, with the help of Activation Functions.

Q7.

How Are Weights Initialized in a Network?

There are two methods here: we can either initialize the weights to zero or assign them randomly.
Initializing all weights to 0: This makes your model similar to a linear model. All the neurons and every
layer perform the same operation, giving the same output and making the deep net useless.
Initializing all weights randomly: Here, the weights are assigned randomly by initializing them very close
to 0. It gives better accuracy to the model since every neuron performs different computations. This is the
most commonly used method.

Q8.

What Is the Cost Function?

Also referred to as “loss” or “error,” cost function is a measure to evaluate how good your model’s
performance is. It’s used to compute the error of the output layer during backpropagation. We push that
error backwards through the neural network and use that during the different training functions.
The most known one is the mean sum of squared errors.
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Q9.
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What Are Hyperparameters?

With neural networks, you’re usually working with hyperparameters once the data is formatted correctly.
A hyperparameter is a parameter whose value is set before the learning process begins. It determines
how a network is trained and the structure of the network (such as the number of hidden units, the
learning rate, epochs, batches, etc.).

Q10.
What Will Happen If the Learning Rate Is Set inaccurately (Too Low or Too
High)?
When your learning rate is too low, training of the model will progress very slowly as we are making
minimal updates to the weights. It will take many updates before reaching the minimum point.
If the learning rate is set too high, this causes undesirable divergent behavior to the loss function due to
drastic updates in weights. It may fail to converge (model can give a good output) or even diverge (data is
too chaotic for the network to train).

Q11.
What Is The Difference Between Epoch, Batch, and Iteration in Deep
Learning?
•
•
•

Epoch – Represents one iteration over the entire dataset (everything put into the training model).
Batch – Refers to when we cannot pass the entire dataset into the neural network at once, so we
divide the dataset into several batches.
Iteration – if we have 10,000 images as data and a batch size of 200. then an epoch should run 50
iterations (10,000 divided by 50).

Q12.

What Are the Different Layers on CNN?

https://towardsdatascience.com/basics-of-the-classic-cnn-a3dce1225add

The Convolutional neural networks are regularized versions of multilayer perceptron (MLP). They were
developed based on the working of the neurons of the animal visual cortex.

Let’s say we have a color image in JPG form and its size is 480 x 480. The representative array will be 480
x 480 x 3. Each of these numbers is given a value from 0 to 255 which describes the pixel intensity at that
point. RGB intensity values of the image are visualized by the computer for processing.
The objective of using the CNN:
The idea is that you give the computer this array of numbers and it will output numbers that describe the
probability of the image being a certain class (.80 for a cat, .15 for a dog, .05 for a bird, etc.). It works
similar to how our brain works. When we look at a picture of a dog, we can classify it as such if the picture
has identifiable features such as paws or 4 legs. In a similar way, the computer is able to perform image
classification by looking for low-level features such as edges and curves and then building up to more
abstract concepts through a series of convolutional layers. The computer uses low-level features obtained
at the initial levels to generate high-level features such as paws or eyes to identify the object.
There are four layers in CNN:
1. Convolutional Layer – the layer that performs a convolutional operation, creating several smaller
picture windows to go over the data.
2. Activation Layer (ReLU Layer) – it brings non-linearity to the network and converts all the negative
pixels to zero. The output is a rectified feature map. It follows each convolutional layer.
3. Pooling Layer – pooling is a down-sampling operation that reduces the dimensionality of the
feature map. Stride = how much you slide, and you get the max of the
matrix
4. Fully Connected Layer – this layer recognizes and classifies the objects in the image.

Convolution Operation
First Layer:
1. Input to a convolutional layer
The image is resized to an optimal size and is fed as input to the convolutional layer.
Let us consider the input as 32x32x3 array of pixel values.

2. There exists a filter or neuron or kernel which lays over some of the pixels of the input image
depending on the dimensions of the Kernel size.
Let the dimensions of the kernel of the filter be 5x5x3.

3. The Kernel actually slides over the input image; thus, it is multiplying the values in the filter
with the original pixel values of the image (aka computing element-wise multiplications).
The multiplications are summed up generating a single number for that particular receptive field
and hence for sliding the kernel a total of 784 numbers are mapped to 28x28 array known as the
feature map.
**Now if we consider two kernels of the same dimension then the obtained first layer feature map
will be (28x28x2).

High-level Perspective

•

Let us take a kernel of size (7x7x3) for understanding. Each of the kernels is considered to be a
feature identifier, hence say that our filter will be a curve detector.

•

The original image and the visualization of the kernel on the image.

The sum of the multiplication value that is generated is = 4 ∗ (50 ∗ 30) + (20 ∗ 30) = 6600 (large
number).
•

Now when the kernel moves to the other part of the image.

The sum of the multiplication value that is generated is = 0 (small number).

The use of the small and the large value
1. The value is much lower! This is because there wasn’t anything in the image section that responded
to the curve detector filter. Remember, the output of this convolution layer is an activation map.
So, in the simple case of a one filter convolution (and if that filter is a curve detector), the activation
map will show the areas in which there at most likely to be curved in the picture.

2. In the previous example, the top-left value of our 26 x 26 x 1 activation map (26 because of the 7x7
filter instead of 5x5) will be 6600. This high value means that it is likely that there is some sort of
curve in the input volume that caused the filter to activate. The top right value in our activation
map will be 0 because there wasn’t anything in the input volume that caused the filter to activate.
This is just for one filter.
3. This is just a filter that is going to detect lines that curve outward and to the right. We can have
other filters for lines that curve to the left or for straight edges. The more filters, the greater the
depth of the activation map, and the more information we have about the input volume.
In the picture, we can see some examples of actual visualizations of the filters of the first conv.
layer of a trained network. Nonetheless, the main argument remains the same. The filters on the
first layer convolve around the input image and “activate” (or compute high values) when the
specific feature it is looking for is in the input volume.

Sequential convolutional layers after the first one
1. When we go through another conv. layer, the output of the first conv. layer becomes the input of
the 2nd conv. layer.
2. However, when we’re talking about the 2nd conv. layer, the input is the activation map(s) that
result from the first layer. So, each layer of the input is basically describing the locations in the
original image for where certain low-level features appear.
3. Now when you apply a set of filters on top of that (pass it through the 2nd conv. layer), the output
will be activations that represent higher-level features. Types of these features could be
semicircles (a combination of a curve and straight edge) or squares (a combination of several
straight edges). As you go through the network and go through more convolutional layers, you
get activation maps that represent more and more complex features.
4. By the end of the network, you may have some filters that activate when there is handwriting in
the image, filters that activate when they see pink objects, etc.

Pooling Operation

It consists in getting the largest number out of a matrix to get the most important number and reduce
the dimention.

Max Pooling example

2x2 filters with stride = 2 (maximum value) is considered

3x3 filters with stride = 1 (maximum value) is considered

3x3 filters with stride = 2 (maximum value) is considered

Classification
1. Flatten: The pooled matrix is converted to a vector.

2. Fully Connected layer: The way this fully connected layer works is that it looks at the output of
the previous layer (which as we remember should represent the activation maps of high-level
features) and the number of classes p (10 for digit classification). For example, if the program is
predicting that some image is a dog, it will have high values in the activation maps that represent
high-level features like a paw or 4 legs, etc. Basically, an FC layer looks at what high level features
most strongly correlate to a particular class and has particular weights so that when you compute
the products between the weights and the previous layer, you get the correct probabilities for the
different classes.
3. Soft-max approach: The output of a fully connected layer is as follows [0 .1 .1 .75 0 0 0 0 0 .05],
then this represents a 10% probability that the image is a 1, a 10% probability that the image is a
2, a 75% probability that the image is a 3, and a 5% probability that the image is a 9 (SoftMax
approach) for digit classification.

Training
§We know kernels also known as feature identifiers, used for identification of specific features. But how
the kernels are initialized with the specific weights or how do the filters know what values to have.
Hence comes the important step of training. The training process is also known as backpropagation, which
is further separated into 4 distinct sections or processes.
• Forward Pass
• Loss Function
• Backward Pass
• Weight Update

The Forward Pass
For the first epoch or iteration of the training the initial kernels of the first convolutional layer are
initialized with random values. Thus, after the first iteration output will be something like
[.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1], which does not give preference to any class as the kernels don’t have specific
weights.

The Loss Function
The training involves images along with labels, hence the label for the digit 3 will be [0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0],
whereas the output after a first epoch is very different, hence we will calculate loss (MSE — Mean Squared
Error)

The objective is to minimize the loss, which is an optimization problem in calculus. It involves trying to
adjust the weights to reduce the loss.

The Backward Pass

It involves determining which weights contributed most to the loss and finding ways to adjust them so
that the loss decreases. It is computed using
the corresponding kernel.

(or ∇

), where L is the loss and the W is the weights of

The weights update
This is where the weights of the kernel are updated using the following equation.

Here the Learning Rate is chosen by the programmer. Larger value of the learning rate indicates much
larger steps towards optimization of steps and larger time to convolve to an optimized weight.

Testing
Finally, to see whether or not our CNN works, we have a different set of images and labels (can’t double
dip between training and test!) and pass the images through the CNN. We compare the outputs to the
ground truth and see if our network works!

Q13.

What Is Pooling on CNN, and How Does It Work?

Pooling is used to reduce the spatial dimensions of a CNN. It performs down-sampling operations to
reduce the dimensionality and creates a pooled feature map by sliding a filter matrix over the input matrix.

Q14.

What are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)?

https://towardsdatascience.com/recurrent-neural-networks-d4642c9bc7ce

RNNs are a type of artificial neural networks designed to recognize the pattern from the sequence of data
such as Time series, stock market and government agencies etc.
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) add an interesting twist to basic neural networks. A vanilla neural
network takes in a fixed size vector as input which limits its usage in situations that involve a ‘series’ type
input with no predetermined size.

RNNs are designed to take a series of input with no predetermined limit on size. One could ask what’s
the big deal, I can call a regular NN repeatedly too?

Sure can, but the ‘series’ part of the input means something. A single input item from the series is related
to others and likely has an influence on its neighbors. Otherwise it's just “many” inputs, not a “series”
input (duh!).
Recurrent Neural Network remembers the past and its decisions are influenced by what it has learnt from
the past. Note: Basic feed forward networks “remember” things too, but they remember things they
learnt during training. For example, an image classifier learns what a “1” looks like during training and
then uses that knowledge to classify things in production.
While RNNs learn similarly while training, in addition, they remember things learnt from prior input(s)
while generating output(s). RNNs can take one or more input vectors and produce one or more output
vectors and the output(s) are influenced not just by weights applied on inputs like a regular NN, but also
by a “hidden” state vector representing the context based on prior input(s)/output(s). So, the same input
could produce a different output depending on previous inputs in the series.

In summary, in a vanilla neural network, a fixed size input vector is transformed into a fixed size output
vector. Such a network becomes “recurrent” when you repeatedly apply the transformations to a series
of given input and produce a series of output vectors. There is no pre-set limitation to the size of the
vector. And, in addition to generating the output which is a function of the input and hidden state, we
update the hidden state itself based on the input and use it in processing the next input.

Parameter Sharing
You might have noticed another key difference between Figure 1 and Figure 3. In the earlier, multiple
different weights are applied to the different parts of an input item generating a hidden layer neuron,
which in turn is transformed using further weights to produce an output. There seems to be a lot of
weights in play here. Whereas in Figure 3, we seem to be applying the same weights over and over again
to different items in the input series.
I am sure you are quick to point out that we are kind of comparing apples and oranges here. The first
figure deals with “a” single input whereas the second figure represents multiple inputs from a series. But
nevertheless, intuitively speaking, as the number of inputs increase, shouldn’t the number of weights in
play increase as well? Are we losing some versatility and depth in Figure 3?
Perhaps we are. We are sharing parameters across inputs in Figure 3. If we don’t share parameters across
inputs, then it becomes like a vanilla neural network where each input node requires weights of their own.
This introduces the constraint that the length of the input has to be fixed and that makes it impossible to
leverage a series type input where the lengths differ and is not always known.
But what we seemingly lose in value here, we gain back by introducing the “hidden state” that links one
input to the next. The hidden state captures the relationship that neighbors might have with each other
in a serial input and it keeps changing in every step, and thus effectively every input undergoes a different
transition!
Image classifying CNNs have become so successful because the 2D convolutions are an effective form of
parameter sharing where each convolutional filter basically extracts the presence or absence of a feature
in an image which is a function of not just one pixel but also of its surrounding neighbor pixels.

In other words, the success of CNNs and RNNs can be attributed to the concept of “parameter sharing”
which is fundamentally an effective way of leveraging the relationship between one input item and its
surrounding neighbors in a more intrinsic fashion compared to a vanilla neural network.

Deep RNNs
While it’s good that the introduction of hidden state enabled us to effectively identify the relationship
between the inputs, is there a way we can make an RNN “deep” and gain the multi-level abstractions and
representations we gain through “depth” in a typical neural network?

Here are four possible ways to add depth.
1)
2)
3)
4)

We can add hidden states, one on top of another, feeding the output of one to the next.
We can also add additional nonlinear hidden layers between input to hidden state.
We can increase depth in the hidden to hidden transition.
We can increase depth in the hidden to output transition.

Bidirectional RNNs
Sometimes it’s not just about learning from the past to predict the future, but we also need to look into
the future to fix the past. In speech recognition and handwriting recognition tasks, where there could be
considerable ambiguity given just one part of the input, we often need to know what’s coming next to
better understand the context and detect the present.

This does introduce the obvious challenge of how much into the future we need to look into, because if
we have to wait to see all inputs then the entire operation will become costly. And in cases like speech
recognition, waiting till an entire sentence is spoken might make for a less compelling use case. Whereas
for NLP tasks, where the inputs tend to be available, we can likely consider entire sentences all at once.
Also, depending on the application, if the sensitivity to immediate and closer neighbors is higher than
inputs that come further away, a variant that looks only into a limited future/past can be modeled.

Recursive Neural Network
A recurrent neural network parses the inputs in a sequential fashion. A recursive neural network is similar
to the extent that the transitions are repeatedly applied to inputs, but not necessarily in a sequential
fashion. Recursive Neural Networks are a more general form of Recurrent Neural Networks. It can operate
on any hierarchical tree structure. Parsing through input nodes, combining child nodes into parent nodes
and combining them with other child/parent nodes to create a tree like structure. Recurrent Neural
Networks do the same, but the structure there is strictly linear. i.e. weights are applied on the first input
node, then the second, third and so on.

But this raises questions pertaining to the structure. How do we decide that? If the structure is fixed like
in Recurrent Neural Networks then the process of training, backprop, makes sense in that they are similar
to a regular neural network. But if the structure isn’t fixed, is that learnt as well?

Encoder Decoder Sequence to Sequence RNNs
Encoder Decoder or Sequence to Sequence RNNs are used a lot in translation services. The basic idea is
that there are two RNNs, one an encoder that keeps updating its hidden state and produces a final single
“Context” output. This is then fed to the decoder, which translates this context to a sequence of outputs.
Another key difference in this arrangement is that the length of the input sequence and the length of the
output sequence need not necessarily be the same.

LSTMs
LSTM is not a different variant of RNN architecture, but rather it introduces changes to how we compute
outputs and hidden state using the inputs.
In a vanilla RNN, the input and the hidden state are simply passed through a single tanh layer. LSTM (LongShort-Term Memory) networks improve on this simple transformation and introduces additional gates
and a cell state, such that it fundamentally addresses the problem of keeping or resetting context, across
sentences and regardless of the distance between such context resets. There are variants of LSTMs
including GRUs that utilize the gates in different manners to address the problem of long-term
dependencies.

Q15.

How Does an LSTM Network Work?

http://karpathy.github.io/2015/05/21/rnn-effectiveness
https://colah.github.io/posts/2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/

Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a special kind of recurrent neural network capable of learning longterm dependencies, remembering information for long periods as its default behavior. There are three
steps in an LSTM network:
•
•
•

Step 1: The network decides what to forget and what to remember.
Step 2: It selectively updates cell state values.
Step 3: The network decides what part of the current state makes it to the output.

Recurrent Neural Networks
Humans don’t start their thinking from scratch every second. As you read this essay, you understand each
word based on your understanding of previous words. You don’t throw everything away and start thinking
from scratch again. Your thoughts have persistence.
Traditional neural networks can’t do this, and it seems like a major shortcoming. For example, imagine
you want to classify what kind of event is happening at every point in a movie. It’s unclear how a traditional
neural network could use its reasoning about previous events in the film to inform later ones.
Recurrent neural networks address this issue. They are networks with loops in them, allowing information
to persist.

Recurrent Neural Networks have loops.
In the above diagram, a chunk of neural network, A, looks at some input and outputs a value ℎ . A loop
allows information to be passed from one step of the network to the next.
These loops make recurrent neural networks seem kind of mysterious. However, if you think a bit more,
it turns out that they aren’t all that different than a normal neural network. A recurrent neural network
can be thought of as multiple copies of the same network, each passing a message to a successor. Consider
what happens if we unroll the loop:

An unrolled recurrent neural network.
This chain-like nature reveals that recurrent neural networks are intimately related to sequences and lists.
They’re the natural architecture of neural network to use for such data.
And they certainly are used! In the last few years, there have been incredible success applying RNNs to a
variety of problems: speech recognition, language modeling, translation, image captioning…
Essential to these successes is the use of “LSTMs,” a very special kind of recurrent neural network which
works, for many tasks, much better than the standard version. Almost all exciting results based on
recurrent neural networks are achieved with them.

The Problem of Long-Term Dependencies
One of the appeals of RNNs is the idea that they might be able to connect previous information to the
present task, such as using previous video frames might inform the understanding of the present frame.
If RNNs could do this, they’d be extremely useful. But can they? It depends.
Sometimes, we only need to look at recent information to perform the present task. For example, consider
a language model trying to predict the next word based on the previous ones. If we are trying to predict
the last word in “the clouds are in the sky,” we don’t need any further context – it’s pretty obvious the next
word is going to be sky. In such cases, where the gap between the relevant information and the place that
it’s needed is small, RNNs can learn to use the past information.

But there are also cases where we need more context. Consider trying to predict the last word in the text
“I grew up in France… I speak fluent French.” Recent information suggests that the next word is probably
the name of a language, but if we want to narrow down which language, we need the context of France,
from further back. It’s entirely possible for the gap between the relevant information and the point where
it is needed to become very large.
Unfortunately, as that gap grows, RNNs become unable to learn to connect the information.

In theory, RNNs are absolutely capable of handling such “long-term dependencies.” A human could
carefully pick parameters for them to solve toy problems of this form. Sadly, in practice, RNNs don’t seem
to be able to learn them. Thankfully, LSTMs don’t have this problem!

LSTM Networks
Long Short-Term Memory networks – usually just called “LSTMs” – are a special kind of RNN, capable of
learning long-term dependencies. They work tremendously well on a large variety of problems and are
now widely used.
LSTMs are explicitly designed to avoid the long-term dependency problem. Remembering information for
long periods of time is practically their default behavior, not something they struggle to learn!
All recurrent neural networks have the form of a chain of repeating modules of neural network. In
standard RNNs, this repeating module will have a very simple structure, such as a single tanh layer.

The repeating module in a standard RNN contains a single layer.
LSTMs also have this chain like structure, but the repeating module has a different structure. Instead of
having a single neural network layer, there are four, interacting in a very special way.

The repeating module in an LSTM contains four interacting layers.

In the above diagram, each line carries an entire vector, from the output of one node to the inputs of
others. The pink circles represent pointwise operations, like vector addition, while the yellow boxes are
learned neural network layers. Lines merging denote concatenation, while a line forking denotes its
content being copied and the copies going to different locations.

The Core Idea Behind LSTMs
The key to LSTMs is the cell state, the horizontal line running through the top of the diagram.
The cell state is kind of like a conveyor belt. It runs straight down the entire chain, with only some minor
linear interactions. It’s very easy for information to just flow along it unchanged.

The LSTM does have the ability to remove or add information to the cell state, carefully regulated by
structures called gates.
Gates are a way to optionally let information through. They are composed out of a sigmoid neural net
layer and a pointwise multiplication operation.

The sigmoid layer outputs numbers between zero and one, describing how much of each component
should be let through. A value of zero means “let nothing through,” while a value of one means “let
everything through!”
An LSTM has three of these gates, to protect and control the cell state.

Q16.

What Is a Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP)?

https://towardsdatascience.com/what-the-hell-is-perceptron-626217814f53

As in Neural Networks, MLPs have an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. It has the same
structure as a single layer perceptron with one or more hidden layers.
Perceptron is a single layer neural network and a multi-layer perceptron is called Neural Networks.
A (single layer) perceptron is a single layer neural network that works as a linear binary classifier. Being a
single layer neural network, it can be trained without the use of more advanced algorithms like back
propagation and instead can be trained by "stepping towards" your error in steps specified by a learning
rate. When someone says perceptron, I usually think of the single layer version.

A single layer perceptron can classify only linear separable classes with binary output {0,1} or {-1,1}, but
MLP can classify nonlinear classes. The activation functions are used to map the input between the
required values like {0, 1} or {-1, 1}.

Except for the input layer, each node in the other layers uses a nonlinear activation function. This means
the input layers, the data coming in, and the activation function is based upon all nodes and weights being
added together, producing the output. MLP uses a supervised learning method called “backpropagation.”
In backpropagation, the neural network calculates the error with the help of cost function. It propagates
this error backward from where it came (adjusts the weights to train the model more accurately).
Usually, RELU is in hidden layers (it does not classify), and Soft-max or tanh is in output layers.

Q17.

Explain Gradient Descent.

Let’s first explain what a gradient is. A gradient is a mathematical function. When calculated on a point of
a function, it gives the hyperplane (or slope) of the directions in which the function increases more. The
gradient vector can be interpreted as the "direction and rate of fastest increase". If the gradient of a

function is non-zero at a point p, the direction of the gradient is the direction in which the function
increases most quickly from p, and the magnitude of the gradient is the rate of increase in that direction.
Further, the gradient is the zero vector at a point if and only if it is a stationary point (where the derivative
vanishes).
In DS, it simply measures the change in all weights with regard to the change in error, as we are partially
derivating by w the loss function.

Gradient descent is a first-order iterative optimization algorithm for finding the minimum of a function.
The goal of the gradient descent is to minimize a given function which, in our case, is the loss function of
the neural network. To achieve this goal, it performs two steps iteratively.
1. Compute the slope (gradient) that is the first-order derivative of the function at the current point
2. Move-in the opposite direction of the slope increase from the current point by the computed
amount
So, the idea is to pass the training set through the hidden layers of the neural network and then update
the parameters of the layers by computing the gradients using the training samples from the training
dataset.
Think of it like this. Suppose a man is at top of the valley and he wants to get to the bottom of the valley.
So, he goes down the slope. He decides his next position based on his current position and stops when he
gets to the bottom of the valley which was his goal.

Q18.

What is exploding gradients?

https://machinelearningmastery.com/exploding-gradients-in-neural-networks/

While training an RNN, if you see exponentially growing (very large) error gradients which accumulate and
result in very large updates to neural network model weights during training, they’re known as exploding
gradients. At an extreme, the values of weights can become so large as to overflow and result in NaN
values. The explosion occurs through exponential growth by repeatedly multiplying gradients through the
network layers that have values larger than 1.0.
This has the effect of your model is unstable and unable to learn from your training data.

There are some subtle signs that you may be suffering from exploding gradients during the training of
your network, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

The model is unable to get traction on your training data (e.g. poor loss).
The model is unstable, resulting in large changes in loss from update to update.
The model loss goes to NaN during training.
The model weights quickly become very large during training.
The error gradient values are consistently above 1.0 for each node and layer during training.

Solutions
1. Re-Design the Network Model:
a. In deep neural networks, exploding gradients may be addressed by redesigning the
network to have fewer layers. There may also be some benefit in using a smaller batch
size while training the network.
b. In RNNs, updating across fewer prior time steps during training, called truncated
Backpropagation through time, may reduce the exploding gradient problem.
2. Use Long Short-Term Memory Networks: In RNNs, exploding gradients can be reduced by using
the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) memory units and perhaps related gated-type neuron
structures. Adopting LSTM memory units is a new best practice for recurrent neural networks for
sequence prediction.
3. Use Gradient Clipping: Exploding gradients can still occur in very deep Multilayer Perceptron
networks with a large batch size and LSTMs with very long input sequence lengths. If exploding
gradients are still occurring, you can check for and limit the size of gradients during the training
of your network. This is called gradient clipping. Specifically, the values of the error gradient are
checked against a threshold value and clipped or set to that threshold value if the error gradient
exceeds the threshold.
4. Use Weight Regularization: another approach, if exploding gradients are still occurring, is to check
the size of network weights and apply a penalty to the networks loss function for large weight
values. This is called weight regularization and often an L1 (absolute weights) or an L2 (squared
weights) penalty can be used.

Q19.

What is vanishing gradients?

While training an RNN, your slope can become either too small; this makes the training difficult. When
the slope is too small, the problem is known as a Vanishing Gradient. It leads to long training times, poor
performance, and low accuracy.
•
•

Hyperbolic tangent and Sigmoid/Soft-max suffer vanishing gradient.
RNNs suffer vanishing gradient, LSTM no (so it is perfect to predict stock prices). In fact, the
propagation of error through previous layers makes the gradient get smaller so the weights are
not updated.

Solutions
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose RELU
Use LSTM (for RNNs)
Use ResNet (Residual Network) à after some layers, add x again: ( ) → ⋯ → ( ) +
Multi-level hierarchy: pre-train one layer at the time through unsupervised learning, then finetune via backpropagation
5. Gradient checking: debugging strategy used to numerically track and assess gradients during
training.

Q20.

What is Back Propagation and Explain it Works.

Backpropagation is a training algorithm used for neural network. In this method, we update the weights
of each layer from the last layer recursively, with the formula:
=

− ∇

( )

It has the following steps:
•
•
•
•

Forward Propagation of Training Data (initializing weights with random or pre-assigned values)
Gradients are computed using output weights and target
Back Propagate for computing gradients of error from output activation
Update the Weights

Q21.

What are the variants of Back Propagation?

https://towardsdatascience.com/batch-mini-batch-stochastic-gradient-descent-7a62ecba642a

•

Stochastic Gradient Descent: In Batch Gradient Descent we were considering all the examples for
every step of Gradient Descent. But what if our dataset is very huge. Deep learning models crave for
data. The more the data the more chances of a model to be good. Suppose our dataset has 5 million
examples, then just to take one step the model will have to calculate the gradients of all the 5 million
examples. This does not seem an efficient way. To tackle this problem, we have Stochastic Gradient
Descent. In Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), we consider just one example at a time to take a single
step. We do the following steps in one epoch for SGD:
1. Take an example
2. Feed it to Neural Network
3. Calculate its gradient
4. Use the gradient we calculated in step 3 to update the weights
5. Repeat steps 1–4 for all the examples in training dataset
Since we are considering just one example at a time the cost will fluctuate over the training examples
and it will not necessarily decrease. But in the long run, you will see the cost decreasing with
fluctuations. Also, because the cost is so fluctuating, it will never reach the minimum, but it will keep
dancing around it. SGD can be used for larger datasets. It converges faster when the dataset is large
as it causes updates to the parameters more frequently.

•

Batch Gradient Descent: all the training data is taken into consideration to take a single step. We take
the average of the gradients of all the training examples and then use that mean gradient to update
our parameters. So that’s just one step of gradient descent in one epoch. Batch Gradient Descent is
great for convex or relatively smooth error manifolds. In this case, we move somewhat directly
towards an optimum solution. The graph of cost vs epochs is also quite smooth because we are
averaging over all the gradients of training data for a single step. The cost keeps on decreasing over
the epochs.

•

Mini-batch Gradient Descent: It’s one of the most popular optimization algorithms. It’s a variant of
Stochastic Gradient Descent and here instead of single training example, mini batch of samples is
used. Batch Gradient Descent can be used for smoother curves. SGD can be used when the dataset is
large. Batch Gradient Descent converges directly to minima. SGD converges faster for larger datasets.
But, since in SGD we use only one example at a time, we cannot implement the vectorized
implementation on it. This can slow down the computations. To tackle this problem, a mixture of
Batch Gradient Descent and SGD is used. Neither we use all the dataset all at once nor we use the
single example at a time. We use a batch of a fixed number of training examples which is less than the
actual dataset and call it a mini-batch. Doing this helps us achieve the advantages of both the former
variants we saw. So, after creating the mini-batches of fixed size, we do the following steps in one
epoch:
1. Pick a mini-batch
2. Feed it to Neural Network
3. Calculate the mean gradient of the mini-batch
4. Use the mean gradient we calculated in step 3 to update the weights
5. Repeat steps 1–4 for the mini-batches we created

Just like SGD, the average cost over the epochs in mini-batch gradient descent fluctuates because we are
averaging a small number of examples at a time. So, when we are using the mini-batch gradient descent
we are updating our parameters frequently as well as we can use vectorized implementation for faster
computations.

Q22.
•

•

•
•

What are the different Deep Learning Frameworks?

PyTorch: PyTorch is an open source machine learning library based on the Torch library, used for
applications such as computer vision and natural language processing, primarily developed by
Facebook's AI Research lab. It is free and open-source software released under the Modified BSD
license.
TensorFlow: TensorFlow is a free and open-source software library for dataflow and differentiable
programming across a range of tasks. It is a symbolic math library and is also used for machine learning
applications such as neural networks. Licensed by Apache License 2.0. Developed by Google Brain
Team.
Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit: Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit describes neural networks as a series of
computational steps via a directed graph.
Keras: Keras is an open-source neural-network library written in Python. It is capable of running on
top of TensorFlow, Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit, R, Theano, or PlaidML. Designed to enable fast
experimentation with deep neural networks, it focuses on being user-friendly, modular, and
extensible. Licensed by MIT.

Q23.

What is the role of the Activation Function?

The Activation function is used to introduce non-linearity into the neural network helping it to learn more
complex function. Without which the neural network would be only able to learn linear function which is
a linear combination of its input data. An activation function is a function in an artificial neuron that
delivers an output based on inputs.

Q24.

Name a few Machine Learning libraries for various purposes.
Purpose
Scientific Computation
Tabular Data
Data Modelling & Preprocessing
Time-Series Analysis
Text processing
Deep Learning
Visualization
Plotting

Q25.

Libraries
Numpy
Pandas, GeoPandas
Scikit Learn
Statsmodels
NTLK, Regular Expressions
TensorFlow, Pytorch
Bokeh, Seaborn
Matplot

What is an Auto-Encoder?

https://www.quora.com/What-is-an-autoencoder-What-are-its-applications

Auto-encoders are simple learning networks that aim to transform inputs into outputs with the minimum
possible error. This means that we want the output to be as close to input as possible. We add a couple
of layers between the input and the output, and the sizes of these layers are smaller than the input layer.
The auto-encoder receives unlabeled input which is then encoded to reconstruct the input.
An autoencoder is a type of artificial neural network used to learn efficient data coding in an unsupervised
manner. The aim of an autoencoder is to learn a representation (encoding) for a set of data, typically for
dimensionality reduction, by training the network to ignore signal “noise”. Along with the reduction side,
a reconstructing side is learnt, where the autoencoder tries to generate from the reduced encoding a
representation as close as possible to its original input, hence its name. Several variants exist to the basic
model, with the aim of forcing the learned representations of the input to assume useful properties.
Autoencoders are effectively used for solving many applied problems, from face recognition to acquiring
the semantic meaning of words.

Q26.

What is a Boltzmann Machine?

Boltzmann machines have a simple learning algorithm that allows them to discover interesting features
that represent complex regularities in the training data. The Boltzmann machine is basically used to
optimize the weights and the quantity for the given problem. The learning algorithm is very slow in
networks with many layers of feature detectors. “Restricted Boltzmann Machines” algorithm has a single
layer of feature detectors which makes it faster than the rest.

Q27.

What Is Dropout and Batch Normalization?

Dropout is a technique of dropping out hidden and visible nodes of a network randomly to prevent
overfitting of data (typically dropping 20 per cent of the nodes). It doubles the number of iterations
needed to converge the network. It used to avoid overfitting, as it increases the capacity of generalization.
Batch normalization is the technique to improve the performance and stability of neural networks by
normalizing the inputs in every layer so that they have mean output activation of zero and standard
deviation of one.

Q28.

Why Is TensorFlow the Most Preferred Library in Deep Learning?

TensorFlow provides both C++ and Python APIs, making it easier to work on and has a faster compilation
time compared to other Deep Learning libraries like Keras and PyTorch. TensorFlow supports both CPU
and GPU computing devices.

Q29.

What Do You Mean by Tensor in TensorFlow?

A tensor is a mathematical object represented as arrays of higher dimensions. Think of a n-D matrix. These
arrays of data with different dimensions and ranks fed as input to the neural network are called “Tensors.”

Q30.

What is the Computational Graph?

Everything in a TensorFlow is based on creating a computational graph. It has a network of nodes where
each node operates. Nodes represent mathematical operations, and edges represent tensors. Since data
flows in the form of a graph, it is also called a “DataFlow Graph.”

Q31.

How is logistic regression done?

Logistic regression measures the relationship between the dependent variable (our label of what we want
to predict) and one or more independent variables (our features) by estimating probability using its
underlying logistic function (sigmoid).

Miscellaneous
Q1.

Explain the steps in making a decision tree.

1. Take the entire data set as input
2. Calculate entropy of the target variable, as well as the predictor attributes
3. Calculate your information gain of all attributes (we gain information on sorting different objects from
each other)
4. Choose the attribute with the highest information gain as the root node
5. Repeat the same procedure on every branch until the decision node of each branch is finalized
For example, let's say you want to build a decision tree to decide whether you should accept or decline a
job offer. The decision tree for this case is as shown:

It is clear from the decision tree that an offer is accepted if:
•
•
•

Q2.

Salary is greater than $50,000
The commute is less than an hour
Coffee is offered

How do you build a random forest model?

A random forest is built up of a number of decision trees. If you split the data into different packages and
make a decision tree in each of the different groups of data, the random forest brings all those trees
together.

Steps to build a random forest model:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Randomly select features from a total of features where <<
Among the features, calculate the node D using the best split point
Split the node into daughter nodes using the best split
Repeat steps two and three until leaf nodes are finalized
Build forest by repeating steps one to four for times to create number of trees

Q3.

Differentiate between univariate, bivariate, and multivariate analysis.

Univariate
Univariate data contains only one variable. The purpose of the univariate analysis is to describe the data
and find patterns that exist within it.
Example: height of students
Height (in cm)
164
167.3
170
174.2
178
180
The patterns can be studied by drawing conclusions using mean, median, mode, dispersion or range,
minimum, maximum, etc.

Bivariate
Bivariate data involves two different variables. The analysis of this type of data deals with causes and
relationships and the analysis is done to determine the relationship between the two variables.
Example: temperature and ice cream sales in the summer season
Temperature (in Celsius)
Sales (in K $)
20
2.0
25
2.1
26
2.3
28
2.7
30
3.1
Here, the relationship is visible from the table that temperature and sales are directly proportional to each
other. The hotter the temperature, the better the sales.

Multivariate

Multivariate data involves three or more variables, it is categorized under multivariate. It is similar to a
bivariate but contains more than one dependent variable.
Example: data for house price prediction
The patterns can be studied by drawing conclusions using mean, median, and mode, dispersion or range,
minimum, maximum, etc. You can start describing the data and using it to guess what the price of the
house will be.

Q4.

What are the feature selection methods used to select the right variables?

There are two main methods for feature selection.

Filter Methods
This involves:
• Linear discrimination analysis
• ANOVA
• Chi-Square
The best analogy for selecting features is "bad data in, bad answer out." When we're limiting or selecting
the features, it's all about cleaning up the data coming in.

Wrapper Methods
This involves:
• Forward Selection: We test one feature at a time and keep adding them until we get a good
fit
• Backward Selection: We test all the features and start removing them to see what works
better
• Recursive Feature Elimination: Recursively looks through all the different features and how
they pair together
Wrapper methods are very labor-intensive, and high-end computers are needed if a lot of data analysis is
performed with the wrapper method.

Q5.
In your choice of language, write a program that prints the numbers ranging
from one to 50. But for multiples of three, print "Fizz" instead of the number and
for the multiples of five, print "Buzz." For numbers which are multiples of both three
and five, print "FizzBuzz."
The code is shown below:

for x in range(51):
if x % 3 == 0 and x % 5 == 0:
print(‘fizzbuzz’)
elif x % 3 == 0:
print(‘fizz’)
elif x % 5 == 0:
print(‘buzz’)
else:
print(‘fizzbuzz’)

Q6.
You are given a data set consisting of variables with more than 30 percent
missing values. How will you deal with them?
If the data set is large, we can just simply remove the rows with missing data values. It is the quickest way;
we use the rest of the data to predict the values.
For smaller data sets, we can impute missing values with the mean, median, or average of the rest of the
data using pandas data frame in python. There are different ways to do so, such as:
df.mean(), df.fillna(mean)
Other option of imputation is using KNN for numeric or classification values (as KNN just uses k closest
values to impute the missing value).

Q7.
For the given points, how will you calculate the Euclidean distance in
Python?
plot1 = [1,3]
plot2 = [2,5]
The Euclidean distance can be calculated as follows:
euclidean_distance
plot2[1])**2)

Q8.

=

sqrt((plot1[0]-plot2[0])**2

+

(plot1[1]-

What are dimensionality reduction and its benefits?

Dimensionality reduction refers to the process of converting a data set with vast dimensions into data
with fewer dimensions (fields) to convey similar information concisely.
This reduction helps in compressing data and reducing storage space. It also reduces computation time as
fewer dimensions lead to less computing. It removes redundant features; for example, there's no point in
storing a value in two different units (meters and inches).

Q9.
How will you calculate eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the following 3x3
matrix?
Determinant of

Q10.

− 1 and solve to find .

How should you maintain a deployed model?

The steps to maintain a deployed model are (CREM):
1. Monitor: constant monitoring of all models is needed to determine their performance accuracy.
When you change something, you want to figure out how your changes are going to affect things.
This needs to be monitored to ensure it's doing what it's supposed to do.
2. Evaluate: evaluation metrics of the current model are calculated to determine if a new algorithm
is needed.
3. Compare: the new models are compared to each other to determine which model performs the
best.
4. Rebuild: the best performing model is re-built on the current state of data.

Q11.

How can a time-series data be declared as stationery?

Q12.
'People who bought this also bought...' recommendations seen on Amazon
are a result of which algorithm?
The recommendation engine is accomplished with collaborative filtering. Collaborative filtering explains
the behavior of other users and their purchase history in terms of ratings, selection, etc.
The engine makes predictions on what might interest a person based on the preferences of other users.
In this algorithm, item features are unknown.
For example, a sales page shows that a certain number of people buy a new phone and also buy tempered
glass at the same time. Next time, when a person buys a phone, he or she may see a recommendation to
buy tempered glass as well.

Q13.

What is a Generative Adversarial Network?

Suppose there is a wine shop purchasing wine from dealers, which they resell later. But some dealers sell
fake wine. In this case, the shop owner should be able to distinguish between fake and authentic wine. The
forger will try different techniques to sell fake wine and make sure specific techniques go past the shop
owner’s check. The shop owner would probably get some feedback from wine experts that some of the
wine is not original. The owner would have to improve how he determines whether a wine is fake or
authentic.
The forger’s goal is to create wines that are indistinguishable from the authentic ones while the shop owner
intends to tell if the wine is real or not accurately.

•
•
•
•

There is a noise vector coming into the forger who is generating fake wine.
Here the forger acts as a Generator.
The shop owner acts as a Discriminator.
The Discriminator gets two inputs; one is the fake wine, while the other is the real authentic wine.
The shop owner has to figure out whether it is real or fake.

So, there are two primary components of Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) named:
1. Generator
2. Discriminator

The generator is a CNN that keeps keys producing images and is closer in appearance to the real images
while the discriminator tries to determine the difference between real and fake images. The ultimate aim
is to make the discriminator learn to identify real and fake images.

Q14.
You are given a dataset on cancer detection. You have built a classification
model and achieved an accuracy of 96 percent. Why shouldn't you be happy with
your model performance? What can you do about it?
Cancer detection results in imbalanced data. In an imbalanced dataset, accuracy should not be based as a
measure of performance. It is important to focus on the remaining four percent, which represents the
patients who were wrongly diagnosed. Early diagnosis is crucial when it comes to cancer detection and
can greatly improve a patient's prognosis.
Hence, to evaluate model performance, we should use Sensitivity (True Positive Rate), Specificity (True
Negative Rate), F measure to determine the class wise performance of the classifier.

Below are the eight actual values of the target variable in the train file. What
is the entropy of the target variable? [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]

Q15.

The target variable, in this case, is 1 (the last)
The formula for calculating the entropy is, putting
= −

5
8

= 5 and

= 8, we get:

5
3
3
+ log
8
8
8

Q16.
We want to predict the probability of death from heart disease based on
three risk factors: age, gender, and blood cholesterol level. What is the most
appropriate algorithm for this case? Choose the correct option:
The most appropriate algorithm for this case is logistic regression.

Q17.
After studying the behavior of a population, you have identified four specific
individual types that are valuable to your study. You would like to find all users who
are most similar to each individual type. Which algorithm is most appropriate for
this study?
As we are looking for grouping people together specifically by four different similarities, it indicates the
value of k. Therefore, K-means clustering is the most appropriate algorithm for this study.

Q18.
You have run the association rules algorithm on your dataset, and the two
rules {banana, apple} => {grape} and {apple, orange} => {grape} have been found to
be relevant. What else must be true? Choose the right answer:

The answer is A: {grape, apple} must be a frequent itemset.

Q19.
Your organization has a website where visitors randomly receive one of two
coupons. It is also possible that visitors to the website will not receive a coupon. You
have been asked to determine if offering a coupon to website visitors has any
impact on their purchase decisions. Which analysis method should you use?
One-way ANOVA: in statistics, one-way analysis of variance is a technique that can be used to compare
means of two or more samples. This technique can be used only for numerical response data, the "Y",
usually one variable, and numerical or categorical input data, the "X", always one variable, hence "oneway".
The ANOVA tests the null hypothesis, which states that samples in all groups are drawn from populations
with the same mean values. To do this, two estimates are made of the population variance. The ANOVA
produces an F-statistic, the ratio of the variance calculated among the means to the variance within the
samples. If the group means are drawn from populations with the same mean values, the variance
between the group means should be lower than the variance of the samples, following the central limit
theorem. A higher ratio therefore implies that the samples were drawn from populations with different
mean values.

Q20.

What are the feature vectors?

A feature vector is an n-dimensional vector of numerical features that represent an object. In machine
learning, feature vectors are used to represent numeric or symbolic characteristics (called features) of an
object in a mathematical way that's easy to analyze.

Q21.

What is root cause analysis?

Root cause analysis was initially developed to analyze industrial accidents but is now widely used in other
areas. It is a problem-solving technique used for isolating the root causes of faults or problems. A factor
is called a root cause if its deduction from the problem-fault-sequence averts the final undesirable event
from recurring.

Q22.

Do gradient descent methods always converge to similar points?

They do not, because in some cases, they reach a local minimum or a local optimum point. You would not
reach the global optimum point. This is governed by the data and the starting conditions.

Q23.

What are the most popular Cloud Services used in Data Science?

https://www.zdnet.com/article/the-top-cloud-providers-of-2020-aws-microsoft-azure-google-cloudhybrid-saas/

Q24.

What is a Canary Deployment?

https://www.split.io/glossary/canary-deployment/

A canary deployment, or canary release, allows you to rollout your features to only a subset of users as
an initial test to make sure nothing else in your system broke.
The initial steps for implementing canary deployment are:
1. create two clones of the production environment,
2. have a load balancer that initially sends all traffic to one version,
3. create new functionality in the other version.
When you deploy the new software version, you shift some percentage – say, 10% – of your user base to
the new version while maintaining 90% of users on the old version. If that 10% reports no errors, you can
roll it out to gradually more users, until the new version is being used by everyone. If the 10% has
problems, though, you can roll it right back, and 90% of your users will have never even seen the problem.
Canary deployment benefits include zero downtime, easy rollout and quick rollback – plus the added
safety from the gradual rollout process. It also has some drawbacks – the expense of maintaining multiple
server instances, the difficult clone-or-don’t-clone database decision.

Typically, software development teams implement blue/green deployment when they’re sure the new
version will work properly and want a simple, fast strategy to deploy it. Conversely, canary deployment is
most useful when the development team isn’t as sure about the new version and they don’t mind a slower
rollout if it means they’ll be able to catch the bugs.

Q25.

What is a Blue Green Deployment?

https://docs.cloudfoundry.org/devguide/deploy-apps/blue-green.html

Blue-green deployment is a technique that reduces downtime and risk by running two identical
production environments called Blue and Green.
At any time, only one of the environments is live, with the live environment serving all production traffic.
For this example, Blue is currently live, and Green is idle.
As you prepare a new version of your model, deployment and the final stage of testing takes place in the
environment that is not live: in this example, Green. Once you have deployed and fully tested the model
in Green, you switch the router, so all incoming requests now go to Green instead of Blue. Green is now
live, and Blue is idle.
This technique can eliminate downtime due to app deployment and reduces risk: if something unexpected
happens with your new version on Green, you can immediately roll back to the last version by switching
back to Blue.
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What is DevOps? Introduction to DevOps | Roles | Payscale
By this DevOps Interview Questions and answers, many students are got placed in many reputed
companies with high package salary. So utilize our DevOps Interview Questions and answers to grow in
your career.

Q1) what is DevOps?
By the name DevOps, it’s very clear that it’s a collaboration of Development as well as Operations. But one
should know that DevOps is not a tool, or software or framework, DevOps is a Combination of Tools
which helps for the automation of the whole infrastructure.
DevOps is basically an implementation of Agile methodology on the Development side as well as
Operations side.

Q2) why do we need DevOps?
To fulfil the need of delivering more and faster and better application to meet more and more demands
of users, we need DevOps. DevOps helps deployment to happen really fast compared to any other
traditional tools.

Q3) Mention the key aspects or principle behind DevOps?
The key aspects or principle behind DevOps is:
• Infrastructure as a Code
• Continuous Integration
• Continuous Deployment
• Automation
• Continuous Monitoring
• Security

Q4) List out some of the popular tools for DevOps?
• Git
• Jenkins

• Ansible
• Puppet
• Nagios
• Docker
• ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash, Kibana)

Q5) what is a version control system?
Version Control System (VCS) is a software that helps software developers to work together and maintain
a complete history of their work.
Some of the feature of VCS as follows:
• Allow developers to wok simultaneously
• Does not allow overwriting on each other changes.
• Maintain the history of every version.

There are two types of Version Control Systems:
1. Central Version Control System, Ex: Git, Bitbucket
2. Distributed/Decentralized Version Control System, Ex: SVN

Q6) What is Git and explain the difference between Git and SVN?
Git is a source code management (SCM) tool which handles small as well as large projects with efficiency.
It is basically used to store our repositories in remote server such as GitHub.

GIT

SVN

Git is a Decentralized

SVN is a Centralized

Version Control Tool

Version Control Tool

Git contains the local
repo as well as the full

SVN relies only on the

history of the whole

central server to store

project on all the

developers hard drive,

all the versions of the

so if there is a server

project file

outage , you can easily
do recovery from your
team mates local git
repo.

Push and pull
operations are fast

Push and pull
operations are slower
compared to Git

It belongs to

It belongs to

3rd generation Version

2nd generation Version

Control Tool

Control tools

Client nodes can share

Version history is

the entire repositories

stored on server-side

on their local system

repository

Commits can be done

Commits can be done

offline too

only online

Work are shared
automatically by
commit

Nothing is shared
automatically

Q7) what language is used in Git?
Git is written in C language, and since its written in C language its very fast and reduces the overhead of
runtimes.

Q8) what is SubGit?
SubGit is a tool for migrating SVN to Git. It creates a writable Git mirror of a local or remote Subversion
repository and uses both Subversion and Git if you like.

Q9) how can you clone a Git repository via Jenkins?
First, we must enter the e-mail and user name for your Jenkins system, then switch into your job directory
and execute the “git config” command.

Q10)What are the Advantages of Ansible?
• Agentless, it doesn’t require any extra package/daemons to be installed
• Very low overhead
• Good performance
• Idempotent
• Very Easy to learn
• Declarative not procedural

Q11) what’s the use of Ansible?
Ansible is mainly used in IT infrastructure to manage or deploy applications to remote nodes. Let’s say we
want to deploy one application in 100’s of nodes by just executing one command, then Ansible is the one
actually coming into the picture but should have some knowledge on Ansible script to understand or
execute the same.

Q12) what’s the difference between Ansible Playbook and Roles?

Roles

Roles are reusable
subsets of a play.

A set of tasks for
accomplishing certain
role.

Playbooks

Playbooks contain Plays.

Mapps among hosts and
roles.

Example: common,
webservers.

Example: site.yml,
fooservers.yml,
webservers.yml.

Q13) How do I see a list of all the ansible_ variables?
Ansible by default gathers “facts” about the machines, and these facts can be accessed in Playbooks and
in templates. To see a list of all the facts that are available about a machine, you can run the “setup”
module as an ad-hoc action:
Ansible -m setup hostname
This will print out a dictionary of all the facts that are available for that particular host.

Q14) what is Docker?
Docker is a containerization technology that packages your application and all its dependencies together
in the form of Containers to ensure that your application works seamlessly in any environment.

Q15) what is Docker image?
Docker image is the source of Docker container. Or in other words, Docker images are used to create
containers.

Q16) what is Docker Container?
Docker Container is the running instance of Docker Image.

Q17) Can we consider DevOps as Agile methodology?
Of Course, we can!! The only difference between agile methodology and DevOps is that, agile
methodology is implemented only for development section and DevOps implements agility on both
development as well as operations section.

Q18) what are the advantages of using Git?
1. Data redundancy and replication
2. High availability
3. Only one. git directory per repository
4. Superior disk utilization and network performance
5. Collaboration friendly

6. Git can use any sort of projects.

Q19) what is kernel?
A kernel is the lowest level of easily replaceable software that interfaces with the hardware in your
computer.

Q20) what is difference between grep -i and grep -v?
I ignore alphabet difference V accept this value
ex) ls | grep -i docker
Dockerfile
docker.tar.gz
ls | grep -v docker
Desktop
Dockerfile
Documents
Downloads
You can’t see anything with name docker.tar.gz

Q21) How can you define particular space to the file
This feature is generally used to give the swap space to the server. Lets say in below machine I have to
create swap space of 1GB then,
dd if=/dev/zero of=/swapfile1 bs=1G count=1

Q22) what is concept of sudo in linux?
Sudo(superuser do) is a utility for UNIX- and Linux-based systems that provides an

efficient way to give

specific users permission to use specific system commands at the root (most powerful) level of the
system.

Q23) what is a Jenkins Pipeline?
Jenkins Pipeline (or simply “Pipeline”) is a suite of plugins which supports implementing and integrating
continuous delivery pipelines into Jenkins.

Q24) How to stop and restart the Docker container?
To stop the container: docker stop container ID
Now to restart the Docker container: docker restart container ID

Q25) What platforms does Docker run on?
Docker runs on only Linux and Cloud platforms:
• Ubuntu 12.04 LTS+
• Fedora 20+
• RHEL 6.5+
• CentOS 6+
• Gentoo
• ArchLinux
• openSUSE 12.3+
• CRUX 3.0+

Cloud:
• Amazon EC2
• Google Compute Engine
• Microsoft Azure
• Rackspace

Note that Docker does not run on Windows or Mac for production as there is no support, yes you can use
it for testing purpose even in windows

Q26) what are the tools used for docker networking?
For docker networking we generally use kubernets and docker swarm.

Q27) what is docker compose?
Lets say you want to run multiple docker container, at that time you have to create the docker compose
file and type the command docker-compose up. It will run all the containers mentioned in docker
compose file.

Q28) What is Scrum?
Scrum is basically used to divide your complex software and product development task into smaller
chunks, using iterations and incremental practises. Each iteration is of two weeks. Scrum consists of three
roles: Product owner, scrum master and Team

Q29) What does the commit object contain?
Commit object contain the following components:
It contains a set of files, representing the state of a project at a given point of time reference to parent
commit objects
An SHAI name, a 40-character string that uniquely identifies the commit object (also called as hash).

Q30) Explain the difference between git pull and git fetch?
Git pull command basically pulls any new changes or commits from a branch from your central repository
and updates your target branch in your local repository.
Git fetch is also used for the same purpose, but its slightly different form Git pull. When you trigger a git
fetch, it pulls all new commits from the desired branch and stores it in a new branch in your local
repository. If we want to reflect these changes in your target branch, git fetch must be followed with a git
merge. Our target branch will only be updated after merging the target branch and fetched branch. Just
to make it easy for us, remember the equation below:
Git pull = git fetch + git merge

Q31) How do we know in Git if a branch has already been merged into master?
git branch –merged
The above command lists the branches that have been merged into the current branch.
git branch –no-merged
this command lists the branches that have not been merged.

Q32) What is ‘Staging Area’ or ‘Index’ in GIT?
Before committing a file, it must be formatted and reviewed in an intermediate area known as ‘Staging
Area’ or ‘Indexing Area’.
#git add <file_name>

Q33) What is Git Stash?
Let’s say you’ve been working on part of your project, things are in a messy state and you want to switch
branches for some time to work on something else. The problem is, you don’t want to do a commit of
your half-done work just, so you can get back to this point later. The answer to this issue is Git stash.
Git Stashing takes your working directory that is, your modified tracked files and staged changes and
saves it on a stack of unfinished changes that you can reapply at any time.

Q34) What is Git stash drop?
Git ‘stash drop’ command is basically used to remove the stashed item. It will basically remove the last
added stash item by default, and it can also remove a specific item if you include it as an argument.
I have provided an example below:
If you want to remove any particular stash item from the list of stashed items you can use the below
commands:
git stash list: It will display the list of stashed items as follows:
stash@{0}: WIP on master: 049d080 added the index file
stash@{1}: WIP on master: c265351 Revert “added files”
stash@{2}: WIP on master: 13d80a5 added number to log

Q35) What is the function of ‘git config’?
Git uses our username to associate commits with an identity. The git config command can be used to
change our Git configuration, including your username.
Suppose you want to give a username and email id to associate commit with an identity so that you can
know who has made a commit. For that I will use:
git config –global user.name “Your Name”: This command will add your username.
git config –global user.email “Your E-mail Address”: This command will add your email id.

Q36) How can you create a repository in Git?
To create a repository, you must create a directory for the project if it does not exist, then run command
“git init”. By running this command .git directory will be created inside the project directory.

Q37) Describe the branching strategies you have used?
Generally, they ask this question to understand your branching knowledge
Feature branching

This model keeps all the changes for a feature inside of a branch. When the feature branch is fully tested
and validated by automated tests, the branch is then merged into master.
Task branching
In this task branching model each task is implemented on its own branch with the task key included in the
branch name. It is quite easy to see which code implements which task, just look for the task key in the
branch name.
Release branching
Once the develop branch has acquired enough features for a release, then we can clone that branch to
form a Release branch. Creating this release branch starts the next release cycle, so no new features can
be added after this point, only bug fixes, documentation generation, and other release-oriented tasks
should go in this branch. Once it’s ready to ship, the release gets merged into master and then tagged
with a version number. In addition, it should be merged back into develop branch, which may have
progressed since the release was initiated earlier.

Q38) What is Jenkins?
Jenkins is an open source continuous integration tool which is written in Java language. It keeps a track
on version control system and to initiate and monitor a build system if any changes occur. It monitors the
whole process and provides reports and notifications to alert the concern team.

Q39) What is the difference between Maven, Ant and Jenkins?
Maven and Ant are Build Technologies whereas Jenkins is a continuous integration(CI/CD) tool.

Q40) Explain what is continuous integration?
When multiple developers or teams are working on different segments of same web application, we need
to perform integration test by integrating all the modules. To do that an automated process for each
piece of code is performed on daily bases so that all your code gets tested. And this whole process is
termed as continuous integration.

Q41) What is the relation between Hudson and Jenkins?
Hudson was the earlier name of current Jenkins. After some issue faced, the project name was changed
from Hudson to Jenkins.

Q42) What are the advantages of Jenkins?
Advantage of using Jenkins

• Bug tracking is easy at early stage in development environment.
• Provides a very large numbers of plugin support.
• Iterative improvement to the code, code is basically divided into small sprints.
• Build failures are cached at integration stage.
• For each code commit changes an automatic build report notification get generated.
• To notify developers about build report success or failure, it can be integrated with LDAP mail

server.
• Achieves continuous integration agile development and test-driven development environment.
• With simple steps, maven release project can also be automated.

Q43) Which SCM tools does Jenkins supports?
Source code management tools supported by Jenkins are below:
• AccuRev
• CVS
• Subversion
• Git
• Mercurial
• Perforce
• Clearcase
• RTC

Q44) What is Ansible?
Ansible is a software configuration management tool to deploy an application using ssh without
downtime. It is also used for management and configuration of software applications. Ansible is
developed in Python language.

Q45) How can your setup Jenkins jobs?
Steps to set up Jenkins job as follows:
Select new item from the menu.
After that enter a name for the job (it can be anything) and select free-style job.

any

Then click OK to create new job in Jenkins dashboard.
The next page enables you to configure your job, and it’s done.

Q46) What is your daily activities in your current role?
• Working on JIRA Tickets
• Builds and Deployments
• Resolving issues when builds and deployments fails by coordinating and collaborating with the

dev team
• Infrastructure maintenance
• Monitoring health of applications

Q47) What are the challenges you faced in recent times?
I need to implement trending technologies like Docker to automate the configuration management
activities in my project by showing POC.

Q48) What are the build and deployment failures you got and how you resolved those?
I use to get most of the time out of memory issue. So I fixed this issue by restarting the server which is
not best practice. I did the permanent fix by increase the Perm Gen Space and Heap Space.

Q49) I want a file that consists of last 10 lines of the some other file?
Tail -10 filename >filename

Q50) How to check the exit status of the commands?
echo $?
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Q51) I want to get the information from file which consists of the word “GangBoard”
grep “GangBoard” filename

Q52) I want to search the files with the name of “GangBoard”
find / -type f -name “*GangBoard*”

Q53) Write a shell script to print only prime numbers?
prime.sh
echo "1"

i=3
j=300
flag=0
tem=2
echo "1"while [ $i -ne $j ]
do
temp=`echo $i`
while [ $temp -ne $tem ]
do
temp=`expr $temp - 1`
n=`expr $i % $temp`
if [ $n -eq 0 -a $flag -eq 0 ]
then
flag=1
fi
done
if [ $flag -eq 0 ]
then
echo $i
else
flag=0
fi
i=`expr $i + 1`
done

Q54) How to pass the parameters to the script and how can I get those parameters?
Scriptname.sh parameter1 parameter2
I will use $* to get the parameters.

Q55) What is the default file permissions for the file and how can I modify it?
Default file permissions are : rw-r—r—
If I want to change the default file permissions I need to use umask command ex: umask 666

Q56) How you will do the releases?
There are some steps to follow.
• Create a check list
• Create a release branch
• Bump the version
• Merge release branch to master & tag it.
• Use a Pull request to merge the release merge
• Deploy master to Prod Environment
• Merge back into develop & delete release branch
• Change log generation
• Communicating with stack holders
• Grooming the issue tracker

Q57) How you automate the whole build and release process?
• Check out a set of source code files.
• Compile the code and report on progress along the way.
• Run automated unit tests against successful compiles.
• Create an installer.
• Publish the installer to a download site, and notify teams that the installer is available.
• Run the installer to create an installed executable.
• Run automated tests against the executable.
• Report the results of the tests.
• Launch a subordinate project to update standard libraries.
• Promote executables and other files to QA for further testing.
• Deploy finished releases to production environments, such as Web servers or CD

manufacturing.
The above process will be done by Jenkins by creating the jobs.

Q58) I have 50 jobs in the Jenkins dash board , I want to build at a time all the jobs
In Jenkins there is a plugin called build after other projects build. We can provide job names over there
and If one parent job run then it will automatically run the all other jobs. Or we can use Pipe line jobs.

Q59) How can I integrate all the tools with Jenkins?
I have to navigate to the manage Jenkins and then global tool configurations there you have to provide
all the details such as Git URL , Java version, Maven version , Path etc.

Q60) How to install Jenkins via Docker?
The steps are:
• Open up a terminal window.
• Download the jenkinsci/blueocean image & run it as a container in Docker using the

following docker run command:(
https://docs.docker.com/engine/reference/commandline/run/)
• docker run \ -u root \ –rm \ -d \ -p 8080:8080 \ -p 50000:50000 \ -v jenkins-

data:/var/jenkins_home \ -v /var/run/docker.sock:/var/run/docker.sock \ jenkinsci/blueocean
• Proceed to the Post-installation setup wizard (https://jenkins.io/doc/book/installing/#setup-

wizard)
• Accessing the Jenkins/Blue Ocean Docker container docker exec -it jenkins-blueocean bash
• Accessing the Jenkins console log through Docker logsdocker logs <docker-container-

name>Accessing the Jenkins home directorydocker exec -it <docker-container-name> bash

Q61) Did you ever participated in Prod Deployments? If yes what is the procedure?
Yes I have participated, we need to follow the following steps in my point of view
• Preparation & Planning : What kind of system/technology was supposed to run on what kind of

machine
• The specifications regarding the clustering of systems
• How all these stand-alone boxes were going to talk to each other in a foolproof manner
• Production setup should be documented to bits. It needs to be neat, foolproof, and

understandable.

• It should have all a system configurations, IP addresses, system specifications, & installation

instructions.
• It needs to be updated as & when any change is made to the production environment of the

system

Q62) My application is not coming up for some reason? How can you bring it up?
We need to follow the steps
• Network connection
• The Web Server is not receiving users’s request
• Checking the logs
• Checking the process id’s whether services are running or not
• The Application Server is not receiving user’s request(Check the Application Server Logs and

Processes)
• A network level ‘connection reset’ is happening somewhere.

Q63) Did you automate anything in your project? Please explain
Yes I have automated couple of things such as
• Password expiry automation
• Deleting the older log files
• Code quality threshold violations etc.

Q64) What is IaC? How you will achieve this?
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) is the management of infrastructure (networks, virtual machines, load
balancers, and connection topology) in a descriptive model, using the same versioning as DevOps team
uses for source code. This will be achieved by using the tools such as Chef, Puppet and Ansible etc.

Q65) What is multifactor authentication? What is the use of it?
Multifactor authentication (MFA) is a security system that requires more than one method of
authentication from independent categories of credentials to verify the user’s identity for a login or other
transaction.
• Security for every enterprise user — end & privileged users, internal and external

• Protect across enterprise resources — cloud & on-prem apps, VPNs, endpoints, servers,

privilege elevation and more
• Reduce cost & complexity with an integrated identity platform

Q66) I want to copy the artifacts from one location to another location in cloud. How?
Create two S3 buckets, one to use as the source, and the other to use as the destination and then create
policies.

Q67) How can I modify the commit message in git?
I have to use following command and enter the required message.
Git commit –amend

Q68) How can you avoid the waiting time for the triggered jobs in Jenkins.
First I will check the Slave nodes capacity, If it is fully loaded then I will add the slave node by doing the
following process.
Go to the Jenkins dashboard -> Manage Jenkins ->Manage Nodes
Create the new node a
By giving the all required fields and launch the slave machine as you want.

Q69) What are the Pros and Cons of Ansible?
Pros:
1. Open Source
2. Agent less
3. Improved efficiency , reduce cost
4. Less Maintenance
5. Easy to understand yaml files
Cons:
1. Underdeveloped GUI with limited features
2. Increased focus on orchestration over configuration management
3. SSH communication slows down in scaled environments

Q70) How you handle the merge conflicts in git?
Follow the steps
1. Create Pull request
2. Modify according to the requirement by sitting with developers
3. Commit the correct file to the branch
4. Merge the current branch with master branch.

Q71) I want to delete 10 days older log files. How can I?
There is a command in unix to achieve this task find <directory_path> -mtime +10 -name “*.log” -exec rm
-f {} \; 2>/dev/null
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Q72) How you get the Inventory variables defined for the host?
We need to use the following command
Ansible – m debug- a “var=hostvars[‘hostname’]” localhost(10.92.62.215)

Q73) How you will take backup for Jenkins?
Copy JENKINS_HOME directory and “jobs” directory to replicate it in another server

Q74) How to deploy docker container to aws?
Amazon provides the service called Amazon Elastic Container Service; By using this creating and
configuring the task definition and services we will launch the applications.

Q75) I want to change the default port number of apache tomcat. How?
Go to the tomcat folder and navigate to the conf folder there you will find a server.xml file. You can
change connector port tag as you want.

Q76) In how many ways you can install the Jenkins?
We can install Jenkins in 3 Ways
• By downloading Jenkins archive file
• By running as a service Java –jar Jenkins.war
• By deploying Jenkins.war to the webapps folder in tomcat.

Q77) How you will run Jenkins job from command line?
We have a Jenkins CLI from there we need to use the curl command
curl -X POST -u YOUR_USER:YOUR_USER_PASSWORD http://YOUR_JENKINS_URL/job/YOUR_JOB/build

Q78) How you will do tagging in git?
We have following command to create tags in git
Git tag v0.1

Q79) How can you connect a container to a network when it starts?
We need to use a following command
docker run -itd –network=multi-host-network busybox

Q80) How you will do code commit and code deploy in cloud?
• Create a deployment environment

• Get a copy of the sample code
• Create your pipeline
• Activate your pipeline
• Commit a change and update the App.

Q81) How to access variable names in Ansible?
Using hostvars method we can access and add the variables like below
{{ hostvars[inventory_hostname][‘ansible_’ + which_interface][‘ipv4’][‘address’] }}

Q82) What is Infrastructure as Code?
Where the Configuration of any servers or tool chain or application stack required for an association can
be made into progressively elucidating dimension of code and that can be utilized for provisioning and
overseeing foundation components like Virtual Machine, Software, Network Elements, however it varies
from contents utilizing any language, where they are a progression of static advances coded, where
Version control can be utilized so as to follow condition changes .
Precedent Tools are Ansible, Terraform.

Q83) What are the zones the Version control can acquaint with get proficient DevOps practice?
A clearly fundamental region of Version Control is Source code the executives, Where each engineer code
ought to be pushed to a typical storehouse for keeping up assemble and discharge in CI/CD pipelines.
Another territory can be Version control For Administrators when they use Infrastructure as A Code (IAC)
apparatuses and rehearses for keeping up The Environment setup.
Another Area of Version Control framework Can be Artifactory Management Using Repositories like
Nexus and DockerHub

Q84) Why Opensource apparatuses support DevOps?
Opensource devices dominatingly utilized by any association which is adjusting (or) embraced DevOps
pipelines in light of the fact that devops accompanied an attention on robotization in different parts of
association manufacture and discharge and change the executives and furthermore framework the board
zones.
So creating or utilizing a solitary apparatus is unthinkable and furthermore everything is fundamentally an
experimentation period of advancement and furthermore coordinated chops down the advantage of

building up a solitary device , so opensource devices were accessible available practically spares each
reason and furthermore gives association a choice to assess the device dependent on their need.

Q85) What is the distinction among Ansible and chef(or) manikin?
Ansible is Agentless design the board device, where manikin or gourmet expert needs operator should be
kept running on the specialist hub and culinary specialist or manikin depends on draw demonstrate,
where your cookbook or show for gourmet expert and manikin separately from the ace will be pulled by
the operator and ansible uses ssh to convey and it gives information driven guidelines to the hubs should
be overseen , progressively like RPC execution, ansible utilizations YAML scripting, though manikin (or)
culinary specialist is worked by ruby uses their own DSL .

Q86) What is Jinja2 templating in ansible playbooks and their utilization?
Jinja2 templating is the Python standard for templating , consider it like a sed editorial manager for
Ansible , where it very well may be utilized is when there is a requirement for dynamic change of any
config record to any application like consider mapping a MySQL application to the IP address of the
machine, where it is running, it can’t be static , it needs modifying it progressively at runtime.
Arrangement
The vars inside the supports are supplanted by ansible while running utilizing layout module.

Q87) What is the requirement for sorting out playbooks as the job, is it vital?
Arranging playbooks as jobs , gives greater clarity and reusability to any plays , while consider an errand
where MySQL establishment ought to be done after the evacuation of Oracle DB , and another
prerequisite is expected to introduce MySQL after java establishment, in the two cases we have to
introduce MySQL , yet without jobs need to compose playbooks independently for both use cases , yet
utilizing jobs once the MySQL establishment job is made can be used any number of times by
summoning utilizing rationale in site.yaml .
No, it isn’t important to make jobs for each situation, however making jobs is the best practice in Ansible.

Q88) What is the fundamental disservice of Docker holders?
As the lifetime of any compartments is while pursuing a holder is wrecked you can’t recover any
information inside a compartment, the information inside a compartment is lost perpetually, however
tenacious capacity for information inside compartments should be possible utilizing volumes mount to an
outer source like host machine and any NFS drivers.

Q89) What are the docker motor and docker form?
Docker motor contacts the docker daemon inside the machine and makes the runtime condition and
procedure for any compartment, docker make connects a few holders to shape as a stack utilized in
making application stacks like LAMP, WAMP, XAMP

Q90) What are the Different modes does a holder can be run?
Docker holder can be kept running in two modes
Connected: Where it will be kept running in the forefront of the framework you are running, gives a
terminal inside to compartment when – t choice is utilized with it, where each log will be diverted to
stdout screen.
Isolates: This mode is typically kept running underway, where the holder is confined as a foundation
procedure and each yield inside a compartment will be diverted log records
inside/var/lib/docker/logs/<container-id>/<container-id.json> and which can be seen by docker logs
order.

Q91) What the yield of docker assess order will be?
Docker examines <container-id> will give yield in JSON position, which contains subtleties like the IP
address of the compartment inside the docker virtual scaffold and volume mount data and each other
data identified with host (or) holder explicit like the basic document driver utilized, log driver utilized.
docker investigate [OPTIONS] NAME|ID [NAME|ID…] Choices
• Name, shorthand Default Description
• group, – f Format the yield utilizing the given Go layout
• measure, – s Display all out document sizes if the sort is the compartment
• type Return JSON for a predefined type

Q92) What is the order can be utilized to check the asset usage by docker holders?
Docker details order can be utilized to check the asset usage of any docker holder, it gives the yield
practically equivalent to Top direction in Linux, it shapes the base for compartment asset observing
instruments like a counsel, which gets yield from docker details order.
docker details [OPTIONS] [CONTAINER…] Choices
Name, shorthand Default Description
• all, – a Show all holders (default demonstrates simply running)

• group Pretty-print pictures utilizing a Go layout
• no-stream Disable spilling details and just draw the main outcome
• no-trunc Do not truncate yield

Q93) How to execute some errand (or) play on localhost just while executing playbooks on
various has on an ansible?
In ansible, there is a module called delegate_to, in this module area give the specific host (or) has where
your errands (or) assignment should be run.
undertakings:
name: ” Elasticsearch Hitting”
uri: url=’_search?q=status:new’ headers='{“Content-type”:”application/json”}’ method=GET
return_content=yes
register: yield
delegate_to: 127.0.0.1

Q94) What is the distinction among set_fact and vars in ansible?
Where a set_fact sets the incentive for a factor at one time and stays static, despite the fact that the
esteem is very powerful and vars continue changing according to the esteem continues changing for the
variable.
assignments:
set_fact:
fact_time: “Truth: ”
troubleshoot: var=fact_time
order: rest 2
troubleshoot: var=fact_time
assignments:
name: queries in factors versus queries in realities
has: localhost
vars:
var_time: “Var: ”
Despite the fact that the query for the date has been utilized in both the cases, wherein the vars are

utilized it modifies dependent on an opportunity to time each time executed inside the playbook lifetime.
Be that as it may, Fact dependably continues as before once query is finished

Q95) What is a query in ansible and what are query modules bolstered by ansible?
Query modules enable access to information in Ansible from outside sources. These modules are assessed
on the Ansible control machine and can incorporate perusing the filesystem yet in addition reaching
outside information stores and administrations.
Organization is {lookup{‘<plugin>’,'<source(or)connection_string>’}}
A portion of the query modules upheld by ansible are
Document
pipe
redis
jinja layouts
etcd kv store

Q96) How might you erase the docker pictures put away at your nearby machine and how
might you do it for every one of the pictures without a moment’s delay?
The direction docker RMI <image-id> can be utilized to erase the docker picture from nearby machine,
though a few pictures may should be constrained in light of the fact that the picture might be utilized by
some other holder (or) another picture , to erase pictures you can utilize the mix of directions by docker
RMI $(docker pictures – q), where docker pictures will give the docker picture names, to get just the ID of
docker pictures just , we are utilizing – q switch with docker pictures order.

Q97) What are the organizers in the Jenkins establishment and their employments?
JENKINS_HOME – which will be/$JENKINS_USER/.jenkins it is the root envelope of any Jenkins
establishment and it contains subfolders each for various purposes.
employments/ – Folder contains all the data pretty much every one of the occupations arranged in the
Jenkins example.
Inside employments/, you will have the envelope made for each activity and inside those organizers, you
will have fabricate organizers as indicated by each form numbers each form will have its log records,
which we see in Jenkins web support.
Modules/ – where all your modules will be recorded.

Workspace/ – this will be available to hold all the workspace documents like your source code pulled from
SCM.

Q98) What are the approaches to design Jenkins framework?
Jenkins can be designed in two different ways
Web: Where there is a choice called design a framework, in their area, you can make all setup changes.
Manual on filesystem: Where each change should likewise be possible straightforwardly on the Jenkins
config.xml document under the Jenkins establishment catalog, after you make changes on the filesystem,
you have to restart your Jenkins, either can do it specifically from terminal (or) you can utilize Reload
setup from plate under oversee Jenkins menu or you can hit/restart endpoint straightforwardly.

Q99) What is the job Of HTTP REST API in DevOps?
As DevOps is absolutely centers around Automating your framework and gives changes over the pipeline
to various stages like an every CI/CD pipeline will have stages like form, test, mental soundness test, UAT,
Deployment to Prod condition similarly as with each phase there are diverse devices is utilized and
distinctive innovation stack is displayed and there should be an approach to incorporate with various
instrument for finishing an arrangement toolchain, there comes a requirement for HTTP API , where each
apparatus speaks with various devices utilizing API , and even client can likewise utilize SDK to interface
with various devices like BOTOX for Python to contact AWS API’s for robotization dependent on occasions
, these days its not cluster handling any longer , it is generally occasion driven pipelines

Q100) What are Micro services, and how they control proficient DevOps rehearses?
Where In conventional engineering , each application is stone monument application implies that
anything is created by a gathering of designers, where it has been sent as a solitary application in
numerous machines and presented to external world utilizing load balances, where the micro services
implies separating your application into little pieces, where each piece serves the distinctive capacities
expected to finish a solitary exchange and by separating , designers can likewise be shaped to gatherings
and each bit of utilization may pursue diverse rules for proficient advancement stage, as a result of spry
improvement ought to be staged up a bit and each administration utilizes REST API (or) Message lines to
convey between another administration.
So manufacture and arrival of a non-strong form may not influence entire design, rather, some usefulness
is lost, that gives the confirmation to productive and quicker CI/CD pipelines and DevOps Practices.
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Q101) What are the manners in which that a pipeline can be made in Jenkins?
There are two different ways of a pipeline can be made in Jenkins
Scripted Pipelines:
Progressively like a programming approach
Explanatory pipelines:
DSL approach explicitly to make Jenkins pipelines.
The pipeline ought to be made in Jenkins document and the area can either be in SCM or nearby
framework.
Definitive and Scripted Pipelines are developed on a very basic level in an unexpected way. Definitive
Pipeline is a later element of Jenkins Pipeline which:
gives more extravagant grammatical highlights over Scripted Pipeline language structure, and is intended
to make composing and perusing Pipeline code less demanding.

Q102) What are the Labels in Jenkins and where it tends to be used?
Similarly as with CI/CD arrangement should be concentrated , where each application in the association
can be worked by a solitary CI/CD server , so in association there might be various types of utilization like
java, c#,.NET and so forth, likewise with microservices approach your programming stack is inexactly
coupled for the task , so you can have Labeled in every hub and select the choice Only assembled
employments while name coordinating this hub, so when a manufacture is planned with the mark of the
hub present in it, it hangs tight for next agent in that hub to be accessible, despite the fact that there are
different agents in hubs.

Q103) What is the utilization of Blueocean in Jenkins?
Blue Ocean reconsiders the client experience of Jenkins. Planned from the beginning for Jenkins Pipeline,
yet at the same time good with free-form occupations, Blue Ocean diminishes mess and builds lucidity for
each individual from the group.
It gives complex UI to recognize each phase of the pipeline and better pinpointing for issues and
extremely rich Pipeline editorial manager for apprentices.

Q104) What is the callback modules in Ansible, give a few instances of some callback
modules?
Callback modules empower adding new practices to Ansible when reacting to occasions. Of course,
callback modules control a large portion of the yield you see when running the direction line programs,

however can likewise be utilized to include an extra yield, coordinate with different apparatuses and
marshall the occasions to a capacity backend. So at whatever point a play is executed and after it creates
a few occasions, that occasions are imprinted onto Stdout screen, so callback module can be put into any
capacity backend for log preparing.
Model callback modules are ansible-logstash, where each playbook execution is brought by logstash in
the JSON group and can be incorporated some other backend source like elasticsearch.

Q105) What are the scripting dialects can be utilized in DevOps?
As with scripting dialects, the fundamental shell scripting is utilized to construct ventures in Jenkins
pipelines and python contents can be utilized with some other devices like Ansible , terraform as a
wrapper content for some other complex choice unraveling undertakings in any mechanization as python
is more unrivaled in complex rationale deduction than shell contents and ruby contents can likewise be
utilized as fabricate ventures in Jenkins.

Q106) What is Continuous Monitoring and why checking is basic in DevOps?
DevOps draws out each association capacity of fabricate and discharge cycle to be a lot shorter with an
idea of CI/CD, where each change is reflected into generation conditions fastly, so it should be firmly
observed to get client input. So the idea of constant checking has been utilized to assess every
application execution progressively (at any rate Near Real Time) , where every application is produced
with application execution screen specialists perfect and the granular dimension of measurements are
taken out like JVM details and even practical savvy measurements inside the application can likewise be
spilled out progressively to Agents , which thusly provides for any backend stockpiling and that can be
utilized by observing groups in dashboards and cautions to get persistently screen the application.

Q107) Give a few instances of persistent observing instruments?
Where numerous persistent observing instruments are accessible in the market, where utilized for an
alternate sort of use and sending model
Docker compartments can be checked by consultant operator, which can be utilized by Elasticsearch to
store measurements (or) you can utilize TICK stack (Telegraph, influxdb, Chronograph, Capacitor) for each
framework observing in NRT(Near Real Time) and You can utilize Logstash (or) Beats to gather Logs from
framework , which thusly can utilize Elasticsearch as Storage Backend can utilize Kibana (or) Grafana as
visualizer.
The framework observing should be possible by Nagios and Icinga.

Q108) What is docker swarm?
Gathering of Virtual machines with Docker Engine can be grouped and kept up as a solitary framework
and the assets likewise being shared by the compartments and docker swarm ace calendars the docker
holder in any of the machines under the bunch as indicated by asset accessibility
Docker swarm init can be utilized to start docker swarm bunch and docker swarm joins with the ace IP
from customer joins the hub into the swarm group.

Q109) What are Microservices, and how they control productive DevOps rehearses?
Where In conventional engineering , each application is stone monument application implies that
anything is created by a gathering of designers, where it has been conveyed as a solitary application in
numerous machines and presented to external world utilizing load balancers, where the microservices
implies separating your application into little pieces, where each piece serves the diverse capacities
expected to finish a solitary exchange and by separating , engineers can likewise be shaped to gatherings
and each bit of utilization may pursue distinctive rules for proficient advancement stage, on account of
light-footed improvement ought to be staged up a bit and each administration utilizes REST API (or)
Message lines to impart between another administration.
So manufacture and arrival of a non-hearty variant may not influence entire design, rather, some
usefulness is lost, that gives the affirmation to proficient and quicker CI/CD pipelines and DevOps
Practices.

Q110) What are the manners in which that a pipeline can be made in Jenkins?
There are two different ways of a pipeline can be made in Jenkins
Scripted Pipelines:
Progressively like a programming approach
Explanatory pipelines:
DSL approach explicitly to make Jenkins pipelines.
The pipeline ought to be made in Jenkins record and the area can either be in SCM or neighborhood
framework.
Definitive and Scripted Pipelines are developed in a general sense in an unexpected way. Explanatory
Pipeline is a later element of Jenkins Pipeline which:
gives more extravagant linguistic highlights over Scripted Pipeline sentence structure, and is intended to
make composing and perusing Pipeline code simpler.

Q111) What are the Labels in Jenkins and where it very well may be used?
Likewise with CI/CD arrangement should be incorporated , where each application in the association can
be worked by a solitary CI/CD server , so in association there might be various types of use like java,
c#,.NET and so forth, similarly as with microservices approach your programming stack is inexactly
coupled for the undertaking , so you can have Labeled in every hub and select the alternative Only
assembled occupations while mark coordinating this hub, so when a fabricate is booked with the name of
the hub present in it, it sits tight for next agent in that hub to be accessible, despite the fact that there are
different agents in hubs.

Q112) What is the utilization of Blueocean in Jenkins?
Blue Ocean reexamines the client experience of Jenkins. Planned starting from the earliest stage for
Jenkins Pipeline, yet at the same time good with free-form occupations, Blue Ocean lessens mess and
expands clearness for each individual from the group.
It gives modern UI to recognize each phase of the pipeline and better pinpointing for issues and rich
Pipeline proofreader for fledglings.

Q113) What is the callback modules in ansible, give a few instances of some callback modules?
Callback modules empower adding new practices to Ansible when reacting to occasions. As a matter of
course, callback modules control the greater part of the yield you see when running the direction line
programs, yet can likewise be utilized to include an extra yield, coordinate with different instruments and
marshall the occasions to a capacity backend. So at whatever point a play is executed and after it delivers
a few occasions, that occasions are imprinted onto Stdout screen, so callback module can be put into any
capacity backend for log handling.
Precedent callback modules are ansible-logstash, where each playbook execution is gotten by logstash in
the JSON position and can be incorporated some other backend source like elasticsearch.

Q114) What are the scripting dialects can be utilized in DevOps?
As with scripting dialects, the fundamental shell scripting is utilized to assemble ventures in Jenkins
pipelines and python contents can be utilized with some other instruments like Ansible.

Q115) For what reason is each instrument in DevOps is generally has some DSL (Domain
Specific Language)?
Devops is a culture created to address the necessities of lithe procedure, where the advancement rate is
quicker ,so sending should coordinate its speed and that needs activities group to arrange and work with

dev group, where everything can computerize utilizing content based , however it feels more like tasks
group than , it gives chaotic association of any pipelines, more the utilization cases , more the contents
should be composed , so there are a few use cases, which will be sufficient to cover the requirements of
light-footed are taken and apparatuses are made by that and customization can occur over the device
utilizing DSL to mechanize the DevOps practice and Infra the board.

Q116) What are the mists can be incorporated with Jenkins and what are the utilization cases?
Jenkins can be coordinated with various cloud suppliers for various use cases like dynamic Jenkins slaves,
Deploy to cloud conditions.
A portion of the cloud can be incorporated are
• AWS
• Purplish blue
• Google Cloud
• OpenStack

Q117) What are Docker volumes and what sort of volume ought to be utilized to accomplish
relentless capacity?
Docker volumes are the filesystem mount focuses made by client for a compartment or a volume can be
utilized by numerous holders, and there are distinctive sorts of volume mount accessible void dir, Post
mount, AWS upheld lbs volume, Azure volume, Google Cloud (or) even NFS, CIFS filesystems, so a volume
ought to be mounted to any of the outer drives to accomplish determined capacity, in light of the fact
that a lifetime of records inside compartment, is as yet the holder is available and if holder is erased, the
information would be lost.

Q118) What are the Artifacts store can be incorporated with Jenkins?
Any sort of Artifacts vault can be coordinated with Jenkins, utilizing either shell directions (or) devoted
modules, some of them are Nexus, Jfrog.

Q119) What are a portion of the testing apparatuses that can be coordinated with Jenkins and
notice their modules?
Sonar module – can be utilized to incorporate testing of Code quality in your source code.
Execution module – this can be utilized to incorporate JMeter execution testing.

Junit – to distribute unit test reports.
Selenium module – can be utilized to incorporate with selenium for computerization testing.

Q120) What are the manufacture triggers accessible in Jenkins?
Fabricates can be run physically (or) either can naturally be activated by various sources like
Webhooks- The webhooks are API calls from SCM, at whatever point a code is submitted into a vault (or)
should be possible for explicit occasions into explicit branches.
Gerrit code survey trigger-Gerrit is an opensource code audit instrument, at whatever point a code
change is endorsed after audit construct can be activated.
Trigger Build Remotely – You can have remote contents in any machine (or) even AWS lambda capacities
(or) make a post demand to trigger forms in Jenkins.
Calendar Jobs-Jobs can likewise be booked like Cron occupations.
Survey SCM for changes – Where your Jenkins searches for any progressions in SCM for the given interim,
if there is a change, a manufacture can be activated.
Upstream and Downstream Jobs-Where a construct can be activated by another activity that is executed
already.

Q121) How to Version control Docker pictures?
Docker pictures can be form controlled utilizing Tags, where you can relegate the tag to any picture
utilizing docker tag <image-id> order. Furthermore, on the off chance that you are pushing any docker
center library without labeling the default label would be doled out which is most recent, regardless of
whether a picture with the most recent is available, it indicates that picture without the tag and reassign
that to the most recent push picture.

Q122) What is the utilization of Timestamper module in Jenkins?
It adds Timestamp to each line to the comfort yield of the assemble.

Q123) Why you ought not execute an expand on ace?
You can run an expand on ace in Jenkins , yet it isn’t prudent, in light of the fact that the ace as of now
has the duty of planning assembles and getting incorporate yields with JENKINS_HOME index, so on the
off chance that we run an expand on Jenkins ace, at that point it furthermore needs to manufacture
apparatuses, and workspace for source code, so it puts execution over-burden in the framework, if the
Jenkins ace accidents, it expands the downtime of your fabricate and discharge cycle.

Q124) What do the main benefits of DevOps?
With a single team composed of cross-functional comments simply working in collaboration, DevOps
organizations container produce including maximum speed, functionality, including innovation. Where
continue special benefits: Continuous software control. Shorter complexity to manage.

Q125) What are the uses of DevOps tools?
• Gradle. Your DevOps device stack will need a reliable build tool.
• Git. Git is one from the most successful DevOps tools, widely applied across the specific

software industry.
• Jenkins. Jenkins is that go-to DevOps automation tool for many software community teams.
• Bamboo.
• Docker.
• Kubernetes.
• Puppet Enterprise.
• Ansible.

Q126) What is DevOps beginner?
DevOps is a society which supports collaboration between Development including Operations Team to
deploy key to increase faster in an automated & repeatable way. In innocent words, DevOps backside is
established as an association of development and IT operations including excellent communication and
collaboration.

Q127) What is the roles and responsibilities of the DevOps engineer?
DevOps Engineer manages with developers including the IT system to manage the code releases. They
are both developers cases become interested in deployment including practice settings or sysadmins who
convert a passion for scripting and coding more move toward the development front where all can
improve that planning from test and deployment.

Q128) Which is the top DevOps tools? and it’s Which tools have you worked on?
Discover about the trending Top DevOps Tools including Git. Well, if you live considering DevOps being a
tool when, you are wrong! DevOps does not a tool or software, it’s an appreciation that you can adopt for
continuous growth. file and, by practicing it you can simply coordinate this work among your team.

Q129) Explain the typical characters involved in DevOps?
• Commitment to the superior level in the organization.
• Need for silver to be delivered across the organization.
• Version check software.
• Automated tools to compliance to process.
• Automated Testing
• Automated Deployment

Q130) What are your expectations from a career perspective of DevOps?
To be involved in the end to end delivery method and the most important phase of helping to change the
manner so as to allow that development and operations teams to go together also understand each
other’s point of view.

Q131) What does configuration management under terms like infrastructure further review
some popular tools used?
In Software Engineering Software Configuration Management is a unique task about tracking to make the
setting configuration during the infrastructure with one change. It is done for deploying, configuring and
maintaining servers.

Q132) How will you approach when each design must to implement DevOps?
As the application is generated and deployed, we do need to control its performance. Monitoring means
also really important because it might further to uncover some defects which might not have been
detected earlier.

Q133) Explain about from Continuous Testing
From the above goal of Continuous Integration which is to take this application excuse to close users are
primarily providing continuous delivery. This backside is completed out any adequate number about unit
testing and automation testing. Hence, we must validate that this system created and integrated with all
the developers that work as required.

Q134) Explain about from Continuous Delivery.
Continuous Delivery means an extension of Constant Integration which primarily serves to make the
features which some developers continue developing out on some end users because soon as possible.

During this process, it passes through several stages of QA, Staging etc., and before for delivery to the
PRODUCTION system.

Q135) What are the tasks also responsibilities of DevOps engineer?
In this role, you’ll work collaboratively including software engineering to use and operate our systems.
Help automate also streamline our procedures and processes. Build also maintain tools for deployment,
monitoring, including operations. And troubleshoot and resolve problems in our dev, search and
production environments.

Q136) What is defined DevOps engineer should know?
DevOps Engineer goes including developers and that IT staff to manage this code releases. They live both
developers who become involved through deployment including web services or sysadmins that become
a passion for scripting and coding more move into the development design where only can develop this
planning from search also deployment.

Q137) How much makes any DevOps engineer make?
A lead DevOps engineer can get between $137,000 including $180,000, according to April 2018 job data
of Glassdoor. The common salary from any lead DevOps engineer based at the Big Apple is $141,452.

Q138) What mean the specific skills required for a DevOps engineer?
While tech abilities are a must, strong DevOps engineers further possess this ability to collaborate, multitask, also always place that customer first. critical skills that all DevOps engineer requirements for success.

Q139) What is DevOps also why is it important?
Implementing the new approach would take in many advantages on an organization. A seamless
collection up can be performed in the teams of developers, test managers, and operational executives
also hence they can work in collaboration including each other to achieve a greater output on a project.

Q140) What is means by DevOps lifecycle?
DevOps means an agile connection between development including operations. It means any process
followed by this development because well because of help drivers clean of this starting of this design to
production support. Understanding DevOps means incomplete excuse estimated DevOps lifecycle.
Tools for an efficient DevOps workflow. A daily workflow based at DevOps thoughts allows team

members to achieve content faster, be flexible just to both experiments also deliver value, also help each
part from this organization use a learning mentality.

Q142) Can you make DevOps without agile?
DevOps is one about some key elements to assist you to achieve this. Can you do agile software evolution
without doing DevOps But managing agile software development and being agile are a couple really
different things.

Q143) What exactly defined is DevOps?
DevOps is all of bringing commonly the structure also process of traditional operations, so being support
deployment, including any tools, also practices of traditional construction methods so as source control
also versioning.

Q144) Need for Continuous Integration:
• Improves the quality of software.
• Reduction in time taken to delivery
• Allows dev team to detect and locate problems early

Q145) Success factor for the Continuous Integration
• Maintain Code Repository
• Automate the build
• Perform daily checkin and commits to baseline
• Test in clone environment
• Keep the build fast
• Make it easy to get the newest deliverables

Q146) Can we copy Jenkins job from one server to other server?
Yes, we can do that using one of the following ways
• We can copy the Jenkins jobs from one server to other server by copying the corresponding

jobs folder.
• We can make a copy of the existing job by making clone of a job directory with different names
• Rename the existing job by renaming the directory

Q147) How can we create the backup and copy in Jenkins?
We can copy or backup, we need to backup JENKINS_HOME directory which contains the details of all the
job configurations, build details etc.

Q148) Difference between “poll scm” and “build periodically”
Poll SCM will trigger the build only if it detects the change in SCM, whereas Build Periodically will trigger
the build once the given time period is elapsed.

Q149) What is difference between docker image and docker container?
Docker image is a readonly template that contains the instructions for a container to start.
Docker container is a runnable instance of a docker image

Q150) What is Application Containerization?
It is a process of OS Level virtualization technique used to deploy the application without launching the
entire VM for each application where multiple isolated applications or services can access the same Host
and run on the same OS.
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Q151) syntax for building docker image
docker build –f <filename> -t imagename:version

Q152) running docker image
docker run –dt –restart=always –p <hostport>:<containerport> -h <hostname> -v
<hostvolume>:<containervolume> imagename:version

Q153) How to log into a container
docker exec –it <containerID> /bin/bash

Q154) What is Puppet?
Puppet is a Configuration Management tool, Puppet is used to automate administration tasks.

Q155) What is Configuration Management?
Configuration Management is the System engineering process. Configuration Management applied over
the life cycle of a system provides visibility and control of its performance, functional, and physical
attributesrecording their status and in support of Change Management.

Q156) List the Software Configuration Management Features.
• Enforcement
• Cooperating Enablement
• Version Control Friendly
• Enable Change Control Processes

Q157) List out the 5 Best Software Configuration Management Tools.
• CFEngine Configuration Tool.
• CHEF Configuration Tool
• Ansible Configuration Tool
• Puppet Configuration Tool.
• SALTSTACK Configuration Tool.

Q158) Why should Puppet be chosen?
• It has good community support
• Easy to Learn Programming Language DSL
• It is open source

Q159) What is Saltstack?
SaltStack is based on Python programming & Scripiting language. Its also a configuration tool.Saltstack
works on a non-centralized model or a master-client setup model. it provides a push and SSH methods
to communicate with clients.

Q160) Why should Puppet to be chosen?
There are Some Reason puppet to be chosen.
• Puppet is open source
• Easy to Learn Programming Language DSL
• Puppet has good community support

Q161) Advantages of VCS
1. Multiple people can work on the same project and it helps us to keep track of the files and
documents and their changes.

2. We can merge the changes from multiple developers to single stream.
3. Helps us to revert to the earlier version if the current version is broke.
4. Helps us to maintain multiple version of the software at the same location without rewriting.

Q162) Advantages of DevOps
Below are the major advantages
Technical:
1. Continuous software delivery
2. Less Complexity
3. Faster Resolution
Business:
1. Faster delivery of the features
2. More stable operating environment
3. Improved communication and collaboration between various teams

Q163) Use cases where we can use DevOps
1. Explain the legacy / old procedures that are followed to develop and deploy software
2. Problems of that approach
3. How can we solve the above issues using DevOps.
For the 1st and 2nd points, development of the application, problems in build and deployment, problems in
operations, problems in debugging and fixing the issues
For 3rd point explain various technologies we can use to ease the deployments, for development, explain
about taking small features and development, how it helps for testing and issue fixing.

Q164) Major difference between Agile and DevOps
Agile is the set of rules/principles and guidelines about how to develop a software. There are chances that
this developed software works only on developer’s environment. But to release that software to public
consumption and deploy in production environment, we will use the DevOps tools and Techniques for the
operation of that software.
In a nutshell, Agile is the set of rules for the development of a software, but DevOps focus more on
Development as well as Operation of the Developed software in various environments.

Q165) What Are the Benefits Of Nosql?
• Non-relationals and schema-less data models
• Low latency and high performance
• Highly scalable

Q166) What Are Adoptions Of Devops In Industry?
• Use of the agile and other development processes and methods.
• Demand for an increased rate of the production releases from application and business.
• Wide availability of virtuals and cloud infrastructure from both internal and external providers;
• Increased usage of the data center ,automation and configuration management tools;
• Increased focus on the test automation and continuous integration methods;
• Best practices on the critical issues.

Q167) How Is the Chef Used As a Cm Tool ?
Chef is the considered to be one of the preferred industry-wide CM tools. Facebook migrated its an
infrastructure and backend IT to the Chef platform, for example. Explain how to the Chef helps you to
avoid delays by automating processes. The scripts are written in Ruby. It can integrate with a cloud-based
platforms and configure new systems. It provides many libraries for the infrastructure development that
can later to be deployed within a software. Thanks to its centralized management system, one of the Chef
server is enough to be used as the center for deploying various policies.

Q168) Why Are the Configuration Management Processes And Tools Important ?
Talk about to multiple software builds, releases, revisions, and versions for each other software or
testware that is being developed. Move on to explain the need for storing and maintaining data, keeping
track of the development builds and simplified troubleshooting. Don’t forget to mention that key CM
tools that can be used to the achieve these objectives. Talk about how to tools like Puppet, Ansible, and
Chef help in automating software deployment and configuration on several servers.

Q169) Which Are the Some Of the Most Popular Devops Tools ?
The most popular DevOps tools included`
• Selenium
• Puppet

• Chef
• Git
• Jenkins
• Ansible

Q170) What Are the Vagrant And Its Uses?
Vagrant used to virtual box as the hypervisor for virtual environments and in current scenario it is also
supporting the KVM. Kernel-based Virtual Machine.
Vagrant is a tool that can created and managed environments for the testing and developing software.
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Q171) How to Devops Is Helpful To Developers ?
To fix the bug and implements new features of the quickly. It provides to the clarity of communications
among team members.

Q172) Name of The Popular Scripting Language Of the Devops ?
Python

Q173) List of The Agile Methodology Of the Devops?
• DevOps is a process
• Agile is the same as DevOps.
• Separate group are framed.
• It is problem solving.
• Developers managing production
• DevOps is the development-driven release management

Q174) Which Are The Areas of Devops Are Implemented?
• Production Development
• Creation of the productions feedback and its development
• IT Operations development

Q175) The Scope For SSH ?
• SSH is a Secure Shell which provides users with a secure, encrypted mechanism to log into

systems and transfer files.
• To log out the remote machine and worked on command line.
• To secure encrypted of the communications between two hosts over an insecure network.

Q176) What Are The Advantages Of Devops With Respect To the Technical And Business
Perspective?
Technical benefits
• Software delivery is continuous.
• Reduces Complexity in problems.
• Faster approach to resolve problems
• Manpower is reduced.

Business benefits
• High rate of delivering its features
• Stable operating environments
• More time gained to Add values.
• Enabling faster feature time to market

Q177) What Are The Core Operations Of the Devops In Terms Of the Development And
Infrastructure ?
The core operations of DevOps
• Application development
• Code developing
• Code coverage
• Unit testing
• Packaging
• Deployment With infrastructure
• Provisioning

• Configuration
• Orchestration
• Deployment

Q178) What Are The Anti-patterns Of Devops?
A pattern is common usage usually followed. If a pattern of thecommonly adopted by others does not
work for your organization and you continue to blindly follow it, you are essentially adopting an antipattern. There are myths about DevOps.
Some of them include
• DevOps is a process
• Agile equals DevOps
• We need a separate DevOps group
• Devops will solve all our problems
• DevOps means Developers Managing Production
• DevOps is Development-driven release management
• DevOps is not development driven.
• DevOps is not IT Operations driven.
• We can’t do DevOps – We’re Unique
• We can’t do DevOps – We’re got the wrong people

Q179) What are The Most Important Thing Devops Helps Us Achieve?
The most important thing that the DevOps helps us achieve is to get the changes into production as
quickly as possible while that minimizing risks in software quality assurance and compliance. This is the
primary objective of DevOps.
For example clear communication and better working relationships between teams i.e. both of the Ops
team and Dev team collaborate together to deliver good quality software which in turn leads to higher
customer satisfaction.

Q180) How Can Make a Sure New Service Is Ready For The Products Launched?
• Backup System
• Recovery plans

• Load Balancing
• Monitoring
• Centralized logging
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Q181) How to All These Tools Work for Together?
• Given below is a generic logical of the flow where everything gets are automated for seamless

delivery. However, its flow may vary from organization to the organization as per the
requirement.
• Developers develop the code and this source code is managed by Version Control System of

the tools like Git etc.
• Developers send to this code of the Git repository and any changes made in the code is

committed to this Repository.
• Jenkins pulls this code from the repository using the Git plugin and build it using tools like Ant

or Maven.
• Configuration managements tools like puppet deploys & provisions testing environment and

then Jenkins releases this code on the test to environment on which testing is done using
tools like selenium.
• Once the code are tested, Jenkins send it for the deployment on production to the server (even

production server are provisioned & maintained by tools like puppet).
• After deployment Its continuously monitored by tools like Nagios.
• Docker containers provides testing environment to the test the build features.

Q182) Which Are The Top Devops Tools?
The most popular DevOps tools are mentioned below
• Git Version Control System tool
• Jenkins Continuous Integration tool
• Selenium Continuous Testing tool
• Puppet, Chef, Ansible are Configuration Management and Deployment tools
• Nagios Continuous Monitoring tool

• Docker Containerization tool

Q183) How to Devops Different From the Agile / Sdlc?
Agile are the set of the values and principles about how to produce i.e. develop software.
Example if you have some ideas and you want to the turn those ideas into the working software, you can
use the Agile values are principles as a way to do that. But, that software might only be working
on developer’s laptop or in a test environment. You want a way to quickly, easily and repeatably move
that software into the production infrastructure, in a safe and simple way. To do that you needs are
DevOps tools and techniques.
You can summarize by saying Agile of the software development methodology focuses on the
development for software but DevOps on the other hand is responsible for the development as well as
deployment of the software to the safest and most reliable way to the possible. Here’s a blog that will
give you more information of the evolutions of the DevOps.

Q184) What Is The Need For Devops?
According to me, this should start by explaining the general market trend. Instead of the releasing big
sets of the features, companies are trying to see if small features can be transported to their customers
through a series of the release trains. This have many advantages like quick feedback from the customers,
better quality of the software etc. which in turn leads to the high customer satisfaction.
To achieve this, companies are required to
• Increase deployment frequency
• Lower failure rate of new releases
• Shortened lead time between fixes
• Faster mean time to recovery of the event of new release crashing

Q185) What is meant by Continuous Integration?
It’s the development practice that requires developers to integrate code into a shared repository several
times a day. Each check-in then verified by an automated build, allowing teams to the detect problems
early.

Q186) Mention some of the useful plugins in Jenkins.
Below, I have mentioned some important are Plugins:
• Maven 2 project

• Amazon EC2
• HTML publisher
• Copy artifact
• Join
• Green Balls

Q187) What is Version control?
Its the system that records changes are the file or set of the files over time so that you can recall specific
versions later.

Q188) What are the uses of Version control ?
Revert files back to a previous state. Revert to the entire project back to a previous state.
Compare changes over time.
See who last modified the something that might to be causing a problem.
Who introduced an issue and when.

Q189) What are the containers?
Containers are the of lightweight virtualization, heavier than ‘chroot’ but lighter than ‘hypervisors’. They
provide isolation among processes

Q190) What is meant by Continuous Integration?
It is a development practice that requires are developers to integrate code into the shared repository
several times a day.

Q191) What’s a PTR in DNS?
Pointer (PTR) record to used for the revers DNS (Domain Name System) lookup.

Q192) What testing is necessary to insure a new service is ready for production?
Continuous testing

Q193) What is Continuous Testing?
It is the process of executing on tests as part of the software delivery pipelines to obtain can immediate
for feedback is the business of the risks associated with in the latest build.

Q194) What is Automation Testing?
Automation testing or Test Automation is a process of the automating that manual process to test the
application/system under test.

Q195) What are the key elements of continuous testing?
Risk assessments, policy analysis, requirements traceabilities, advanced analysis, test optimisation, and
service virtualisations

Q196) What are the Testing types supported by Selenium?
Regression testing and functional testing
Also Read>> Top Selenium Interview Questions & Answers

Q197) What is Puppet?
It is a Configuration Management tool which is used to the automate administration of the tasks.

Q198) How does HTTP work?
The HTTP protocol are works in a client and server model like most other protocols. A web browser using
which a request is initiated is called as a client and a web servers software which are the responds to that
request is called a server. World Wide Web Consortium of the Internet Engineering Task Force are two
importants spokes are the standardization of the HTTP protocol.

Q199) Describe two-factor authentication?
Two-factors authentication are the security process in which the user to provides two means of the
identification from separate categories of credentials.

Q200) What is git add?
adds the file changes to the staging area
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Q201) What is git commit?
Commits the changes to the HEAD (staging area)

Q202) What is git push?
Sends the changes to the remote repository

Q203) What is git checkout?
Switch branch or restore working files

Q204) What is git branch?
Creates a branch

Q205) What is git fetch?
Fetch the latest history from the remote server and updates the local repo

Q206) What is git merge?
Joins two or more branches together

Q207) What is git pull?
Fetch from and integrate with another repository or a local branch (git fetch + git merge)

Q208) What is git rebase?
Process of moving or combining a sequence of commits to a new base commit

Q209) What is git revert?
To revert a commit that has already been published and made public

Q210 What is git clone?
Ans: clones the git repository and creates a working copy in the local machine

Q211) What is the difference between the Annie Playbook book and the characters?
Roles
The characters are a restructured entity of a play. Plays are on playbooks.
A set of functions to accomplish the specific role. Maps between hosts and roles.
Example: Common, Winners. Example: site.yml, fooservers.yml, webservers.yml.

Q212) How do I see all the ansible_ variables list?
By naturally collecting “facts” about the machines, these facts can be accessed in Playbooks and in
templates. To see a list of all the facts about a computer, you can run a “setup” block as an ad hoc activity:
Ansible -m system hostname
It will print a dictionary of all the facts available for that particular host.

Q213) What is Doctor?
Docax is a container technology that connects your application and all its functions into the form of
containers to ensure that you are running uninterrupted in any situation of your use.

Q214) What is the Tagore film?
Tucker is the source of the dagger container. Or in other words, dagger pictures are used to create
containers.

Q215) What is the tooger container?
Dogger Container is a phenomenon of the film.

Q216) Do we consider Dev Devils as a smart way?
Of course, we !! The only difference between dynamic algorithms and DevObs is that the dynamic process
is implemented for the development section and activates both DevOps development and functionality.

Q217) What are the benefits of using Git?
Data personality and copy
Get high
only one. A directory directory in the repository
High disk usage and network performance
Joint friendship
Git can use any kind of projects.

Q218) What is kernel?
A kernel, the software that can easily change the hardware interfaces of your computer.

Q219) What is the difference between grep -i and grep -v?
I accept this value
L) ls | grep -i docker
Dockerfile
docker.tar.gz
ls | grep -v docker
Desktop
Dockerfile

Documents
Downloads
You can not find anything with name docker.tar.gz

Q220) You can define a specific location for the file
This feature is generally used to give the server a replacement location. Let me tell you on the computer
below and I want to create 1GB swap space,
dd if = / dev / zero = = / swapfile1 bs = 1G count = 1
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Q221) What is the concept of sudo in Linux?
Pseudo is an application for Unix-and Linux-based systems that provide the ability to allow specific users
to use specific system commands in the system’s root level.

Q222) What is Jenkins pipe?
Jenkins pipeline (or simply “tube”) is an additional package that supports and activates continuous
delivery tube in Jenkins.

Q223) How to stop and restart the toxin container?
Stop container: stop container container ID
Reboot the Tucker Container now: Docer Re-container ID

Q224) Which sites are running by Tagore?
Docax is running on Linux and Cloud platforms only:
Ubuntu 12.04 LTS +
Fedora 20+
RHEL 6.5+
CentOS 6+
Gentoo
ArchLinux
openSUSE 12.3+
CRUX 3.0+
Cloud:
Amazon EC2

Google Compute Engine
Microsoft Asur
Rackspace
Since support is not supported, do not work on Windows or Mac for token production, yes, even on
windows you can use it for testing purposes

Q225) What are the tools used for taxi networking?
We usually use karfs and taxi bear to do taxi networking.

Q226) What does Tucker write?
You would like to have a number of taxiers containers, and at that time you need to create a file that
creates a docer and type the command to make a taxi-up. It runs all containers mentioned in the docer
compose file.

Q227) What is a scrum?
Using scrime based on your complex software and product development task as small particles, it uses
reboots and additional procedures. Each replay is two weeks. Scrum has three characters: product owner,
scrum master and team

Q228) Purpose for SSH?
SSH is a secure shell that allows users to login to a secure, encrypted mechanism into computers and
transmitting files.Exit the remote machine and work on the command line.
Protect encrypted communications between the two hosts on an unsafe network.

Q229) Are DevOps implemented?
Product development
Creating product feedback and its development
IT Activities Development.

Q230) Do you want to list the active modes of DevOps?
DevOps is a process
Like the active DevOps.
A separate group is configured.
This will solve the problem.

Manufacturers manufacturing production
DevOps is a development-driven output management

Q231) Do you list the main difference between active and DevOffice?
Agile:
There is something about dynamic software development
Devops:
DevOps is about software deployment and management.
DevOps does not replace the active or lean. By removing waste, by removing gloves and improving
regulations, it allows the production of rapid and continuous products.

Q232) For the popular scripting language of DevOps?
Python

Q233) How does DevOps help developers?
To correct the defect and immediately make innovative attributes.
This is the accuracy of the coordination between the members of the group.

Q234) What is Vegand and its Uses?
Virtual virtual box has been used as a hyperversion for virtual environments and in the current scenario it
supports KVM. Kernel-based virtual machine
Vegant is a tool for creating and managing the environment for making software and experiments.
Tutorials Tutorial Free Demo

Q235) What is the main difference between Linux and Unix operating systems?
Unix:
It belongs to the multitasking, multiuser operating system family.
These are often used on web servers and workstations.
It was originally derived from AT & T Unix, which was started by the Bell Labs Research Center in the
1970s by Ken Thompson, Dennis Ritchie, and many others.
Operating systems are both open source, but the comparison is relatively similar to Unix Linux.
Linux:
Linux may be familiar to each programming language.

These personal computers are used.
The Unix operating system is based on the kernel.

Q236) How can we ensure how to prepare a new service for the products launched?
Backup system
Recovery plans
Load balance
Tracking
Centralized record

Q237) What is the benefit of NoSQL?
Independent and schema-less data model
Low latency and high performance
Very scalable

Q238) What is the adoption of Devokos in the profession
1. Use of active and other developmental processes and methods.
2. An increased ratio of production output is required from use and business.
3. Virtual and Cloud Infrastructure Transfers from Internal and Outdoor Providers;
4. Increased use of data center, automation and configuration management tools;
5. Focusing on testing automation and serial coordination systems;
6. Best Practices in Important Problems

Q239) What are the benefits of NoSQL database on RDBMS?
Benefits:
1. ETL is very low
2. Support for structured text is provided
3.

Changes in periods are handled

4.

Key Objectives Function.

5.

The ability to measure horizontally

6.

Many data structures are provided.

7.

Vendors may be selected.

Q240) The first 10 capabilities of a person in the position of DevOp should be.
The best in system administration
Virtualization experience
Good technical skills
Great script
Good development skills
Chef in the automation tool experience
People management
Customer service
Real-time cloud movements
Who’s worried about who

Q241) What is PTR in DNS?
The PNS (PTR) registration is used to turn the search DNS (Domain Name System).

Q242) What do you know about DevOps?
Your answer should be simple and straightforward. Start by explaining the growing importance of
DevOps in information technology. Considering that the efforts of the developments and activities to
accelerate the delivery of software products should be integrated, the minimum failure rate. DevOps is a
value-practical procedure in which the design and performance engineers are able to capture the product
level or service life cycle across the design, from design and to the design level

Q243) Why was Dev’s so important in the past few years?
Before discussing the growing reputation of DevOps, discuss the current industry scenario. The big
players like Netflix and Facebook begin with some examples of how this business can help to develop and
use unwanted applications. Facebook’s continuous use and coding license models, and how to measure it,
while using Facebook to ensure the quality of the experience. Hundreds of lines are implemented without
affecting ranking, stability and security. Dipops Training Course
Your next application must be Netflix. This streaming and on-the-video video company follows similar
procedures with complete automated processes and systems. Specify user base of these two companies:
Facebook has 2 billion users, Netflix provides online content for more than 100 million users worldwide.
Reduced lead time between the best examples of bugs, bug fixes, runtime and continuous supplies and
the overall reduction of human costs.

Q244) What are some of the most popular DevOps tools?
The most popular DevOps tools include:
Selenium
Puppet
Chef
Git information
Jenkins
Ansible
Tucker Tipps Online Training

Q245) What is Version Control, and why should VCS use?
Define the control bar and talk about any changes to one or more files and store them in a centralized
repository. VCS Tools remembers previous versions and helps to:
Make sure you do not go through changes over time.
Turn on specific files or specific projects to the older version.
Explore the problems or errors of a particular change.
Using VCS, developers provide flexibility to work simultaneously on a particular file, and all changes are
logically connected.

Q246) Is There a Difference Between Active and DevOps? If yes, please explain
As a DevOps Engineer, interview questions like this are very much expected. Start by explaining the clear
overlap between DevOps and Agile. Although the function of DevOps is always synonymous with dynamic
algorithms, there is a clear difference between the two. Agile theories are related to the soft product or
development of the software. On the other hand, DevOps is handled with development, ensuring quick
turnaround times, minimal errors and reliability by installing the software continuously.

Q247) Why are structural management processes and tools important?
Talk about many software developments, releases, edits and versions for each software or testware.
Describe the need for data storage and maintenance, development of developments and tracking errors
easily. Do not forget to mention key CM tools that can be used to achieve these goals. Talk about how
the tools, such as buffet, aseat, and chef are useful in automating software deployment and configuration
on multiple servers.

Q248) How is the chef used as a CM tool?
Chef is considered one of the preferred professional CM Tools. Facebook has changed its infrastructure
and the Shef platform keeps track of IT, for example. Explain how the chef helps to avoid delays by
automating processes. The scripts are written in ruby. It can be integrated into cloud-based platforms and
configures new settings. It provides many libraries for infrastructure development, which will then be
installed in a software. Thanks to its centralized management system, a chef server is sufficient to use
various policies as the center of ordering.

Q249) How do you explain the concept of “Infrastructure Index” (IAC)?
This is a good idea to talk about IAC as a concept, sometimes referred to as a programming program,
where the infrastructure is similar to any other code. The traditional approach to managing infrastructure
is how to take a back seat and how to handle manual structures, unusual tools and custom scripts

Q250) List the essential DevOps tools.
Git information
Jenkins
Selenium
Puppet
Chef
Ansible
Nagios
Laborer
Monit
El-Elistorsch, Lestastash, Gibbon
Collectd / Collect
Git Information (Gitwidia)

Q251) What are the main characters of DevOps engineers based on growth and infrastructure?
DevOps Engineer’s major work roles
Application Development
Developing code
Code coverage
Unit testing

Packaging
Preparing with infrastructure
Continuous integration
Continuous test
Continuous sorting
Provisioning
Configuration
Orchestration
Deployment

Q252) What are the advantages of DevOps regarding technical and business perspective?
Technical Advantages:
Software delivery continues.
Problems reduce austerity.
Fast approach to solving problems
Humans are falling.
Business Benefits:
The higher the rate for its features
Fixed operating systems
It took too long to add values.
Run fast time for the market
Learn more about DevOps benefits from this information blog.

Q253) Purpose for SSH?
SSH is a secure shell that allows users to login to a secure, encrypted mechanism into computers and
transmitting files.
Exit the remote machine and work on the command line.
Protect encrypted communications between the two hosts on an unsafe network.

Q254) Which part of DevOps is implemented?
Product development
Creating product feedback and its development
IT Activities Development

Q255) List the DevOps’s active algorithm.
DevOps is a process
Like the active DevOps.
A separate group is configured.
This will solve the problem.
Manufacturers manufacturing production
DevOps is a development-driven output management

Q256) List the main difference between active and devOps.
Agile:
There is something about dynamic software development
Devops:
DevOps is about software deployment and management.
DevOps does not replace the active or lean. By removing waste, by removing gloves and improving
regulations, it allows the production of rapid and continuous products.

Q257) For the popular scripting language of DevOps.
Python

Q258) How does DevOps help developers?
Correct the error and activate new features quickly.
It provides clarity of clarity between the members of the group.

Q259) What are the speed and its benefits?
Virtual box has been used as a hyper version for virtual environments and in the current scenario, it
supports KVM. Kernel-based virtual machine
Vegant is a tool for creating and managing the environment for making software and experiments.

Q260) What is the use of Anuj?
It is mainly used for information technology infrastructure to manage or use applications for remote
applications. We want to sort an app on the nodes of 100 by executing one command, then the animation
is actually in the picture, but you need to know or run some knowledge on the animated script.

Q261) Provide a Deployment Use Cases in Kubernetes
Deployment Use Cases in Kubernetes are given below:
Use Case 1- Create a Deployment: On the creation of deployment, Pods are created automatically by
ReplicaSet in the background.
Use Case 2- Update Deployment: Creation of new ReplicaSet happens and now the deployment is
updated. Deployment revisions are updated through these new ReplicaSet.
Use Case 3- Rollback Deployment: If the current deployment state is not steady, rollback of deployment
happens. But we can see the container images are updated.
Use Case 4- Scale a Deployment: Based on the requirement, scaling up or scaling down can be performed
on each and every deployment.
Use Case 5- Pause the Deployment: To apply various fixes, deployment can be paused and later resumed.

Q262) Give the different methods of pipelines made in Jenkins
Explanatory Pipelines and Scripted Pipelines are the two methods of pipelines made in Jenkins.

Q263) Can you list out some of the core operations of DevOps?
Unit Testing, Deployment, Code Building, Packaging, and Code coverage are the core operations of
DevOps.

Q264) For a DevOps Engineer, which is the most important scripting language?
Any simple and user-friendly scripting language would suite for a DevOps Engineer. For example, Python
is becoming popular while working on DevOps.

Q266) What are the checks to be done when a Linux build server become slow suddenly?
Perform a check on the following items:
1. System Level Troubleshooting: You need to make checks on various factors like application server
log file, WebLogic logs, Web Server Log, Application Log file, HTTP to find if there are any issues
in server receive or response time for deliberateness. Check for any memory leakage of
applications.
2. Application Level Troubleshooting: Perform a check on Disk space, RAM and I/O read-write issues.
3. Dependent Services Troubleshooting: Check if there is any issues on Network, Antivirus, Firewall,
and SMTP server response time.

Q267) In Ubuntu, how will you enable startup sound?
Follow the below steps to enable startup sound in Ubuntu:
1. In Ubuntu, click on “Control Gear” and click on “Startup Applications”.

2. Startup Application Preference window appears. To add an entry, click on “Add”
3. Provide the information in the fields such as Command, Name, and Comment. Once the processes
are done, logout and login again.

Q268) Provide the steps to create launchers on an Ubuntu desktop
Below are the steps to create launchers on an Ubuntu Desktop:
In Ubuntu system, press Alt+F2.
Type “gnome-desktop-item-edit –create-new~/desktop”. You will get a GUI dialog box which will create a
launcher on Ubuntu desktop.

Q269) Mention some of the top rated DevOps tools
Nagios, Jenkins, Docker, Git, Puppet, Chef, and Selenium are some of the topmost DevOps Tools.

Q270) Write a shell script to add two numbers
Below is the shell script to add two numbers

echo “Enter no 1”read a
echo “Enter no 2”
read b
c= ‘expr $a + $b’
echo “ $a+ $b=$c”

Q271) What are the technical benefits of DevOps?
With DevOps, you can deliver the features quickly, possible to add values as we have more time and
create firm operating environments.

Q272) Give some benefits of Git
Below are some of the useful benefits of Git:
1. As Git is one of the best-distributed version control system, you will be able to track changes
made to a file.
2. You can revert the changes whenever it is required

3. Central cloud repository is available where the users can commit changes and share with others in
the team.

Q273) What is the Git command to add one or more files to staging?
To add one or more files to staging, use the command “git add <filename.> git add**”

Q274) Provide the Git command to send the modifications to the master branch of your remote
repository
When you need to send the modifications to the master branch, use the command “git push origin
master”

Q275) What is Maven?
Maven is a DevOps tool used for building Java applications which helps the developer with the entire
process of a software project. Using Maven, you can compile the course code, perform functionals and
unit testing, and upload packages to remote repositories.

Get DevOps Online Training with Real Time Projects
Q276) What is the command to install Maven in Ubuntu system?
To install Maven in Ubuntu system, use the command “sudo apt-get install mvn” or “sudo apt-get install
maven”.

Q277) How will you validate whether the maven is done correctly?
To confirm the installation of Maven, use the command “mvn -version”.

Q278) Provide few differences between DevOps and Agile:
The below tables provides a very few differences between DevOps and Agile:

S. No

Parameters

1.

Purpose

2.

Team Size

DevOps

Agile

DevOps to manage the overall

Agile to manage complex

engineering process

projects

A huge team is required to
involve with the work and
communicate with the

A smaller team is well enough

stakeholders to resolve the
issues
DevOps mainly focus on
3.

Implementation

collaboration and hence there

There are few frameworks in

are no frequently permitted

Agile which are safe and fray

framework

4.

Feedback

5.

Automation

6.

Tools used

Feedback is received from

Feedback is received from

internal team

customers

DevOps has a primary goal as

Agile do no focus on automation

Automation.

though it is helpful

Chef, Puppet, AWS are some of

Kanboard, Jira, Bugzilla are some

the popular DevOps tools

of the popular Agile tools

Q279) What is JFrog Artifactory in DevOps?
JFrog Artifactory is a binary repository manager which is useful to store the build process outcomes. JFrog
afford replication, high availability, disaster recovery, and scalability which works with many cloud
storages.

Q280) Write a script in Python for DevOps learners to find palindrome of a sequence
Below is the script in Python for DevOps learners to find palindrome of a sequence

a=input (“enter sequence”)b=a [: : -1] if a==b:
print (“palindrome”)
else:
print (“not palindrome”)

Q281) Give an example for Fibonacci series
Below is an example for Fibonacci series:

# Enter number of terms needed

#0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5…….

a=int(input(“Enter the

terms”))
f=0
s=1
if a<=0:
print(“The required series is\n” ,f)
else:
print(f, s, end=” “)
for x in range (2, a):
next=f+s
print(next, end= “ “)
f=s
s=net

Q282) Explain NumPy in DevOps
There are many packages in Python and NumPy- Numerical Python is one among them. This is useful for
scientific computing containing powerful n-dimensional array object. We can get tools from NumPy to
integrate C, C++ and so on.

Q283) What are the available cloud computing platforms in DevOps?
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud, and Amazon Web Services are the top three cloud computing platforms
in DevOps.

Q284) Describe Ansible
Ansible is a very simple automation engine which is useful in automating tasks like configuration
management, intra-service orchestration, cloud provisioning, and application deployment. Ansible does
not use any additional custom security infrastructure or agents and hence this becomes very simple for
deployment. By connecting to nodes and pushing out Ansible modules (small programs), you can see the
working of Ansible.

Q285) Provide an example of how a simple Ansible playbook appears
Below is an example of simple ansible-playbook:
#Simple Ansible Playbook

• Run command1 on server1
• Run command2 on server2
• Run command3 on server3
• Run command4 on server4
• Restarting Server1
• Restarting Server2
• Restarting Server3
• Restarting Server4

Q286) Provide an example of how a complex ansible-playbook appears
Below is an example of complex ansible-playbook:
#Complex Ansible Playbook
• Deploy 50 VMs on Public Cloud
• Deploy 50 VMs on Private Cloud
• Provision Storage to all VMs
• Setup Monitoring Components
• Setup Cluster Configuration
• Install and Configure backup clients on VMs

Q287) Can you provide a sample YAML format?
Refer to the below sample YAML format:
#Simple Ansible Playbook1.yml
–
name: Play 1
host: localhost
tasks:
• name: Execute command ‘date’

command: date
• name: Execute script on server

script: mytest_script.sh
• name: install httpd service

yum:
name: httpd
state: present
• name: Start web server

service:
name: httpd
state: started

Q288) Explain Docker
An open source that automates the application deployment is called a Docker. You can see the Docker
container can be seen running in both Windows and Linux systems. Docker technology is promoted to
work with vendors like cloud, windows, Linux and Microsoft. Containers are deployed by Docker at all
layers of the hybrid cloud.

Q289) Is it possible to consider DevOps as Agile Methodology?
Yes, it is possible to consider DevOps as Agile Methodology, still we have differences between these two.
Implementation of DevOps is possible on both development and operations section whereas Agile
methodology implementation is possible only on development section.

Q290) List out the tools helpful for docker networking
Docker swarm and Kubernetes are the tools helpful for docker networking.

Q291) Provide the difference between git pull and git fetch
If there are any changes or commits done in the central repository branch, Git pull command performs a
pull of those changes and update the local repository targeted branch. Git fetch is little similar to git pull
but has a slight difference. When using the git fetch command, all the new commits are pulled from the
desired branch and those get stored in the new branch of your local repository. You can make use of git
merge once git fetch is done to see the changes in your target branch. Once the merging is done
between fetched branch and target branch, the target branch gets updated. Just remember the equation
“git merge + git fetch = git pull”.

Q292) Explain Git stash drop
To remove the stashed items, use the Git command “stash drop”. By default, it will remove eradicate the
last added stash and also when a specific item is added as an argument, it will be removed.

Q293) Provide few branching strategies
Task Branching, Feature branching and Release branching are the three branching strategies.
1. Task Branching: Along with the task key comprised in the branch name, each task is employed on
its own branch.
2. Feature branching: The whole changes for a feature is placed inside a branch. Once the feature
branch is completely tested and evaluated using automated tests, a merge happens between the
branch and master.
3. Release branching: When the develop branch has acquired enough features for a release, it is
possible to clone that specific branch and form a release branch. Once the release branch is
formed, we cannot add any new features and the next release cycle starts.

Q294) Define Jenkins
Jenkins, a continuous integration tool is an open source written in Java language. When we experience
changes, tracking the version control system, initiating and monitoring a build system are some of the
process carried out by Jenkins. On successful tracking and monitoring, notifications and reports are
provided to alert the respective squad.

Q295) Can you give me an example of simple Jenkins pipeline?
Below is the best example of simple Jenkins pipeline:

pipeline { agent any
stages {
stage(‘build’) {
steps {
echo “Compiled Successfully! !”;
}

}
}

Q296) Give me the procedure to create Jenkins jobs
Let us have an example to create simple WelcomeGuys application.
1. Open the Jenkins dashboard and click on “New Item”.
2. Now enter the item name, for example, WelcomeGuys.
• Select “Freestyle project” and click “Ok”

1. You will get a different screen where you need to enter few more details of the job like project
name, description, Advanced project options, source code management, branches to build, and
repository browser.
2. Click “Save” to apply the changes made.
3. Click on Build Now option once the job details are saved.
4. When the build is scheduled, the build starts to run and the build history section indicates the
progress of build.

Q297) What are the points to check when an application is not coming up?
Perform the following checks when an application is not coming up:
1. Validate all the file logs
2. Check whether the web server is receiving the user’s request or not
3. Check the status of process id
4. Analyse the network connection

Q298) What are the tasks performed by Puppet Slave and Puppet Master?
The below image shows the task details performed by Puppet Slave and Puppet Master:

Q299) What are pre-requisites to install and configure Puppet Master server on Linux?
Both client node and master node must be accessible. Make sure you have internet access to both the
nodes so that you can install packages from puppet labs repositories. Better to disable the firewalls if
enabled just to avoid few issues at the time of configurations.

Q300) In puppet, where you can find codedir?
In windows, you can find in the location “%PROGRAMDATA%\PuppetLabs\code”. In Linux/Unix, you can
find in the location “/etc/puppetlabs/code”.

Q301) Define IaC
IaC stands for Infrastructure as Code. This indicates the automation of IT operations like building,
deploying, and managing with the help of code, instead of handling with manual process. Below is a
diagrammatic representation of IaC.

Q302) Can you provide a diagrammatic explanation on Chef Architecture?
Below is the diagrammatic explanation of chef architecture

Q303) Give a solution when a resource action is not specified in Chef
Chef applied the default action when a resource action is not specified in Chef. Below is the best example:

File ‘C:\User\Administrator\chef-repo\settings.ini’ do
content ‘greetings=welcome all’
end

action :create

Q304) Explain NRPE available in Nagios
NRPE stands for Nagios Remote Plugin Executor. This is an addon intended to permit the users to execute
Nagios plugins. The vital reason for using this addon is to monitor local resources such as memory usage,
CPU load and so on.

Q305) Through SDLC, how Docker provides steady computing environment?
Below are the steps on how Docker provides steady computing environment:
1. A Docker image is created is built by a Docker file and all the project codes are contained in that
image.
2. You can create many Docker containers by running that image.
3. Now, you can upload the image on Docker Hub and anyone can pull the image from Docker Hub
to build a container.

Q306) Explain Docker Compose
To configure and run applications easily that are made up of multiple containers, you can use Docker
Compose. Let us have the below example for Docker Compose:
Three different containers where on running on web app, second on postgres and third container running
on redis. All these three are in one single YAML file. Now to run all three connected containers with a
single command, Docker Compose is used.

Q307) What is the command in git to modify the commit message?
Use the command “amend” to modify the commit message.

Q308) Give us two methods to install Jenkins
Below are the top two methods to install Jenkins:
1. Download Jenkins archive file

2. In tomcat, you need to deploy Jenkins.war to web apps folder.

Q309) What is the command to connect a container to a network?
Use the command “docker run -itd –network=multi-host-network busybox” to connect a container to a
network.

Q310) What is the usage of chmod command in DevOps?
To modify the access authorizations of file system objects, chmod is used which is a system call and
command. You can also modify special mode flags.

Q311) What is the information available in Node status?
Capacity and Allocatable, Addresses, and conditions are the information available in Node status. The
command to display the Node status information is “kubectl describe node <node-name-here>.

Interview Question Series #2
Python Programming

Numpy
1. Why is python numpy better than lists?
Python numpy arrays should be considered instead of a list because they are fast,
consume less memory and convenient with lots of functionality.

2. Describe the map function in Python?
map function executes the function given as the first argument on all the elements of the
iterable given as the second argument.

3. Generate array of ‘100’ random numbers sampled from a standard normal
distribution using Numpy
np.random.rand(100) will create 100 random numbers generated from standard normal
distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.

4. How to count the occurrence of each value in a numpy array?
Use numpy.bincount()
>>> arr = numpy.array([0, 5, 5, 0, 2, 4, 3, 0, 0, 5, 4, 1, 9, 9])
>>> numpy.bincount(arr)
The argument to bincount() must consist of booleans or positive integers. Negative
integers are invalid.

5. Does Numpy Support Nan?
nan, short for “not a number”, is a special floating point value defined by the IEEE -754
specification. Python numpy supports nan but the definition of nan is more system
dependent and some systems don't have an all round support for it like older cray and vax
computers.

6. What does ravel() function in numpy do?
It combines multiple numpy arrays into a single array

7. What is the meaning of axis=0 and axis=1?
Axis = 0 is meant for reading rows, Axis = 1 is meant for reading columns
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8. What is numpy and describe its use cases?
Numpy is a package library for Python, adding support for large, multi-dimensional arrays
and matrices, along with a large collection of high level mathematical functions. In simple
words, Numpy is an optimized version of Python lists like Financial functions, Linear
Algebra, Statistics, Polynomials, Sorting and Searching etc.

9. How to remove from one array those items that exist in another?
>>> a = np.array([5, 4, 3, 2, 1])
>>> b = np.array([4, 8, 9, 10, 1])
# From 'a' remove all of 'b'
>>> np.setdiff1d(a,b)
# Output:
>>> array([5, 3, 2])
10. How to sort a numpy array by a specific column in a 2D array?
#Choose column 2 as an example
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.array([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6], [0,0,1]])
>>> arr[arr[:,1].argsort()]
# Output
>>> array([[0, 0, 1], [1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6]])

11. How to reverse a numpy array in the most efficient way?
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.array([9, 10, 1, 2, 0])
>>> reverse_arr = arr[::-1]

12. How to calculate percentiles when using numpy?
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.array([11, 22, 33, 44 ,55 ,66, 77])
>>> perc = np.percentile(arr, 40) #Returns the 40th percentile
>>> print(perc)

13. What Is The Difference Between Numpy And Scipy?
NumPy would contain nothing but the array data type and the most basic operations:
indexing, sorting, reshaping, basic element wise functions, et cetera. All numerical code
would reside in SciPy. SciPy contains more fully-featured versions of the linear algebra
modules, as well as many other numerical algorithms.
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14. What Is The Preferred Way To Check For An Empty (zero Element) Array?
For a numpy array, use the size attribute. The size attribute is helpful for determining the
length of numpy array:
>>> arr = numpy.zeros((1,0))
>>> arr.size

15. What Is The Difference Between Matrices And Arrays?
Matrices can only be two-dimensional, whereas arrays can have any number of
dimensions
16. How can you find the indices of an array where a condition is true?
Given an array a, the condition arr > 3 returns a boolean array and since False is
interpreted as 0 in Python and NumPy.
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.array([[9,8,7],[6,5,4],[3,2,1]])
>>> arr > 3
>>> array([[True, True, True],
[ True, True, True],
[False, False, False]], dtype=bool)
17. How to find the maximum and minimum value of a given flattened array?
>>> import numpy as np
>>> a = np.arange(4).reshape((2,2))
>>> max_val = np.amax(a)
>>> min_val = np.amin(a)
18. Write a NumPy program to calculate the difference between the maximum and the
minimum values of a given array along the second axis.
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.arange(16).reshape((4, 7))
>>> res = np.ptp(arr, 1)
19. Find median of a numpy flattened array
>>> import numpy as np
>>> arr = np.arange(16).reshape((4, 5))
>>> res = np.median(arr)
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20. Write a NumPy program to compute the mean, standard deviation, and variance of
a given array along the second axis
import numpy as np
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.arange(16)
>>> mean = np.mean(x)
>>> std = np.std(x)
>>> var= np.var(x)
21. Calculate covariance matrix between two numpy arrays
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.array([2, 1, 0])
>>> y = np.array([2, 3, 3])
>>> cov_arr = np.cov(x, y)

22. Compute Compute pearson product-moment correlation coefficients of two
given numpy arrays
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.array([0, 1, 3])
>>> y = np.array([2, 4, 5])
>>> cross_corr = np.corrcoef(x, y)
23. Develop a numpy program to compute the histogram of nums against the bins
>>> import numpy as np
>>> nums = np.array([0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1])
>>> bins = np.array([0, 1, 2, 3])
>>> np.histogram(nums, bins)
24. Get the powers of an array values element-wise
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.arange(7)
>>> np.power(x, 3)
25. Write a NumPy program to get true division of the element-wise array inputs
>>> import numpy as np
>>> x = np.arange(10)
>>> np.true_divide(x, 3)
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Pandas
26. What is a series in pandas?
A Series is defined as a one-dimensional array that is capable of storing various data
types. The row labels of the series are called the index. By using a 'series' method, we
can easily convert the list, tuple, and dictionary into series. A Series cannot contain
multiple columns.

27. What features make Pandas such a reliable option to store tabular data?
Memory Efficient, Data Alignment, Reshaping, Merge and join and Time Series.

28. What is reindexing in pandas?
Reindexing is used to conform DataFrame to a new index with optional filling logic. It
places NA/NaN in that location where the values are not present in the previous index. It
returns a new object unless the new index is produced as equivalent to the current one,
and the value of copy becomes False. It is used to change the index of the rows and
columns of the DataFrame.

29. How will you create a series from dict in Pandas?
A Series is defined as a one-dimensional array that is capable of storing various data
types.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> info = {'x' : 0., 'y' : 1., 'z' : 2.}
>>> a = pd.Series(info)

30. How can we create a copy of the series in Pandas?
Use pandas.Series.copy method
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> pd.Series.copy(deep=True)

31. What is groupby in Pandas?
GroupBy is used to split the data into groups. It groups the data based on some criteria.
Grouping also provides a mapping of labels to the group names. It has a lot of variations
that can be defined with the parameters and makes the task of splitting the data quick and
easy.

32. What is vectorization in Pandas?
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Vectorization is the process of running operations on the entire array. This is done to
reduce the amount of iteration performed by the functions. Pandas have a number of
vectorized functions like aggregations, and string functions that are optimized to operate
specifically on series and DataFrames. So it is preferred to use the vectorized pandas
functions to execute the operations quickly.

33. Mention the different types of Data Structures in Pandas
Pandas provide two data structures, which are supported by the pandas library, Series,
and DataFrames. Both of these data structures are built on top of the NumPy.

34. What Is Time Series In pandas
A time series is an ordered sequence of data which basically represents how some
quantity changes over time. pandas contains extensive capabilities and features for
working with time series data for all domains.

35. How to convert pandas dataframe to numpy array?
The function to_numpy() is used to convert the DataFrame to a NumPy array.
DataFrame.to_numpy(self, dtype=None, copy=False)
The dtype parameter defines the data type to pass to the array and the copy ensures the
returned value is not a view on another array.

36. Write a Pandas program to get the first 5 rows of a given DataFrame
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> exam_data = {'name': ['Anastasia', 'Dima', 'Katherine', 'James', 'Emily', 'Michael',
'Matthew', 'Laura', 'Kevin', 'Jonas'],}
labels = ['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', 'f', 'g', 'h', 'i', 'j']
>>> df = pd.DataFrame(exam_data , index=labels)
>>> df.iloc[:5]

37. Develop a Pandas program to create and display a one-dimensional arraylike object containing an array of data.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> pd.Series([2, 4, 6, 8, 10])

38. Write a Python program to convert a Panda module Series to Python list and
it's type.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> ds = pd.Series([2, 4, 6, 8, 10])
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>>> type(ds)
>>> ds.tolist()
>>> type(ds.tolist())

39. Develop a Pandas program to add, subtract, multiple and divide two Pandas
Series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> ds1 = pd.Series([2, 4, 6, 8, 10])
>>> ds2 = pd.Series([1, 3, 5, 7, 9])
>>> sum = ds1 + ds2
>>> sub = ds1 - ds2
>>> mul = ds1 * ds2
>>> div = ds1 / ds2

40. Develop a Pandas program to compare the elements of the two Pandas
Series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> ds1 = pd.Series([2, 4, 6, 8, 10])
>>> ds2 = pd.Series([1, 3, 5, 7, 10])
>>> ds1 == ds2
>>> ds1 > ds2
>>> ds1 < ds2

41. Develop a Pandas program to change the data type of given a column or a
Series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> s1 = pd.Series(['100', '200', 'python', '300.12', '400'])
>>> s2 = pd.to_numeric(s1, errors='coerce')
>>> s2

42. Write a Pandas program to convert Series of lists to one Series
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> s = pd.Series([ ['Red', 'Black'], ['Red', 'Green', 'White'] , ['Yellow']])
>>> s = s.apply(pd.Series).stack().reset_index(drop=True)

43. Write a Pandas program to create a subset of a given series based on value
and condition
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> s = pd.Series([0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10])
>>> n = 6
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>>> new_s = s[s < n]
>>> new_s

44. Develop a Pandas code to alter the order of index in a given series
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> s = pd.Series(data = [1,2,3,4,5], index = ['A', 'B', 'C','D','E'])
>>> s.reindex(index = ['B','A','C','D','E'])

45. Write a Pandas code to get the items of a given series not present in another
given series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> sr1 = pd.Series([1, 2, 3, 4, 5])
>>> sr2 = pd.Series([2, 4, 6, 8, 10])
>>> result = sr1[~sr1.isin(sr2)]
>>> result

46. What is the difference between the two data series df[‘Name’] and
‘Name’]?

df.loc[:,

>>> First one is a view of the original dataframe and second one is a copy of the original
dataframe.

47. Write a Pandas program to display the most frequent value in a given series
and replace everything else as “replaced” in the series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.random.RandomState(100)
>>> num_series = pd.Series(np.random.randint(1, 5, [15]))
>>> result = num_series[~num_series.isin(num_series.value_counts().index[:1])] =
'replaced'

48. Write a Pandas program to find the positions of numbers that are multiples
of 5 of a given series.
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> import numpy as np
>>> num_series = pd.Series(np.random.randint(1, 10, 9))
>>> result = np.argwhere(num_series % 5==0)

49. How will you add a column to a pandas DataFrame?
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# importing the pandas library
>>> import pandas as pd
>>> info = {'one' : pd.Series([1, 2, 3, 4, 5], index=['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e']),
'two' : pd.Series([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], index=['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', 'f'])}
>>> info = pd.DataFrame(info)
# Add a new column to an existing DataFrame object
>>> info['three']=pd.Series([20,40,60],index=['a','b','c'])

50. How to iterate over a Pandas DataFrame?
You can iterate over the rows of the DataFrame by using for loop in combination with an
iterrows() call on the DataFrame.

Python Language
51. What type of language is python? Programming or scripting?
Python is capable of scripting, but in general sense, it is considered as a general-purpose
programming language.

52. Is python case sensitive?
Yes, python is a case sensitive language.

53. What is a lambda function in python?
An anonymous function is known as a lambda function. This function can have any
number of parameters but can have just one statement.

54. What is the difference between xrange and xrange in python?
xrange and range are the exact same in terms of functionality.The only difference is that
range returns a Python list object and x range returns an xrange object.

55. What are docstrings in python?
Docstrings are not actually comments, but they are documentation strings. These
docstrings are within triple quotes. They are not assigned to any variable and therefore,
at times, serve the purpose of comments as well.

56. Whenever Python exits, why isn’t all the memory deallocated?
Whenever Python exits, especially those Python modules which are having circular
references to other objects or the objects that are referenced from the global namespaces
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are not always de-allocated or freed. It is impossible to de-allocate those portions of
memory that are reserved by the C library. On exit, because of having its own efficient
clean up mechanism, Python would try to de-allocate/destroy every other object.

57. What does this mean: *args, **kwargs? And why would we use it?
We use *args when we aren’t sure how many arguments are going to be passed to a
function, or if we want to pass a stored list or tuple of arguments to a function. **kwargs is
used when we don’t know how many keyword arguments will be passed to a function, or
it can be used to pass the values of a dictionary as keyword arguments.

58. What is the difference between deep and shallow copy?
Shallow copy is used when a new instance type gets created and it keeps the values that
are copied in the new instance. Shallow copy is used to copy the reference pointers just
like it copies the values.
Deep copy is used to store the values that are already copied. Deep copy doesn’t copy
the reference pointers to the objects. It makes the reference to an object and the new
object that is pointed by some other object gets stored.

59. Define encapsulation in Python?
Encapsulation means binding the code and the data together. A Python class in an
example of encapsulation.

60. Does python make use of access specifiers?
Python does not deprive access to an instance variable or function. Python lays down the
concept of prefixing the name of the variable, function or method with a single or double
underscore to imitate the behavior of protected and private access specifiers.

61. What are the generators in Python?
Generators are a way of implementing iterators. A generator function is a normal function
except that it contains yield expression in the function definition making it a generator
function.

62. How will you remove the duplicate elements from the given list?
The set is another type available in Python. It doesn’t allow copies and provides some
good functions to perform set operations like union, difference etc.
>>> list(set(a))

63. Does Python allow arguments Pass by Value or Pass by Reference?
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Neither the arguments are Pass by Value nor does Python supports Pass by reference.
Instead, they are Pass by assignment. The parameter which you pass is originally a
reference to the object not the reference to a fixed memory location. But the reference is
passed by value. Additionally, some data types like strings and tuples are immutable
whereas others are mutable.

64. What is slicing in Python?
Slicing in Python is a mechanism to select a range of items from Sequence types like
strings, list, tuple, etc.

65. Why is the “pass” keyword used in Python?
The “pass” keyword is a no-operation statement in Python. It signals that no action is
required. It works as a placeholder in compound statements which are intentionally left
blank.

66. What is PEP8 and why is it important?
PEP stands for Python Enhancement Proposal. A PEP is an official design document
providing information to the Python Community, or describing a new feature for Python or
its processes. PEP 8 is especially important since it documents the style guidelines for
Python Code. Apparently contributing in the Python open-source community requires you
to follow these style guidelines sincerely and strictly.

67. What are decorators in Python?
Decorators in Python are essentially functions that add functionality to an existing function
in Python without changing the structure of the function itself. They are represented by the
@decorator_name in Python and are called in bottom-up fashion

68. What is the key difference between lists and tuples in python?
The key difference between the two is that while lists are mutable, tuples on the other
hand are immutable objects.

69. What is self in Python?
Self is a keyword in Python used to define an instance or an object of a class. In Python,
it is explicitly used as the first parameter, unlike in Java where it is optional. It helps in
distinguishing between the methods and attributes of a class from its local variables.

70. What is PYTHONPATH in Python?
PYTHONPATH is an environment variable which you can set to add additional directories
where Python will look for modules and packages. This is especially useful in maintaining
Python libraries that you do not wish to install in the global default location.

71. What is the difference between .py and .pyc files?
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.py files contain the source code of a program. Whereas, .pyc file contains the bytecode
of your program. We get bytecode after compilation of .py file (source code). .pyc files are
not created for all the files that you run. It is only created for the files that you import.

72. Explain how you can access a module written in Python from C?
You can access a module written in Python from C by following method,
Module = =PyImport_ImportModule("<modulename>");

73. What is namespace in Python?
In Python, every name introduced has a place where it lives and can be hooked for. This
is known as namespace. It is like a box where a variable name is mapped to the object
placed. Whenever the variable is searched out, this box will be searched, to get the
corresponding object.

74. What is pickling and unpickling?
Pickle module accepts any Python object and converts it into a string representation and
dumps it into a file by using the dump function, this process is called pickling. While the
process of retrieving original Python objects from the stored string representation is called
unpickling.

75. How is Python interpreted?
Python language is an interpreted language. The Python program runs directly from the
source code. It converts the source code that is written by the programmer into an
intermediate language, which is again translated into machine language that has to be
executed.

Jupyter Notebook

76. What is the main use of a Jupyter notebook?
Jupyter Notebook is an open-source web application that allows us to create and share
codes and documents. It provides an environment, where you can document your code,
run it, look at the outcome, visualize data and see the results without leaving the
environment.

77. How do I increase the cell width of the Jupyter/ipython notebook in my
browser?
>>> from IPython.core.display import display, HTML
>>> display(HTML("<style>.container { width:100% !important; }</style>"))
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78. How do I convert an IPython Notebook into a Python file via command line?
>>> jupyter nbconvert --to script [YOUR_NOTEBOOK].ipynb

79. How to measure execution time in a jupyter notebook?
>>> %%time is inbuilt magic command

80. How to run a jupyter notebook from the command line?
>>> jupyter nbconvert --to python nb.ipynb

81. How to make inline plots larger in jupyter notebooks?
Use figure size.
>>> fig=plt.figure(figsize=(18, 16), dpi= 80, facecolor='w', edgecolor='k')

82. How to display multiple images in a jupyter notebook?
>>>for ima in images:
>>>plt.figure()
>>>plt.imshow(ima)

83. Why is the Jupyter notebook interactive code and data exploration friendly?
The ipywidgets package provides many common user interface controls for exploring code
and data interactively.

84. What is the default formatting option in jupyter notebook?
Default formatting option is markdown

85. What are kernel wrappers in jupyter?
Jupyter brings a lightweight interface for kernel languages that can be wrapped in Python.
Wrapper kernels can implement optional methods, notably for code completion and code
inspection.

86. What are the advantages of custom magic commands?
Create IPython extensions with custom magic commands to make interactive computing
even easier. Many third-party extensions and magic commands exist, for example, the
%%cython magic that allows one to write Cython code directly in a notebook.

87. Is the jupyter architecture language dependent?
No. It is language independent.
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88. Which tools allow jupyter notebooks to easily convert to pdf and html?
Nbconvert converts it to pdf and html while Nbviewer renders the notebooks on the web
platforms.

89. What is a major disadvantage of a Jupyter notebook?
It is very hard to run long asynchronous tasks. Less Secure.

90. In which domain is the jupyter notebook widely used?
It is mainly used for data analysis and machine learning related tasks.

91. What are alternatives to jupyter notebook?
PyCharm interact, VS Code Python Interactive etc.

92. Where can you make configuration changes to the jupyter notebook?
In the config file located at ~/.ipython/profile_default/ipython_config.py

93. Which magic command is used to run python code from jupyter notebook?
%run can execute python code from .py files

94. How to pass variables across the notebooks?
The %store command lets you pass variables between two different notebooks.
>>> data = 'this is the string I want to pass to different notebook'
>>> %store data
# Stored 'data' (str)
# In new notebook
>>> %store -r data
>>> print(data)

95. Export the contents of a cell/Show the contents of an external script
Using the %%writefile magic saves the contents of that cell to an external file. %pycat
does the opposite and shows you (in a popup) the syntax highlighted contents of an
external file.

96. What inbuilt tool we use for debugging python code in a jupyter notebook?
Jupyter has its own interface for The Python Debugger (pdb). This makes it possible to go
inside the function and investigate what happens there.
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97. How to make high resolution plots in a jupyter notebook?
>>> %config InlineBackend.figure_format ='retina'

98. How can one use latex in a jupyter notebook?
When you write LaTeX in a Markdown cell, it will be rendered as a formula using MathJax.
99. What is a jupyter lab?
It is a next generation user interface for conventional jupyter notebooks. Users can drag
and drop cells, arrange code workspace and live previews. It’s still in the early stage of
development.
100.

What is the biggest limitation for a Jupyter notebook?

Code versioning, management and debugging is not scalable in current jupyter notebook.
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Top 100 Machine Learning Questions & Answers
Steve Nouri

Q1 Explain the difference between supervised and unsupervised machine
learning?
In supervised machine learning algorithms, we have to provide labeled data, for example,
prediction of stock market prices, whereas in unsupervised we need not have labeled data, for
example, classification of emails into spam and non-spam.

Q2 What are the parametric models? Give an example.
Parametric models are those with a finite number of parameters. To predict new data, you only
need to know the parameters of the model. Examples include linear regression, logistic
regression, and linear SVMs.
Non-parametric models are those with an unbounded number of parameters, allowing for more
flexibility. To predict new data, you need to know the parameters of the model and the state of
the data that has been observed. Examples include decision trees, k-nearest neighbors, and
topic models using latent Dirichlet analysis.

Q3 What is the difference between classification and regression?
Classification is used to produce discrete results, classification is used to classify data into some
specific categories. For example, classifying emails into spam and non-spam categories.
Whereas, We use regression analysis when we are dealing with continuous data, for example
predicting stock prices at a certain point in time.

Q4 What Is Overfitting, and How Can You Avoid It?
Overfitting is a situation that occurs when a model learns the training set too well, taking up
random fluctuations in the training data as concepts. These impact the model’s ability to
generalize and don’t apply to new data.
When a model is given the training data, it shows 100 percent accuracy—technically a slight
loss. But, when we use the test data, there may be an error and low efficiency. This condition is
known as overfitting.
There are multiple ways of avoiding overfitting, such as:
● Regularization. It involves a cost term for the features involved with the objective function
● Making a simple model. With lesser variables and parameters, the variance can be
reduced
● Cross-validation methods like k-folds can also be used
● If some model parameters are likely to cause overfitting, techniques for regularization
like LASSO can be used that penalize these parameters
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Q5 What is meant by ‘Training set’ and ‘Test Set’?
We split the given data set into two different sections namely,’Training set’ and ‘Test Set’.
‘Training set’ is the portion of the dataset used to train the model.
‘Testing set’ is the portion of the dataset used to test the trained model.

Q6 How Do You Handle Missing or Corrupted Data in a Dataset?
One of the easiest ways to handle missing or corrupted data is to drop those rows or columns or
replace them entirely with some other value.
There are two useful methods in Pandas:
● IsNull() and dropna() will help to find the columns/rows with missing data and drop them
● Fillna() will replace the wrong values with a placeholder value

Q7 Explain Ensemble learning.
In ensemble learning, many base models like classifiers and regressors are generated and
combined together so that they give better results. It is used when we build component
classifiers that are accurate and independent. There are sequential as well as parallel ensemble
methods.

Q8 Explain the Bias-Variance Tradeoff.
Predictive models have a tradeoff between bias (how well the model fits the data) and variance
(how much the model changes based on changes in the inputs).
Simpler models are stable (low variance) but they don't get close to the truth (high bias).
More complex models are more prone to overfitting (high variance) but they are expressive
enough to get close to the truth (low bias). The best model for a given problem usually lies
somewhere in the middle.

Q9 What is the difference between stochastic gradient descent (SGD) and
gradient descent (GD)?
Both algorithms are methods for finding a set of parameters that minimize a loss function by
evaluating parameters against data and then making adjustments.
In standard gradient descent, you'll evaluate all training samples for each set of parameters.
This is akin to taking big, slow steps toward the solution.
In stochastic gradient descent, you'll evaluate only 1 training sample for the set of parameters
before updating them. This is akin to taking small, quick steps toward the solution.

Q10 How Can You Choose a Classifier Based on a Training Set Data Size?
When the training set is small, a model that has a right bias and low variance seems to work
better because they are less likely to overfit.
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For example, Naive Bayes works best when the training set is large. Models with low bias and
high variance tend to perform better as they work fine with complex relationships.

Q11 What are 3 data preprocessing techniques to handle outliers?
1. Winsorize (cap at threshold).
2. Transform to reduce skew (using Box-Cox or similar).
3. Remove outliers if you're certain they are anomalies or measurement errors.

Q12 How much data should you allocate for your training, validation, and test
sets?
You have to find a balance, and there's no right answer for every problem.
If your test set is too small, you'll have an unreliable estimation of model performance
(performance statistic will have high variance). If your training set is too small, your actual model
parameters will have a high variance.
A good rule of thumb is to use an 80/20 train/test split. Then, your train set can be further split
into train/validation or into partitions for cross-validation.

Q13 What Is a False Positive and False Negative and How Are They Significant?
False positives are those cases which wrongly get classified as True but are False.
False negatives are those cases which wrongly get classified as False but are True.
In the term ‘False Positive,’ the word ‘Positive’ refers to the ‘Yes’ row of the predicted value in
the confusion matrix. The complete term indicates that the system has predicted it as a positive,
but the actual value is negative.

Q14 Explain the difference between L1 and L2 regularization.
L2 regularization tends to spread error among all the terms, while L1 is more binary/sparse, with
many variables either being assigned a 1 or 0 in weighting. L1 corresponds to setting a
Laplacean prior to the terms, while L2 corresponds to a Gaussian prior.

Q15 What’s a Fourier transform?
A Fourier transform is a generic method to decompose generic functions into a superposition of
symmetric functions. Or as this more intuitive tutorial puts it, given a smoothie, it’s how we find
the recipe. The Fourier transform finds the set of cycle speeds, amplitudes, and phases to
match any time signal. A Fourier transform converts a signal from time to frequency domain —
it’s a very common way to extract features from audio signals or other time series such as
sensor data.

Q16 What is deep learning, and how does it contrast with other machine learning
algorithms?
Deep learning is a subset of machine learning that is concerned with neural networks: how to
use backpropagation and certain principles from neuroscience to more accurately model large
sets of unlabelled or semi-structured data. In that sense, deep learning represents an
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unsupervised learning algorithm that learns representations of data through the use of neural
nets.

Q17 What’s the difference between a generative and discriminative model?
A generative model will learn categories of data while a discriminative model will simply learn
the distinction between different categories of data. Discriminative models will generally
outperform generative models on classification tasks.

Q18 What Are the Applications of Supervised Machine Learning in Modern
Businesses?
Applications of supervised machine learning include:
● Email Spam Detection
Here we train the model using historical data that consists of emails categorized as
spam or not spam. This labeled information is fed as input to the model.
● Healthcare Diagnosis
By providing images regarding a disease, a model can be trained to detect if a person is
suffering from the disease or not.
● Sentiment Analysis
This refers to the process of using algorithms to mine documents and determine
whether they’re positive, neutral, or negative in sentiment.
● Fraud Detection
Training the model to identify suspicious patterns, we can detect instances of possible
fraud.

Q19 What Is Semi-supervised Machine Learning?
Supervised learning uses data that is completely labeled, whereas unsupervised learning uses
no training data.
In the case of semi-supervised learning, the training data contains a small amount of labeled
data and a large amount of unlabeled data.

Q20. What Are Unsupervised Machine Learning Techniques?
There are two techniques used in unsupervised learning: clustering and association.
Clustering
● Clustering problems involve data to be divided into subsets. These subsets, also called
clusters, contain data that are similar to each other. Different clusters reveal different
details about the objects, unlike classification or regression.
Association
● In an association problem, we identify patterns of associations between different
variables or items.
● For example, an eCommerce website can suggest other items for you to buy, based on
the prior purchases that you have made, spending habits, items in your wishlist, other
customers’ purchase habits, and so on.
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Q21 What Is ‘naive’ in the Naive Bayes Classifier?
The classifier is called ‘naive’ because it makes assumptions that may or may not turn out to be
correct.
The algorithm assumes that the presence of one feature of a class is not related to the presence
of any other feature (absolute independence of features), given the class variable.
For instance, a fruit may be considered to be a cherry if it is red in color and round in shape,
regardless of other features. This assumption may or may not be right (as an apple also
matches the description).

Q22 Explain Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a common method of topic modeling, or classifying
documents by subject matter.
LDA is a generative model that represents documents as a mixture of topics that each have
their own probability distribution of possible words.
The "Dirichlet" distribution is simply a distribution of distributions. In LDA, documents are
distributions of topics that are distributions of words.

Q23 Explain Principle Component Analysis (PCA).
PCA is a method for transforming features in a dataset by combining them into uncorrelated
linear combinations.
These new features, or principal components, sequentially maximize the variance represented
(i.e. the first principal component has the most variance, the second principal component has
the second most, and so on).
As a result, PCA is useful for dimensionality reduction because you can set an arbitrary
variance cutoff.

Q24 What’s the F1 score? How would you use it?
The F1 score is a measure of a model’s performance. It is a weighted average of the precision
and recall of a model, with results tending to 1 being the best, and those tending to 0 being the
worst. You would use it in classification tests where true negatives don’t matter much.
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Q25 When should you use classification over regression?
Classification produces discrete values and dataset to strict categories, while regression gives
you continuous results that allow you to better distinguish differences between individual points.
You would use classification over regression if you wanted your results to reflect the
belongingness of data points in your dataset to certain explicit categories (ex: If you wanted to
know whether a name was male or female rather than just how correlated they were with male
and female names.)

Q26 How do you ensure you’re not overfitting with a model?
This is a simple restatement of a fundamental problem in machine learning: the possibility of
overfitting training data and carrying the noise of that data through to the test set, thereby
providing inaccurate generalizations.
There are three main methods to avoid overfitting:
1- Keep the model simpler: reduce variance by taking into account fewer variables and
parameters, thereby removing some of the noise in the training data.
2- Use cross-validation techniques such as k-folds cross-validation.
3- Use regularization techniques such as LASSO that penalize certain model parameters if
they’re likely to cause overfitting.

Q27 How Will You Know Which Machine Learning Algorithm to Choose for Your
Classification Problem?
While there is no fixed rule to choose an algorithm for a classification problem, you can follow
these guidelines:
● If accuracy is a concern, test different algorithms and cross-validate them
● If the training dataset is small, use models that have low variance and high bias
● If the training dataset is large, use models that have high variance and little bias

Q28 How Do You Design an Email Spam Filter?
Building a spam filter involves the following process:
● The email spam filter will be fed with thousands of emails
● Each of these emails already has a label: ‘spam’ or ‘not spam.’
● The supervised machine learning algorithm will then determine which type of emails are
being marked as spam based on spam words like the lottery, free offer, no money, full
refund, etc.
● The next time an email is about to hit your inbox, the spam filter will use statistical
analysis and algorithms like Decision Trees and SVM to determine how likely the email
is spam
● If the likelihood is high, it will label it as spam, and the email won’t hit your inbox
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●

Based on the accuracy of each model, we will use the algorithm with the highest
accuracy after testing all the models

Q29 What evaluation approaches would you work to gauge the effectiveness of a
machine learning model?
You would first split the dataset into training and test sets, or perhaps use cross-validation
techniques to further segment the dataset into composite sets of training and test sets within the
data. You should then implement a choice selection of performance metrics: here is a fairly
comprehensive list. You could use measures such as the F1 score, the accuracy, and the
confusion matrix. What’s important here is to demonstrate that you understand the nuances of
how a model is measured and how to choose the right performance measures for the right
situations.

Q30 How would you implement a recommendation system for our company’s
users?
A lot of machine learning interview questions of this type will involve the implementation of
machine learning models to a company’s problems. You’ll have to research the company and its
industry in-depth, especially the revenue drivers the company has, and the types of users the
company takes on in the context of the industry it’s in.

Q31 Explain bagging.
Bagging, or Bootstrap Aggregating, is an ensemble method in which the dataset is first divided
into multiple subsets through resampling.
Then, each subset is used to train a model, and the final predictions are made through voting or
averaging the component models.
Bagging is performed in parallel.

Q32 What is the ROC Curve and what is AUC (a.k.a. AUROC)?
The ROC (receiver operating characteristic) the performance plot for binary classifiers of True
Positive Rate (y-axis) vs. False Positive Rate (xaxis).
AUC is the area under the ROC curve, and it's a common performance metric for evaluating
binary classification models.
It's equivalent to the expected probability that a uniformly drawn random positive is ranked
before a uniformly drawn random negative.
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Q33 Why is Area Under ROC Curve (AUROC) better than raw accuracy as an
out-of-sample evaluation metric?
AUROC is robust to class imbalance, unlike raw accuracy.
For example, if you want to detect a type of cancer that's prevalent in only 1% of the population,
you can build a model that achieves 99% accuracy by simply classifying everyone has
cancer-free.

Q34 What are the advantages and disadvantages of neural networks?
Advantages: Neural networks (specifically deep NNs) have led to performance breakthroughs
for unstructured datasets such as images, audio, and video. Their incredible flexibility allows
them to learn patterns that no other ML algorithm can learn.
Disadvantages: However, they require a large amount of training data to converge. It's also
difficult to pick the right architecture, and the internal "hidden" layers are incomprehensible.

Q35 Define Precision and Recall.
Precision
● Precision is the ratio of several events you can correctly recall to the total number of
events you recall (mix of correct and wrong recalls).
● Precision = (True Positive) / (True Positive + False Positive)
Recall
● A recall is the ratio of a number of events you can recall the number of total events.
● Recall = (True Positive) / (True Positive + False Negative)

Q36 What Is Decision Tree Classification?
A decision tree builds classification (or regression) models as a tree structure, with datasets
broken up into ever-smaller subsets while developing the decision tree, literally in a tree-like
way with branches and nodes. Decision trees can handle both categorical and numerical data.

Q37 What Is Pruning in Decision Trees, and How Is It Done?
Pruning is a technique in machine learning that reduces the size of decision trees. It reduces the
complexity of the final classifier, and hence improves predictive accuracy by the reduction of
overfitting.
Pruning can occur in:
● Top-down fashion. It will traverse nodes and trim subtrees starting at the root
● Bottom-up fashion. It will begin at the leaf nodes
There is a popular pruning algorithm called reduced error pruning, in which:
● Starting at the leaves, each node is replaced with its most popular class
● If the prediction accuracy is not affected, the change is kept
● There is an advantage of simplicity and speed
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Q38 What Is a Recommendation System?
Anyone who has used Spotify or shopped at Amazon will recognize a recommendation system:
It’s an information filtering system that predicts what a user might want to hear or see based on
choice patterns provided by the user.

Q39 What Is Kernel SVM?
Kernel SVM is the abbreviated version of the kernel support vector machine. Kernel methods
are a class of algorithms for pattern analysis, and the most common one is the kernel SVM.
Q40 What Are Some Methods of Reducing Dimensionality?
You can reduce dimensionality by combining features with feature engineering, removing
collinear features, or using algorithmic dimensionality reduction.
Now that you have gone through these machine learning interview questions, you must have
got an idea of your strengths and weaknesses in this domain.

Q41 What Are the Three Stages of Building a Model in Machine Learning?
The three stages of building a machine learning model are:
● Model Building Choose a suitable algorithm for the model and train it according to the
requirement
● Model Testing Check the accuracy of the model through the test data
● Applying the Mode Make the required changes after testing and use the final model for
real-time projects. Here, it’s important to remember that once in a while, the model
needs to be checked to make sure it’s working correctly. It should be modified to make
sure that it is up-to-date.

Q42 How is KNN different from k-means clustering?
K-Nearest Neighbors is a supervised classification algorithm, while k-means clustering is an
unsupervised clustering algorithm. While the mechanisms may seem similar at first, what this
really means is that in order for K-Nearest Neighbors to work, you need labeled data you want
to classify an unlabeled point into (thus the nearest neighbor part). K-means clustering requires
only a set of unlabeled points and a threshold: the algorithm will take unlabeled points and
gradually learn how to cluster them into groups by computing the mean of the distance between
different points.

Q43 Mention the difference between Data Mining and Machine learning?
Machine learning relates to the study, design, and development of the algorithms that give
computers the capability to learn without being explicitly programmed. While data mining can
be defined as the process in which the unstructured data tries to extract knowledge or unknown
interesting patterns. During this processing machine, learning algorithms are used.
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Q44 What are the different Algorithm techniques in Machine Learning?
The different types of techniques in Machine Learning are
● Supervised Learning
● Unsupervised Learning
● Semi-supervised Learning
● Reinforcement Learning
● Transduction
● Learning to Learn

Q45 You are given a data set. The data set has missing values that spread along 1
standard deviation from the median. What percentage of data would remain
unaffected? Why?
This question has enough hints for you to start thinking! Since the data is spread across the
median, let’s assume it’s a normal distribution. We know, in a normal distribution, ~68% of the
data lies in 1 standard deviation from mean (or mode, median), which leaves ~32% of the data
unaffected. Therefore, ~32% of the data would remain unaffected by missing values.

Q46 What are PCA, KPCA, and ICA used for?
PCA (Principal Components Analysis), KPCA ( Kernel-based Principal Component Analysis)
and ICA ( Independent Component Analysis) are important feature extraction techniques used
for dimensionality reduction.

Q47 What are support vector machines?
Support vector machines are supervised learning algorithms used for classification and
regression analysis.

Q48 What is batch statistical learning?
Statistical learning techniques allow learning a function or predictor from a set of observed data
that can make predictions about unseen or future data. These techniques provide guarantees
on the performance of the learned predictor on the future unseen data based on a statistical
assumption on the data generating process.

Q49 What is the bias-variance decomposition of classification error in the
ensemble method?
The expected error of a learning algorithm can be decomposed into bias and variance. A bias
term measures how closely the average classifier produced by the learning algorithm matches
the target function. The variance term measures how much the learning algorithm’s prediction
fluctuates for different training sets.
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Q50 When is Ridge regression favorable over Lasso regression?
You can quote ISLR’s authors Hastie, Tibshirani who asserted that, in the presence of few
variables with medium / large sized effect, use lasso regression. In presence of many variables
with small/medium-sized effects, use ridge regression.
Conceptually, we can say, lasso regression (L1) does both variable selection and parameter
shrinkage, whereas Ridge regression only does parameter shrinkage and end up including all
the coefficients in the model. In the presence of correlated variables, ridge regression might be
the preferred choice. Also, ridge regression works best in situations where the least square
estimates have higher variance. Therefore, it depends on our model objective.

Q51 You’ve built a random forest model with 10000 trees. You got delighted after
getting training error as 0.00. But, the validation error is 34.23. What is going on?
Haven’t you trained your model perfectly?
The model has overfitted. Training error 0.00 means the classifier has mimicked the training
data patterns to an extent, that they are not available in the unseen data. Hence, when this
classifier was run on an unseen sample, it couldn’t find those patterns and returned predictions
with higher error. In a random forest, it happens when we use a larger number of trees than
necessary. Hence, to avoid this situation, we should tune the number of trees using
cross-validation.

Q50 What is a convex hull?
In the case of linearly separable data, the convex hull represents the outer boundaries of the
two groups of data points. Once the convex hull is created, we get maximum margin hyperplane
(MMH) as a perpendicular bisector between two convex hulls. MMH is the line which attempts to
create the greatest separation between two groups.

Q51 What do you understand by Type I vs Type II error?
Type I error is committed when the null hypothesis is true and we reject it, also known as a
‘False Positive’. Type II error is committed when the null hypothesis is false and we accept it,
also known as ‘False Negative’.
In the context of the confusion matrix, we can say Type I error occurs when we classify a value
as positive (1) when it is actually negative (0). Type II error occurs when we classify a value as
negative (0) when it is actually positive(1).

Q52. In k-means or kNN, we use euclidean distance to calculate the distance
between nearest neighbors. Why not manhattan distance?
We don’t use manhattan distance because it calculates distance horizontally or vertically only. It
has dimension restrictions. On the other hand, the euclidean metric can be used in any space to
calculate distance. Since the data points can be present in any dimension, euclidean distance is
a more viable option.
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Example: Think of a chessboard, the movement made by a bishop or a rook is calculated by
manhattan distance because of their respective vertical & horizontal movements.

Q53 Do you suggest that treating a categorical variable as a continuous variable
would result in a better predictive model?
For better predictions, the categorical variable can be considered as a continuous variable only
when the variable is ordinal in nature.

Q54 OLS is to linear regression. The maximum likelihood is logistic regression.
Explain the statement.
OLS and Maximum likelihood are the methods used by the respective regression methods to
approximate the unknown parameter (coefficient) value. In simple words,
Ordinary least square(OLS) is a method used in linear regression which approximates the
parameters resulting in minimum distance between actual and predicted values. Maximum
Likelihood helps in choosing the values of parameters which maximizes the likelihood that the
parameters are most likely to produce observed data.

Q55 When does regularization becomes necessary in Machine Learning?
Regularization becomes necessary when the model begins to overfit/underfit. This technique
introduces a cost term for bringing in more features with the objective function. Hence, it tries to
push the coefficients for many variables to zero and hence reduce the cost term. This helps to
reduce model complexity so that the model can become better at predicting (generalizing).

Q56 What is Linear Regression?
Linear Regression is a supervised Machine Learning algorithm. It is used to find the linear
relationship between the dependent and the independent variables for predictive analysis.

Q57 What is the Variance Inflation Factor?
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is the estimate of the volume of multicollinearity in a collection of
many regression variables.
VIF = Variance of the model / Variance of the model with a single independent variable
We have to calculate this ratio for every independent variable. If VIF is high, then it shows the
high collinearity of the independent variables.

Q58 We know that one hot encoding increases the dimensionality of a dataset,
but label encoding doesn’t. How?
When we use one-hot encoding, there is an increase in the dimensionality of a dataset. The
reason for the increase in dimensionality is that, for every class in the categorical variables, it
forms a different variable.
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Q59 What is a Decision Tree?
A decision tree is used to explain the sequence of actions that must be performed to get the
desired output. It is a hierarchical diagram that shows the actions.

Q60 What is the Binarizing of data? How to Binarize?
In most of the Machine Learning Interviews, apart from theoretical questions, interviewers focus
on the implementation part. So, this ML Interview Questions focused on the implementation of
the theoretical concepts.
Converting data into binary values on the basis of threshold values is known as the binarizing of
data. The values that are less than the threshold are set to 0 and the values that are greater
than the threshold are set to 1. This process is useful when we have to perform feature
engineering, and we can also use it for adding unique features.

Q61 What is cross-validation?
Cross-validation is essentially a technique used to assess how well a model performs on a new
independent dataset. The simplest example of cross-validation is when you split your data into
two groups: training data and testing data, where you use the training data to build the model
and the testing data to test the model.

Q62 When would you use random forests Vs SVM and why?
There are a couple of reasons why a random forest is a better choice of the model than a
support vector machine:
● Random forests allow you to determine the feature importance. SVM’s can’t do this.
● Random forests are much quicker and simpler to build than an SVM.
● For multi-class classification problems, SVMs require a one-vs-rest method, which is
less scalable and more memory intensive.

Q63 What are the drawbacks of a linear model?
There are a couple of drawbacks of a linear model:
● A linear model holds some strong assumptions that may not be true in the application. It
assumes a linear relationship, multivariate normality, no or little multicollinearity, no
auto-correlation, and homoscedasticity
● A linear model can’t be used for discrete or binary outcomes.
● You can’t vary the model flexibility of a linear model.
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Q64 Do you think 50 small decision trees are better than a large one? Why?
Another way of asking this question is “Is a random forest a better model than a decision tree?”
And the answer is yes because a random forest is an ensemble method that takes many weak
decision trees to make a strong learner. Random forests are more accurate, more robust, and
less prone to overfitting.

Q65 What is a kernel? Explain the kernel trick
A kernel is a way of computing the dot product of two vectors x and y in some (possibly very
high dimensional) feature space, which is why kernel functions are sometimes called
“generalized dot product”
The kernel trick is a method of using a linear classifier to solve a non-linear problem by
transforming linearly inseparable data to linearly separable ones in a higher dimension.

Q66 State the differences between causality and correlation?
Causality applies to situations where one action, say X, causes an outcome, say Y, whereas
Correlation is just relating one action (X) to another action(Y) but X does not necessarily cause
Y.

Q67 What is the exploding gradient problem while using the backpropagation
technique?
When large error gradients accumulate and result in large changes in the neural network
weights during training, it is called the exploding gradient problem. The values of weights can
become so large as to overflow and result in NaN values. This makes the model unstable and
the learning of the model to stall just like the vanishing gradient problem.

Q68 What do you mean by Associative Rule Mining (ARM)?
Associative Rule Mining is one of the techniques to discover patterns in data like features
(dimensions) which occur together and features (dimensions) which are correlated.

Q69 What is Marginalisation? Explain the process.
Marginalizationarginalisation is summing the probability of a random variable X given the joint
probability distribution of X with other variables. It is an application of the law of total probability.

Q70 Why is the rotation of components so important in Principle Component
Analysis(PCA)?
Rotation in PCA is very important as it maximizes the separation within the variance obtained by
all the components because of which interpretation of components would become easier. If the
components are not rotated, then we need extended components to describe the variance of
the components.
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Q71 What is the difference between regularization and normalisation?
Normalisation adjusts the data; regularisation adjusts the prediction function. If your data is on
very different scales (especially low to high), you would want to normalise the data. Alter each
column to have compatible basic statistics. This can be helpful to make sure there is no loss of
accuracy. One of the goals of model training is to identify the signal and ignore the noise if the
model is given free rein to minimize error, there is a possibility of suffering from overfitting.
Regularization imposes some control on this by providing simpler fitting functions over complex
ones.
Q72 When does the linear regression line stop rotating or finds an optimal spot where it
is fitted on data?
A place where the highest RSquared value is found, is the place where the line comes to rest.
RSquared represents the amount of variance captured by the virtual linear regression line with
respect to the total variance captured by the dataset.
Q73 How does the SVM algorithm deal with self-learning?
SVM has a learning rate and expansion rate which takes care of this. The learning rate
compensates or penalises the hyperplanes for making all the wrong moves and expansion rate
deals with finding the maximum separation area between classes.
Q74 How do you handle outliers in the data?
Outlier is an observation in the data set that is far away from other observations in the data set.
We can discover outliers using tools and functions like box plot, scatter plot, Z-Score, IQR score
etc. and then handle them based on the visualization we have got. To handle outliers, we can
cap at some threshold, use transformations to reduce skewness of the data and remove outliers
if they are anomalies or errors.
Q75 Name and define techniques used to find similarities in the recommendation system.
Pearson correlation and Cosine correlation are techniques used to find similarities in
recommendation systems.
Q76 Why would you Prune your tree?
In the context of data science or AIML, pruning refers to the process of reducing redundant
branches of a decision tree. Decision Trees are prone to overfitting, pruning the tree helps to
reduce the size and minimizes the chances of overfitting. Pruning involves turning branches of a
decision tree into leaf nodes and removing the leaf nodes from the original branch. It serves as
a tool to perform the tradeoff.
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Q77 Mention some of the EDA Techniques?
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) helps analysts to understand the data better and forms the
foundation of better models.
Visualization
● Univariate visualization
● Bivariate visualization
● Multivariate visualization
Missing Value Treatment – Replace missing values with Either Mean/Median
Outlier Detection – Use Boxplot to identify the distribution of Outliers, then Apply IQR to set the
boundary for IQR

Q78 What is data augmentation? Can you give some examples?
Data augmentation is a technique for synthesizing new data by modifying existing data in such a
way that the target is not changed, or it is changed in a known way.
CV is one of the fields where data augmentation is very useful. There are many modifications
that we can do to images:
● Resize
● Horizontal or vertical flip
● Rotate
● Add noise
● Deform
● Modify colors
Each problem needs a customized data augmentation pipeline. For example, on OCR, doing
flips will change the text and won’t be beneficial; however, resizes and small rotations may help.
Q79 What is Inductive Logic Programming in Machine Learning (ILP)?
Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) is a subfield of machine learning which uses logic
programming representing background knowledge and examples.
Q80 What is the difference between inductive machine learning and deductive machine
learning?
The difference between inductive machine learning and deductive machine learning are as
follows: machine-learning where the model learns by examples from a set of observed
instances to draw a generalized conclusion whereas in deductive learning the model first draws
the conclusion and then the conclusion is drawn.
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Q81 Difference between machine learning and deep learning
Machine learning is a branch of computer science and a method to implement artificial
intelligence. This technique provides the ability to automatically learn and improve from
experiences without being explicitly programmed.
Deep learning can be said as a subset of machine learning. It is mainly based on the artificial
neural network where data is taken as an input and the technique makes intuitive decisions
using the artificial neural network.

Q82 What Are The Steps Involved In Machine Learning Project?
As you plan for doing a machine learning project. There are several important steps you must
follow to achieve a good working model and they are data collection, data preparation, choosing
a machine learning model, training the model, model evaluation, parameter tuning and lastly
prediction.

Q83 Differences between Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning?
Artificial intelligence is a broader prospect than machine learning. Artificial intelligence mimics
the cognitive functions of the human brain. The purpose of AI is to carry out a task in an
intelligent manner based on algorithms. On the other hand, machine learning is a subclass of
artificial intelligence. To develop an autonomous machine in such a way so that it can learn
without being explicitly programmed is the goal of machine learning.

Q84 Steps Needed to Choose the Appropriate Machine Learning Algorithm for
your Classification problem.
Firstly, you need to have a clear picture of your data, your constraints, and your problems
before heading towards different machine learning algorithms. Secondly, you have to
understand which type and kind of data you have because it plays a primary role in deciding
which algorithm you have to use.
Following this step is the data categorization step, which is a two-step process – categorization
by input and categorization by output. The next step is to understand your constraints; that is,
what is your data storage capacity? How fast the prediction has to be? etc.
Finally, find the available machine learning algorithms and implement them wisely. Along with
that, also try to optimize the hyperparameters which can be done in three ways – grid search,
random search, and Bayesian optimization.
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Q85 Explain Backpropagation in Machine Learning.
A very important question for your machine learning interview. Backpropagation is the
algorithm for computing artificial neural networks (ANN). It is used by the gradient descent
optimization that exploits the chain rule. By calculating the gradient of the loss function, the
weight of the neurons is adjusted to a certain value. To train a multi-layered neural network is
the prime motivation of backpropagation so that it can learn the appropriate internal
demonstrations. This will help them learn to map any input to its respective output arbitrarily.

Q86 What is the Convex Function?
This question is very often asked in machine learning interviews. A convex function is a
continuous function, and the value of the midpoint at every interval in its given domain is less
than the numerical mean of the values at the two ends of the interval.

Q87 What’s the Relationship between True Positive Rate and Recall?
The True positive rate in machine learning is the percentage of the positives that have been
properly acknowledged, and recall is just the count of the results that have been correctly
identified and are relevant. Therefore, they are the same things, just having different names. It is
also known as sensitivity.

Q88 List some Tools for Parallelizing Machine Learning Algorithms.
Although this question may seem very easy, make sure not to skip this one because it is also
very closely related to artificial intelligence and thereby, AI interview questions. Almost all
machine learning algorithms are easy to serialize. Some of the basic tools for parallelizing are
Matlab, Weka, R, Octave, or the Python-based sci-kit learn.

Q89 What do you mean by Genetic Programming?
Genetic Programming (GP) is almost similar to an Evolutionary Algorithm, a subset of machine
learning. Genetic programming software systems implement an algorithm that uses random
mutation, a fitness function, crossover, and multiple generations of evolution to resolve a
user-defined task. The genetic programming model is based on testing and choosing the best
option among a set of results.

Q90 What do you know about Bayesian Networks?
Bayesian Networks also referred to as 'belief networks' or 'casual networks', are used to
represent the graphical model for probability relationship among a set of variables.
For example, a Bayesian network can be used to represent the probabilistic relationships
between diseases and symptoms. As per the symptoms, the network can also compute the
probabilities of the presence of various diseases.
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Efficient algorithms can perform inference or learning in Bayesian networks. Bayesian networks
which relate the variables (e.g., speech signals or protein sequences) are called dynamic
Bayesian networks.

Q91 Which are the two components of the Bayesian logic program?
A Bayesian logic program consists of two components:
● Logical It contains a set of Bayesian Clauses, which capture the qualitative structure of
the domain.
● Quantitative It is used to encode quantitative information about the domain.

Q92 How is machine learning used in day-to-day life?
Most of the people are already using machine learning in their everyday life. Assume that you
are engaging with the internet, you are actually expressing your preferences, likes, dislikes
through your searches. All these things are picked up by cookies coming on your computer,
from this, the behavior of a user is evaluated. It helps to increase the progress of a user through
the internet and provide similar suggestions.
The navigation system can also be considered as one of the examples where we are using
machine learning to calculate a distance between two places using optimization techniques.
Surely, people are going to more engage with machine learning in the near future

Q93 Define Sampling. Why do we need it?
Answer: Sampling is a process of choosing a subset from a target population that would serve
as its representative. We use the data from the sample to understand the pattern in the
community as a whole. Sampling is necessary because often, we can not gather or process the
complete data within a reasonable time.

Q94 What does the term decision boundary mean?
Answer: A decision boundary or a decision surface is a hypersurface which divides the
underlying feature space into two subspaces, one for each class. If the decision boundary is a
hyperplane, then the classes are linearly separable.

Q95 Define entropy?
Answer: Entropy is the measure of uncertainty associated with random variable Y. It is the
expected number of bits required to communicate the value of the variable.

Q96 Indicate the top intents of machine learning?
Answer: The top intents of machine learning are stated below,
● The system gets information from the already established computations to give
well-founded decisions and outputs.
● It locates certain patterns in the data and then makes certain predictions on it to provide
answers on matters.
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Q97 Highlight the differences
Discriminative model?

between

the Generative model and the

The aim of the Generative model is to generate new samples from the same distribution and
new data instances, Whereas, the Discriminative model highlights the differences between
different kinds of data instances. It tries to learn directly from the data and then classifies the
data.

Q98 Identify the most important aptitudes of a machine learning engineer?
Machine learning allows the computer to learn itself without being decidedly programmed. It
helps the system to learn from experience and then improve from its mistakes. The intelligence
system, which is based on machine learning, can learn from recorded data and past incidents.
In-depth knowledge of statistics, probability, data modelling, programming language, as well as
CS, Application of ML Libraries and algorithms, and software design is required to become a
successful machine learning engineer.

Q99 What is feature engineering? How do you apply it in the process of
modelling?
Feature engineering is the process of transforming raw data into features that better represent
the underlying problem to the predictive models, resulting in improved model accuracy on
unseen data.

Q100 How can learning curves help create a better model?
Learning curves give the indication of the presence of overfitting or underfitting.
In a learning curve, the training error and cross-validating error are plotted against the number
of training data points.
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Top 100 NLP Questions
Steve Nouri

Q1. Which of the following techniques can be used for keyword normalization in
NLP, the process of converting a keyword into its base form?
a. Lemmatization
b. Soundex
c. Cosine Similarity
d. N-grams
Answer : a) Lemmatization helps to get to the base form of a word, e.g. are playing -> play, eating
-> eat, etc.Other options are meant for different purposes.

Q2. Which of the following techniques can be used to compute the distance
between two word vectors in NLP?
a. Lemmatization
b. Euclidean distance
c. Cosine Similarity
d. N-grams
Answer : b) and c)
Distance between two word vectors can be computed using Cosine similarity and Euclidean
Distance. Cosine Similarity establishes a cosine angle between the vector of two words. A cosine
angle close to each other between two word vectors indicates the words are similar and vice a
versa.
E.g. cosine angle between two words “Football” and “Cricket” will be closer to 1 as compared to
angle between the words “Football” and “New Delhi”

Q3. What are the possible features of a text corpus in NLP?
a. Count of the word in a document
b. Vector notation of the word
c. Part of Speech Tag
d. Basic Dependency Grammar
e. All of the above
Answer : e)All of the above can be used as features of the text corpus.

Q4. You created a document term matrix on the input data of 20K documents for a
Machine learning model. Which of the following can be used to reduce the
dimensions of data?
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1. Keyword Normalization
2. Latent Semantic Indexing
3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
a. only 1
b. 2, 3
c. 1, 3
d. 1, 2, 3
Answer : d)

Q5. Which of the text parsing techniques can be used for noun phrase detection,
verb phrase detection, subject detection, and object detection in NLP.
a. Part of speech tagging
b. Skip Gram and N-Gram extraction
c. Continuous Bag of Words
d. Dependency Parsing and Constituency Parsing
Answer : d)

Q6. Dissimilarity between words expressed using cosine similarity will have values
significantly higher than 0.5
a. True
b. False
Answer : a)

Q7. Which one of the following are keyword Normalization techniques in NLP
a. Stemming
b. Part of Speech
c. Named entity recognition
d. Lemmatization
Answer : a) and d)
Part of Speech (POS) and Named Entity Recognition(NER) are not keyword Normalization
techniques. Named Entity help you extract Organization, Time, Date, City, etc..type of entities
from the given sentence, whereas Part of Speech helps you extract Noun, Verb, Pronoun,
adjective, etc..from the given sentence tokens.

Q8. Which of the below are NLP use cases?
a. Detecting objects from an image
b. Facial Recognition
c. Speech Biometric
d. Text Summarization
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Answer : (d)
a) And b) are Computer Vision use cases, and c) is Speech use case.
Only d) Text Summarization is an NLP use case.

Q9. In a corpus of N documents, one randomly chosen document contains a total
of T terms and the term “hello” appears K times.
What is the correct value for the product of TF (term frequency) and IDF (inverse-documentfrequency), if the term “hello” appears in approximately one-third of the total documents?
a. KT * Log(3)
b. T * Log(3) / K
c. K * Log(3) / T
d. Log(3) / KT
Answer : (c)
formula for TF is K/T
formula for IDF is log(total docs / no of docs containing “data”)
= log(1 / (⅓))
= log (3)
Hence correct choice is Klog(3)/T

Q10. In NLP, The algorithm decreases the weight for commonly used words and
increases the weight for words that are not used very much in a collection of
documents
a. Term Frequency (TF)
b. Inverse Document Frequency (IDF)
c. Word2Vec
d. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
Answer : b)

Q11. In NLP, The process of removing words like “and”, “is”, “a”, “an”, “the” from
a sentence is called as
a. Stemming
b. Lemmatization
c. Stop word
d. All of the above
Answer : c) In Lemmatization, all the stop words such as a, an, the, etc.. are removed. One can
also define custom stop words for removal.
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Q12. In NLP, The process of converting a sentence or paragraph into tokens is
referred to as Stemming
a. True
b. False
Answer : b) The statement describes the process of tokenization and not stemming, hence it is
False.

Q13. In NLP, Tokens are converted into numbers before giving to any Neural
Network
a. True
b. False
Answer : a) In NLP, all words are converted into a number before feeding to a Neural Network.

Q14 Identify the odd one out
a. nltk
b. scikit learn
c. SpaCy
d. BERT
Answer : d) All the ones mentioned are NLP libraries except BERT, which is a word embedding

Q15 TF-IDF helps you to establish?
a. most frequently occurring word in the document
b. most important word in the document
Answer : b) TF-IDF helps to establish how important a particular word is in the context of the
document corpus. TF-IDF takes into account the number of times the word appears in the
document and offset by the number of documents that appear in the corpus.
● TF is the frequency of term divided by a total number of terms in the document.
● IDF is obtained by dividing the total number of documents by the number of documents
containing the term and then taking the logarithm of that quotient.
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●

Tf.idf is then the multiplication of two values TF and IDF.

Q16 In NLP, The process of identifying people, an organization from a given
sentence, paragraph is called
a. Stemming
b. Lemmatization
c. Stop word removal
d. Named entity recognition
Answer : d)
Q17 Which one of the following is not a pre-processing technique in NLP
a. Stemming and Lemmatization
b. converting to lowercase
c. removing punctuations
d. removal of stop words
e. Sentiment analysis
Answer : e) Sentiment Analysis is not a pre-processing technique. It is done after pre-processing
and is an NLP use case. All other listed ones are used as part of statement pre-processing.

Q18 In text mining, converting text into tokens and then converting them into an
integer or floating-point vectors can be done using
a. CountVectorizer
b. TF-IDF
c. Bag of Words
d. NERs
Answer : a) CountVectorizer helps do the above, while others are not applicable.
text =[“Rahul is an avid writer, he enjoys studying understanding and presenting. He loves to
play”]
vectorizer = CountVectorizer()
vectorizer.fit(text)
vector = vectorizer.transform(text)
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print(vector.toarray())
output
[[1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1]]
The second section of the interview questions covers advanced NLP techniques such as
Word2Vec, GloVe word embeddings, and advanced models such as GPT, ELMo, BERT, XLNET
based questions, and explanations.

Q19. In NLP, Words represented as vectors are called as Neural Word Embeddings
a. True
b. False
Answer : a) Word2Vec, GloVe based models build word embedding vectors that are
multidimensional.

Q20. In NLP, Context modeling is supported with which one of the following word
embeddings
1. a. Word2Vec
2. b) GloVe
3. c) BERT
4. d) All of the above
Answer : c) Only BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer) supports
context modelling where the previous and next sentence context is taken into consideration. In
Word2Vec, GloVe only word embeddings are considered and previous and next sentence context
is not considered.

Q21. In NLP, Bidirectional context is supported by which of the following
embedding
a. Word2Vec
b. BERT
c. GloVe
d. All the above
Answer : b) Only BERT provides a bidirectional context. The BERT model uses the previous and
the next sentence to arrive at the context.Word2Vec and GloVe are word embeddings, they do
not provide any context.

Q22. Which one of the following Word embeddings can be custom trained for a
specific subject in NLP
a. Word2Vec
b. BERT
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c. GloVe
d. All the above
Answer : b) BERT allows Transform Learning on the existing pre-trained models and hence can
be custom trained for the given specific subject, unlike Word2Vec and GloVe where existing word
embeddings can be used, no transfer learning on text is possible.

Q23. Word embeddings capture multiple dimensions of data and are represented
as vectors
a. True
b. False
Answer : a)

Q24. In NLP, Word embedding vectors help establish distance between two tokens
a. True
b. False
Answer : a) One can use Cosine similarity to establish distance between two vectors represented
through Word Embeddings

Q25. Language Biases are introduced due to historical data used during training of
word embeddings, which one amongst the below is not an example of bias
a. New Delhi is to India, Beijing is to China
b. Man is to Computer, Woman is to Homemaker
Answer : a)
Statement b) is a bias as it buckets Woman into Homemaker, whereas statement a) is not a
biased statement.

Q26. Which of the following will be a better choice to address NLP use cases such
as semantic similarity, reading comprehension, and common sense reasoning
a. ELMo
b. Open AI’s GPT
c. ULMFit
Answer : b) Open AI’s GPT is able to learn complex pattern in data by using the Transformer
models Attention mechanism and hence is more suited for complex use cases such as semantic
similarity, reading comprehensions, and common sense reasoning.

Q27. Transformer architecture was first introduced with?
a. GloVe
b. BERT
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c. Open AI’s GPT
d. ULMFit
Answer : c) ULMFit has an LSTM based Language modeling architecture. This got replaced into
Transformer architecture with Open AI’s GPT

Q28. Which of the following architecture can be trained faster and needs less
amount of training data
a. LSTM based Language Modelling
b. Transformer architecture
Answer : b) Transformer architectures were supported from GPT onwards and were faster to
train and needed less amount of data for training too.

Q29. Same word can have multiple word embeddings possible with ____________?
a. GloVe
b. Word2Vec
c. ELMo
d. nltk
Answer : c) EMLo word embeddings supports same word with multiple embeddings, this helps
in using the same word in a different context and thus captures the context than just meaning of
the word unlike in GloVe and Word2Vec. Nltk is not a word embedding.

Q30 For a given token, its input representation is the sum of embedding from the
token, segment and position embedding
a. ELMo
b. GPT
c. BERT
d. ULMFit
Answer : c) BERT uses token, segment and position embedding.

Q31. Trains two independent LSTM language model left to right and right to left and
shallowly concatenates them
a. GPT
b. BERT
c. ULMFit
d. ELMo
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Answer : d) ELMo tries to train two independent LSTM language models (left to right and right to
left) and concatenates the results to produce word embedding.

Q32. Uses unidirectional language model for producing word embedding
a. BERT
b. GPT
c. ELMo
d. Word2Vec
Answer : b) GPT is a unidirectional model and word embedding are produced by training on
information flow from left to right. ELMo is bidirectional but shallow. Word2Vec provides simple
word embedding.

Q33. In this architecture, the relationship between all words in a sentence is
modelled irrespective of their position. Which architecture is this?
a. OpenAI GPT
b. ELMo
c. BERT
d. ULMFit
Answer : c)BERT Transformer architecture models the relationship between each word and all
other words in the sentence to generate attention scores. These attention scores are later used
as weights for a weighted average of all words’ representations which is fed into a fully-connected
network to generate a new representation.

Q34. List 10 use cases to be solved using NLP techniques?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sentiment Analysis
Language Translation (English to German, Chinese to English, etc..)
Document Summarization
Question Answering
Sentence Completion
Attribute extraction (Key information extraction from the documents)
Chatbot interactions
Topic classification
Intent extraction
Grammar or Sentence correction
Image captioning
Document Ranking
Natural Language inference

Q35. Transformer model pays attention to the most important word in Sentence
a. True
b. False
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Answer : a) Attention mechanisms in the Transformer model are used to model the relationship
between all words and also provide weights to the most important word.

Q36. Which NLP model gives the best accuracy amongst the following?
a. BERT
b. XLNET
c. GPT-2
d. ELMo
Answer : b) XLNET has given best accuracy amongst all the models. It has outperformed BERT
on 20 tasks and achieves state of art results on 18 tasks including sentiment analysis, question
answering, natural language inference, etc.

Q37. Permutation Language models is a feature of
a. BERT
b. EMMo
c. GPT
d. XLNET
Answer : d) XLNET provides permutation-based language modelling and is a key difference from
BERT. In permutation language modeling, tokens are predicted in a random manner and not
sequential. The order of prediction is not necessarily left to right and can be right to left. The
original order of words is not changed but a prediction can be random.
The conceptual difference between BERT and XLNET can be seen from the following diagram.

Q38. Transformer XL uses relative positional embedding
a. True
b. False
a) Instead of embedding having to represent the absolute position of a word, Transformer XL uses
an embedding to encode the relative distance between the words. This embedding is used to
compute the attention score between any 2 words that could be separated by n words before or
after.

Q39. What is Naive Bayes algorithm, When we can use this algorithm in NLP?
Naive Bayes algorithm is a collection of classifiers which works on the principles of the Bayes’
theorem. This series of NLP model forms a family of algorithms that can be used for a wide range
of classification tasks including sentiment prediction, filtering of spam, classifying documents and
more.
Naive Bayes algorithm converges faster and requires less training data. Compared to other
discriminative models like logistic regression, Naive Bayes model it takes lesser time to train. This
algorithm is perfect for use while working with multiple classes and text classification where the
data is dynamic and changes frequently.

Q40. Explain Dependency Parsing in NLP?
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Dependency Parsing, also known as Syntactic parsing in NLP is a process of assigning syntactic
structure to a sentence and identifying its dependency parses. This process is crucial to
understand the correlations between the “head” words in the syntactic structure.
The process of dependency parsing can be a little complex considering how any sentence can
have more than one dependency parses. Multiple parse trees are known as ambiguities.
Dependency parsing needs to resolve these ambiguities in order to effectively assign a syntactic
structure to a sentence.
Dependency parsing can be used in the semantic analysis of a sentence apart from the syntactic
structuring.

Q41. What is text Summarization?
Text summarization is the process of shortening a long piece of text with its meaning and effect
intact. Text summarization intends to create a summary of any given piece of text and outlines
the main points of the document. This technique has improved in recent times and is capable of
summarizing volumes of text successfully.
Text summarization has proved to a blessing since machines can summarise large volumes of
text in no time which would otherwise be really time-consuming. There are two types of text
summarization:
● Extraction-based summarization
● Abstraction-based summarization

Q42. What is NLTK? How is it different from Spacy?
NLTK or Natural Language Toolkit is a series of libraries and programs that are used for symbolic
and statistical natural language processing. This toolkit contains some of the most powerful
libraries that can work on different ML techniques to break down and understand human
language. NLTK is used for Lemmatization, Punctuation, Character count, Tokenization, and
Stemming. The difference between NLTK and Spacey are as follows:
● While NLTK has a collection of programs to choose from, Spacey contains only the bestsuited algorithm for a problem in its toolkit
● NLTK supports a wider range of languages compared to Spacey (Spacey supports only 7
languages)
● While Spacey has an object-oriented library, NLTK has a string processing library
● Spacey can support word vectors while NLTK cannot

Q43. What is information extraction?
Information extraction in the context of Natural Language Processing refers to the technique of
extracting structured information automatically from unstructured sources to ascribe meaning to
it. This can include extracting information regarding attributes of entities, relationship between
different entities and more. The various models of information extraction includes:
● Tagger Module
● Relation Extraction Module
● Fact Extraction Module
● Entity Extraction Module
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●
●
●

Sentiment Analysis Module
Network Graph Module
Document Classification & Language Modeling Module

Q44. What is Bag of Words?
Bag of Words is a commonly used model that depends on word frequencies or occurrences to
train a classifier. This model creates an occurrence matrix for documents or sentences
irrespective of its grammatical structure or word order.

Q45. What is Pragmatic Ambiguity in NLP?
Pragmatic ambiguity refers to those words which have more than one meaning and their use in
any sentence can depend entirely on the context. Pragmatic ambiguity can result in multiple
interpretations of the same sentence. More often than not, we come across sentences which have
words with multiple meanings, making the sentence open to interpretation. This multiple
interpretation causes ambiguity and is known as Pragmatic ambiguity in NLP.

Q46. What is a Masked Language Model?
Masked language models help learners to understand deep representations in downstream tasks
by taking an output from the corrupt input. This model is often used to predict the words to be
used in a sentence.

Q48. What are the best NLP Tools?
Some of the best NLP tools from open sources are:
● SpaCy
● TextBlob
● Textacy
● Natural language Toolkit
● Retext
● NLP.js
● Stanford NLP
● CogcompNLP

Q49. What is POS tagging?
Parts of speech tagging better known as POS tagging refers to the process of identifying specific
words in a document and group them as part of speech, based on its context. POS tagging is also
known as grammatical tagging since it involves understanding grammatical structures and
identifying the respective component.
POS tagging is a complicated process since the same word can be different parts of speech
depending on the context. The same generic process used for word mapping is quite ineffective
for POS tagging because of the same reason.

Q50. What is NES?
Name entity recognition is more commonly known as NER is the process of identifying specific
entities in a text document which are more informative and have a unique context. These often
denote places, people, organisations, and more. Even though it seems like these entities are
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proper nouns, the NER process is far from identifying just the nouns. In fact, NER involves entity
chunking or extraction wherein entities are segmented to categorise them under different
predefined classes. This step further helps in extracting information.

Q51 Explain the Masked Language Model?
Masked language modelling is the process in which the output is taken from the corrupted input.
This model helps the learners to master the deep representations in downstream tasks. You can
predict a word from the other words of the sentence using this model.

Q52 What is pragmatic analysis in NLP?
Pragmatic Analysis: It deals with outside word knowledge, which means knowledge that is
external to the documents and/or queries. Pragmatics analysis that focuses on what was
described is reinterpreted by what it actually meant, deriving the various aspects of language that
require real-world knowledge.

Q53 What is perplexity in NLP?
The word "perplexed" means "puzzled" or "confused", thus Perplexity in general means the
inability to tackle something complicated and a problem that is not specified. Therefore, Perplexity
in NLP is a way to determine the extent of uncertainty in predicting some text.
In NLP, perplexity is a way of evaluating language models. Perplexity can be high and low; Low
perplexity is ethical because the inability to deal with any complicated problem is less while high
perplexity is terrible because the failure to deal with a complicated is high.

Q54 What is ngram in NLP?
N-gram in NLP is simply a sequence of n words, and we also conclude the sentences which
appeared more frequently, for example, let us consider the progression of these three words:
● New York (2 gram)
● The Golden Compass (3 gram)
● She was there in the hotel (4 gram)
Now from the above sequence, we can easily conclude that sentence (a) appeared more
frequently than the other two sentences, and the last sentence(c) is not seen that often. Now if
we assign probability in the occurrence of an n-gram, then it will be advantageous. It would help
in making next-word predictions and in spelling error corrections.

Q55 Explain differences between AI, Machine Learning and NLP
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Q56 Why self-attention is awesome?
“In terms of computational complexity, self-attention layers are faster than recurrent layers when
the sequence length n is smaller than the representation dimensionality d, which is most often the
case with sentence representations used by state-of-the-art models in machine translations, such
as word-piece and byte-pair representations.” — from Attention is all you need

Q57 What are stop words?
Stop words are said to be useless data for a search engine. Words such as articles, prepositions,
etc. are considered as stop words. There are stop words such as was, were, is, am, the, a, an,
how, why, and many more. In Natural Language Processing, we eliminate the stop words to
understand and analyze the meaning of a sentence. The removal of stop words is one of the most
important tasks for search engines. Engineers design the algorithms of search engines in such a
way that they ignore the use of stop words. This helps show the relevant search result for a query.

Q58 What is Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI)?
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Latent semantic indexing is a mathematical technique used to improve the accuracy of the
information retrieval process. The design of LSI algorithms allows machines to detect the hidden
(latent) correlation between semantics (words). To enhance information understanding, machines
generate various concepts that associate with the words of a sentence.
The technique used for information understanding is called singular value decomposition. It is
generally used to handle static and unstructured data. The matrix obtained for singular value
decomposition contains rows for words and columns for documents. This method best suits to
identify components and group them according to their types.
The main principle behind LSI is that words carry a similar meaning when used in a similar context.
Computational LSI models are slow in comparison to other models. However, they are good at
contextual awareness that helps improve the analysis and understanding of a text or a document.

Q60 What are Regular Expressions?
A regular expression is used to match and tag words. It consists of a series of characters for
matching strings.
Suppose, if A and B are regular expressions, then the following are true for them:
● If {ɛ} is a regular language, then ɛ is a regular expression for it.
● If A and B are regular expressions, then A + B is also a regular expression within the
language {A, B}.
● If A and B are regular expressions, then the concatenation of A and B (A.B) is a regular
expression.
● If A is a regular expression, then A* (A occurring multiple times) is also a regular
expression.

Q61 What are unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, and n-grams in NLP?
When we parse a sentence one word at a time, then it is called a unigram. The sentence parsed
two words at a time is a bigram.
When the sentence is parsed three words at a time, then it is a trigram. Similarly, n-gram refers
to the parsing of n words at a time.
Example: To understand unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, you can refer to the below diagram:

Q62 What are the steps involved in solving an NLP problem?
Below are the steps involved in solving an NLP problem:
1. Gather the text from the available dataset or by web scraping
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Apply stemming and lemmatization for text cleaning
Apply feature engineering techniques
Embed using word2vec
Train the built model using neural networks or other Machine Learning techniques
Evaluate the model’s performance
Make appropriate changes in the model
Deploy the model

Q63. There have some various common elements of natural language processing.
Those elements are very important for understanding NLP properly, can you please
explain the same in details with an example?
Answer:
There have a lot of components normally using by natural language processing (NLP). Some of
the major components are explained below:
● Extraction of Entity: It actually identifying and extracting some critical data from the
available information which help to segmentation of provided sentence on identifying each
entity. It can help in identifying one human that it’s fictional or real, same kind of reality
identification for any organization, events or any geographic location etc.
● The analysis in a syntactic way: it mainly helps for maintaining ordering properly of the
available words.

Q64 In the case of processing natural language, we normally mentioned one
common terminology NLP and binding every language with the same terminology
properly. Please explain in details about this NLP terminology with an example?
Answer:
This is the basic NLP Interview Questions asked in an interview. There have some several factors
available in case of explaining natural language processing. Some of the key factors are given
below:
● Vectors and Weights: Google Word vectors, length of TF-IDF, varieties documents, word
vectors, TF-IDF.
● Structure of Text: Named Entities, tagging of part of speech, identifying the head of the
sentence.
● Analysis of sentiment: Know about the features of sentiment, entities available for the
sentiment, sentiment common dictionary.
● Classification of Text: Learning supervising, set off a train, set of validation in Dev, Set of
define test, a feature of the individual text, LDA.
● Reading of Machine Language: Extraction of the possible entity, linking with an individual
entity, DBpedia, some libraries like Pikes or FRED.

Q65 Explain briefly about word2vec
Word2Vec embeds words in a lower-dimensional vector space using a shallow neural network.
The result is a set of word-vectors where vectors close together in vector space have similar
meanings based on context, and word-vectors distant to each other have differing meanings. For
example, apple and orange would be close together and apple and gravity would be relatively far.
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There are two versions of this model based on skip-grams (SG) and continuous-bag-of-words
(CBOW).

Q66 What are the metrics used to test an NLP model?
Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1. Accuracy is the usual ratio of the prediction to the desired
output. But going just be accuracy is naive considering the complexities involved.

Q67 What are some ways we can preprocess text input?
Here are several preprocessing steps that are commonly used for NLP tasks:
● case normalization: we can convert all input to the same case (lowercase or uppercase)
as a way of reducing our text to a more canonical form
● punctuation/stop word/white space/special characters removal: if we don’t think these
words or characters are relevant, we can remove them to reduce the feature space
● lemmatizing/stemming: we can also reduce words to their inflectional forms (i.e. walks →
walk) to further trim our vocabulary
● generalizing irrelevant information: we can replace all numbers with a <NUMBER> token
or all names with a <NAME> token

Q68 How does the encoder-decoder structure work for language modelling?
The encoder-decoder structure is a deep learning model architecture responsible for several state
of the art solutions, including Machine Translation.
The input sequence is passed to the encoder where it is transformed to a fixed-dimensional vector
representation using a neural network. The transformed input is then decoded using another
neural network. Then, these outputs undergo another transformation and a softmax layer. The
final output is a vector of probabilities over the vocabularies. Meaningful information is extracted
based on these probabilities.

Q69 What are attention mechanisms and why do we use them?
This was a followup to the encoder-decoder question. Only the output from the last time step is
passed to the decoder, resulting in a loss of information learned at previous time steps. This
information loss is compounded for longer text sequences with more time steps.
Attention mechanisms are a function of the hidden weights at each time step. When we use
attention in encoder-decoder networks, the fixed-dimensional vector passed to the decoder
becomes a function of all vectors outputted in the intermediary steps.
Two commonly used attention mechanisms are additive attention and multiplicative attention. As
the names suggest, additive attention is a weighted sum while multiplicative attention is a
weighted multiplier of the hidden weights. During the training process, the model also learns
weights for the attention mechanisms to recognize the relative importance of each time step.

Q70 How would you implement an NLP system as a service, and what are some
pitfalls you might face in production?
This is less of a NLP question than a question for productionizing machine learning models. There
are however certain intricacies to NLP models.
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Without diving too much into the productionization aspect, an ideal Machine Learning service will
have:
● endpoint(s) that other business systems can use to make inference
● a feedback mechanism for validating model predictions
● a database to store predictions and ground truths from the feedback
● a workflow orchestrator which will (upon some signal) re-train and load the new model for
serving based on the records from the database + any prior training data
● some form of model version control to facilitate rollbacks in case of bad deployments
● post-production accuracy and error monitoring

Q71 How can we handle misspellings for text input?
By using word embeddings trained over a large corpus (for instance, an extensive web scrape of
billions of words), the model vocabulary would include common misspellings by design. The
model can then learn the relationship between misspelled and correctly spelled words to
recognize their semantic similarity.
We can also preprocess the input to prevent misspellings. Terms not found in the model
vocabulary can be mapped to the “closest” vocabulary term using:
● edit distance between strings
● phonetic distance between word pronunciations
● keyword distance to catch common typos

Q72 Which of the following models can perform tweet classification with regards
to context mentioned above?
A) Naive Bayes
B) SVM
C) None of the above
Solution: (C)
Since, you are given only the data of tweets and no other information, which means there is no
target variable present. One cannot train a supervised learning model, both svm and naive bayes
are supervised learning techniques.

Q73 You have created a document term matrix of the data, treating every tweet as
one document. Which of the following is correct, in regards to document term
matrix?
1. Removal of stopwords from the data will affect the dimensionality of data
2. Normalization of words in the data will reduce the dimensionality of data
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3. Converting all the words in lowercase will not affect the dimensionality of the data
A) Only 1
B) Only 2
C) Only 3
D) 1 and 2
E) 2 and 3
F) 1, 2 and 3
Solution: (D)
Choices A and B are correct because stopword removal will decrease the number of features in
the matrix, normalization of words will also reduce redundant features, and, converting all words
to lowercase will also decrease the dimensionality.

Q74 Which of the following features can be used for accuracy improvement of a
classification model?
A) Frequency count of terms
B) Vector Notation of sentence
C) Part of Speech Tag
D) Dependency Grammar
E) All of these
Solution: (E)
All of the techniques can be used for the purpose of engineering features in a model.

Q75 What percentage of the total statements are correct with regards to Topic
Modeling?
1. It is a supervised learning technique
2. LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) can be used to perform topic modeling
3. Selection of number of topics in a model does not depend on the size of data
4. Number of topic terms are directly proportional to size of the data
A) 0
B) 25
C) 50
D) 75
E) 100
Solution: (A)
LDA is unsupervised learning model, LDA is latent Dirichlet allocation, not Linear discriminant
analysis. Selection of the number of topics is directly proportional to the size of the data, while
number of topic terms is not directly proportional to the size of the data. Hence none of the
statements are correct.
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Q76 In Latent Dirichlet Allocation model for text classification purposes, what does
alpha and beta hyperparameter representA) Alpha: number of topics within documents, beta: number of terms within topics False
B) Alpha: density of terms generated within topics, beta: density of topics generated within terms
False
C) Alpha: number of topics within documents, beta: number of terms within topics False
D) Alpha: density of topics generated within documents, beta: density of terms generated within
topics True
Solution: (D)
Option D is correct

Q77 What is the problem with ReLu?
●
●
●

Exploding gradient(Solved by gradient clipping)
Dying ReLu — No learning if the activation is 0 (Solved by parametric relu)
Mean and variance of activations is not 0 and 1.(Partially solved by subtracting around 0.5
from activation. Better explained in fastai videos)

Q78 What is the difference between learning latent features using SVD and getting
embedding vectors using deep network?
SVD uses linear combination of inputs while a neural network uses nonlinear combination.

Q79 What is the information in the hidden and cell state of LSTM?
Hidden stores all the information till that time step and cell state stores particular information that
might be needed in the future time step.
Number of parameters in an LSTM model with bias
4( h+h²+h) where is input vectors size and h is output vectors size a.k.a. hidden
The point to see here is that mh dictates the model size as m>>h. Hence it's important to have a
small vocab.
Time complexity of LSTM
seq_length*hidden²
Time complexity of transfomer
seq_length²*hidden
When hidden size is more than the seq_length(which is normally the case), transfomer is faster
than LSTM.

Q80 When is self-attention not faster than recurrent layers?
When the sequence length is greater than the representation dimensions. This is rare.

Q81 What is the benefit of learning rate warm-up?
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Learning rate warm-up is a learning rate schedule where you have low (or lower) learning rate at
the beginning of training to avoid divergence due to unreliable gradients at the beginning. As the
model becomes more stable, the learning rate would increase to speed up convergence.

Q82 What’s the difference between hard and soft parameter sharing in multi-task
learning?
Hard sharing is where we train for all the task at the same time and update our weights using all
the losses whereas soft sharing is where we train for one task at a time.

Q83 What’s the difference between BatchNorm and LayerNorm?
BatchNorm computes the mean and variance at each layer for every minibatch whereas
LayerNorm computes the mean and variance for every sample for each layer independently.
Batch normalisation allows you to set higher learning rates, increasing speed of training as it
reduces the unstability of initial starting weights.

Q84 Difference between BatchNorm and LayerNorm?
BatchNorm — Compute the mean and var at each layer for every minibatch
LayerNorm — Compute the mean and var for every single sample for each layer independently

Q85 Why does the transformer block have LayerNorm instead of BatchNorm?
Looking at the advantages of LayerNorm, it is robust to batch size and works better as it works at
the sample level and not batch level.

Q86 What changes would you make to your deep learning code if you knew there
are errors in your training data?
We can do label smoothening where the smoothening value is based on % error. If any particular
class has known error, we can also use class weights to modify the loss.

Q87 What are the tricks used in ULMFiT? (Not a great questions but checks the
awareness)
● LM tuning with task text
● Weight dropout
● Discriminative learning rates for layers
● Gradual unfreezing of layers
● Slanted triangular learning rate schedule
This can be followed up with a question on explaining how they help.

Q88 Tell me a language model which doesn’t use dropout
ALBERT v2 — This throws a light on the fact that a lot of assumptions we take for granted are
not necessarily true. The regularisation effect of parameter sharing in ALBERT is so strong that
dropouts are not needed. (ALBERT v1 had dropouts.)

Q89 What are the differences between GPT and GPT-2? (From Lilian Weng)
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●

●
●
●
●

Layer normalization was moved to the input of each sub-block, similar to a residual unit of
type “building block” (differently from the original type “bottleneck”, it has batch
normalization applied before weight layers).
An additional layer normalization was added after the final self-attention block.
A modified initialization was constructed as a function of the model depth.
The weights of residual layers were initially scaled by a factor of 1/√n where n is the
number of residual layers.
Use larger vocabulary size and context size.

Q90 What are the differences between GPT and BERT?
●
●

GPT is not bidirectional and has no concept of masking
BERT adds next sentence prediction task in training and so it also has a segment
embedding

Q91 What are the differences between BERT and ALBERT v2?
●
●
●

Embedding matrix factorisation(helps in reducing no. of parameters)
No dropout
Parameter sharing(helps in reducing no. of parameters and regularisation)

Q92 How does parameter sharing in ALBERT affect the training and inference time?
No effect. Parameter sharing just decreases the number of parameters.

Q93 How would you reduce the inference time of a trained NN model?
●
●
●
●
●
●

Serve on GPU/TPU/FPGA
16 bit quantisation and served on GPU with fp16 support
Pruning to reduce parameters
Knowledge distillation (To a smaller transformer model or simple neural network)
Hierarchical softmax/Adaptive softmax
You can also cache results as explained here.

Q94 Would you use BPE with classical models?
Of course! BPE is a smart tokeniser and it can help us get a smaller vocabulary which can help
us find a model with less parameters.

Q95 How would you make an arxiv papers search engine? (I was asked — How
would you make a plagiarism detector?)
Get top k results with TF-IDF similarity and then rank results with
● semantic encoding + cosine similarity
● a model trained for ranking
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Q96 Get top k results with TF-IDF similarity and then rank results with
●
●

semantic encoding + cosine similarity
a model trained for ranking

Q97 How would you make a sentiment classifier?
This is a trick question. The interviewee can say all things such as using transfer learning and
latest models but they need to talk about having a neutral class too otherwise you can have really
good accuracy/f1 and still, the model will classify everything into positive or negative.
The truth is that a lot of news is neutral and so the training needs to have this class. The
interviewee should also talk about how he will create a dataset and his training strategies like the
selection of language model, language model fine-tuning and using various datasets for multitask learning.

Q98 What is the difference between regular expression and regular grammar?
A regular expression is the representation of natural language in the form of mathematical
expressions containing a character sequence. On the other hand, regular grammar is the
generator of natural language, defining a set of defined rules and syntax which the strings in the
natural language must follow.

Q99 Why should we use Batch Normalization?
Once the interviewer has asked you about the fundamentals of deep learning architectures, they
would move on to the key topic of improving your deep learning model’s performance.
Batch Normalization is one of the techniques used for reducing the training time of our deep
learning algorithm. Just like normalizing our input helps improve our logistic regression model, we
can normalize the activations of the hidden layers in our deep learning model as well:

Q100 How is backpropagation different in RNN compared to ANN?
In Recurrent Neural Networks, we have an additional loop at each node:
This loop essentially includes a time component into the network as well. This helps in capturing
sequential information from the data, which could not be possible in a generic artificial neural
network.
This is why the backpropagation in RNN is called Backpropagation through Time, as in
backpropagation at each time step.
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Top 100 Questions on Computer Vision
By Steve Nouri

Q1 Which of the following is a challenge when dealing with computer vision
problems?
Variations due to geometric changes (like pose, scale, etc), Variations due to photometric factors
(like illumination, appearance, etc) and Image occlusion. All the above-mentioned options are
challenges in computer vision

Q2 Consider an image with width and height as 100×100. Each pixel in the image
can have a color from Grayscale, i.e. values. How much space would this image
require for storing?
The answer will be 8x100x100 because 8 bits will be required to represent a number from 0-256

Q3 Why do we use convolutions for images rather than just FC layers?
Firstly, convolutions preserve, encode, and actually use the spatial information from the image. If
we used only FC layers we would have no relative spatial information. Secondly, Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) have a partially built-in translation in-variance, since each convolution
kernel acts as it's own filter/feature detector.

Q4 What makes CNN’s translation-invariant?
As explained above, each convolution kernel acts as it's own filter/feature detector. So let's say
you're doing object detection, it doesn't matter where in the image the object is since we're going
to apply the convolution in a sliding window fashion across the entire image anyways.

Q5 Why do we have max-pooling in classification CNNs?
for a role in Computer Vision. Max-pooling in a CNN allows you to reduce computation since your
feature maps are smaller after the pooling. You don't lose too much semantic information since
you're taking the maximum activation. There's also a theory that max-pooling contributes a bit to
giving CNN’s more translation in -variance. Check out this great video from Andrew Ng on the
benefits of max-pooling.

Q6 Why do segmentation
style/structure?

CNN’s

typically

have

an

encoder-decoder

The encoder CNN can basically be thought of as a feature extraction network, while the decoder
uses that information to predict the image segments by "decoding" the features and upscaling to
the original image size.
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Q7 What is the significance of Residual Networks?
The main thing that residual connections did was allow for direct feature access from previous
layers. This makes information propagation throughout the network much easier. One very
interesting paper about this shows how using local skip connections gives the network a type of
ensemble multi-path structure, giving features multiple paths to propagate throughout the
network.

Q8 What is batch normalization and why does it work?
Training Deep Neural Networks is complicated by the fact that the distribution of each layer's
inputs changes during training, as the parameters of the previous layers change. The idea is then
to normalize the inputs of each layer in such a way that they have a mean output activation of
zero and a standard deviation of one. This is done for each individual mini-batch at each layer i.e
compute the mean and variance of that mini-batch alone, then normalize. This is analogous to
how the inputs to networks are standardized. How does this help? We know that normalizing the
inputs to a network helps it learn. But a network is just a series of layers, where the output of one
layer becomes the input to the next. That means we can think of any layer in a neural network as
the first layer of a smaller subsequent network. Thought of as a series of neural networks feeding
into each other, we normalize the output of one layer before applying the activation function and
then feed it into the following layer (sub-network).

Q9 Why would you use many small convolutional kernels such as 3x3 rather than
a few large ones?
This is very well explained in the VGGNet paper. There are 2 reasons: First, you can use several
smaller kernels rather than few large ones to get the same receptive field and capture more spatial
context, but with the smaller kernels you are using less parameters and computations. Secondly,
because with smaller kernels you will be using more filters, you'll be able to use more activation
functions and thus have a more discriminative mapping function being learned by your CNN.

Q10 What is Precision?
Precision (also called positive predictive value) is the fraction of relevant instances among the
retrieved instances
Precision = true positive / (true positive + false positive)

Q11 What is Recall?
Recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved
over the total amount of relevant instances. Recall = true positive / (true positive + false negative)

Q12 Define F1-score.
It is the weighted average of precision and recall. It considers both false positive and false
negatives into account. It is used to measure the model’s performance.
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F1-Score = 2 * (precision * recall) / (precision + recall)

Q13 What is cost function?
The cost function is a scalar function that Quantifies the error factor of the Neural Network. Lower
the cost function better than the Neural network. Eg: MNIST Data set to classify the image, the
input image is digit 2 and the Neural network wrongly predicts it to be 3

Q14 List different activation neurons or functions
●
●
●
●
●
●

Linear Neuron
Binary Threshold Neuron
Stochastic Binary Neuron
Sigmoid Neuron
Tanh function
Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

Q15 Define Learning rate.
The learning rate is a hyper-parameter that controls how much we are adjusting the weights of
our network with respect to the loss gradient.

Q16 What is Momentum (w.r.t NN optimization)?
Momentum lets the optimization algorithm remembers its last step, and adds some proportion of
it to the current step. This way, even if the algorithm is stuck in a flat region, or a small local
minimum, it can get out and continue towards the true minimum.

Q17 What is the difference between Batch Gradient Descent and Stochastic
Gradient Descent?
Batch gradient descent computes the gradient using the whole dataset. This is great for convex
or relatively smooth error manifolds. In this case, we move somewhat directly towards an optimum
solution, either local or global. Additionally, batch gradient descent, given an annealed learning
rate, will eventually find the minimum located in its basin of attraction.
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) computes the gradient using a single sample. SGD works well
(Not well, I suppose, but better than batch gradient descent) for error manifolds that have lots of
local maxima/minima. In this case, the somewhat noisier gradient calculated using the reduced
number of samples tends to jerk the model out of local minima into a region that hopefully is more
optimal.

Q18 Epoch vs Batch vs Iteration.
Epoch: one forward pass and one backward pass of all the training examples
Batch: examples processed together in one pass (forward and backward)
Iteration: number of training examples / Batch size
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Q19 What is the vanishing gradient?
As we add more and more hidden layers, backpropagation becomes less and less useful in
passing information to the lower layers. In effect, as information is passed back, the gradients
begin to vanish and become small relative to the weights of the networks.

Q20 What are dropouts?
Dropout is a simple way to prevent a neural network from overfitting. It is the dropping out of some
of the units in a neural network. It is similar to the natural reproduction process, where nature
produces offsprings by combining distinct genes (dropping out others) rather than strengthening
the co-adapting of them.

Q21 Can you explain the differences between supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning?
In supervised learning, we train a model to learn the relationship between input data and output
data. We need to have labeled data to be able to do supervised learning.
With unsupervised learning, we only have unlabeled data. The model learns a representation of
the data. Unsupervised learning is frequently used to initialize the parameters of the model when
we have a lot of unlabeled data and a small fraction of labeled data. We first train an unsupervised
model and, after that, we use the weights of the model to train a supervised model. In
reinforcement learning, the model has some input data and a reward depending on the output of
the model. The model learns a policy that maximizes the reward. Reinforcement learning has
been applied successfully to strategic games such as Go and even classic Atari video games.

Q22 What is data augmentation? Can you give some examples?
Data augmentation is a technique for synthesizing new data by modifying existing data in such a
way that the target is not changed, or it is changed in a known way. Computer vision is one of the
fields where data augmentation is very useful. There are many modifications that we can do to
images:
● Resize
● Horizontal or vertical flip
● Rotate, Add noise, Deform
● Modify colors Each problem needs a customized data augmentation pipeline. For
example, on OCR, doing flips will change the text and won’t be beneficial; h owever,
resizes and small rotations may help.

Q23 What are the components of GAN?
●
●

Generator
Discriminator

Q24 What’s the difference between a generative and discriminative model?
A generative model will learn categories of data while a discriminative model will simply learn the
distinction between different categories of data. Discriminative models will generally outperform
generative models on classification tasks.
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Q25 What is Linear Filtering?
Linear filtering is a neighborhood operation, which means that the output of a pixel’s value is
decided by the weighted sum of the values of the input pixels.

Q26 How can you achieve Blurring through Gaussian Filter?
This is the most common technique for blurring or smoothing an image. This filter improves the
resulting pixel found at the center and slowly minimizes the effects as pixels move away from the
center. This filter can also help in removing noise in an image

Q27 What is Non-Linear Filtering? How it is used?
Linear filtering is easy to use and implement. In some cases, this method is enough to get the
necessary output. However, an increase in performance can be obtained through non-linear
filtering. Through non-linear filtering, we can have more control and achieve better results when
we encounter a more complex computer vision task.

Q28 Explain Median Filtering.
The median filter is an example of a non-linear filtering technique. This technique is commonly
used for minimizing the noise in an image. It operates by inspecting the image pixel by pixel and
taking the place of each pixel’s value with the value of the neighboring pixel median.
Some techniques in detecting and matching features are:
● Lucas-Kanade
● Harris
● Shi-Tomasi
● SUSAN (smallest uni value segment assimilating nucleus)
● MSER (maximally stable extremal regions)
● SIFT (scale-invariant feature transform)
● HOG (histogram of oriented gradients)
● FAST (features from accelerated segment test)
● SURF (speeded-up robust features)

Q29 Describe the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm
SIFT solves the problem of detecting the corners of an object even if it is scaled. Steps to
implement this algorithm:
● Scale-space extrema detection – This step will identify the locations and scales that can
still be recognized from different angles or views of the same object in an image.
● Keypoint localization – When possible key points are located, they would be refined to get
accurate results. This would result in the elimination of points that are low in contrast or
points that have edges that are deficiently localized.
● Orientation assignment – In this step, a consistent orientation is assigned to each key
point to attain invariance when the image is being rotated.
● Keypoint matching – In this step, the key points between images are now linked to
recognizing their nearest neighbors.
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Q30 Why Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) came into existence?
SURF was introduced to as a speed-up version of SIFT. Though SIFT can detect and describe
key points of an object in an image, still this algorithm is slow.

Q31 What is Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB)?
This algorithm is a great possible substitute for SIFT and SURF, mainly because it performs better
in computation and matching. It is a combination of fast keypoint detector and brief descriptor,
which contains a lot of alterations to improve performance. It is also a great alternative in terms
of cost because the SIFT and SURF algorithms are patented, which means that you need to buy
them for their utilization.

Q32 What is image segmentation?
In computer vision, segmentation is the process of extracting pixels in an image that is related.
Segmentation algorithms usually take an image and produce a group of contours (the boundary
of an object that has well-defined edges in an image) or a mask where a set of related pixels are
assigned to a unique color value to identify it.
Popular image segmentation techniques:
● Active contours
● Level sets
● Graph-based merging
● Mean Shift
● Texture and intervening contour-based normalized cuts

Q33 What is the purpose of semantic segmentation?
The purpose of semantic segmentation is to categorize every pixel of an image to a certain class
or label. In semantic segmentation, we can see what is the class of a pixel by simply looking
directly at the color, but one downside of this is that we cannot identify if two colored masks belong
to a certain object.

Q34 Explain instance segmentation.
In semantic segmentation, the only thing that matters to us is the class of each pixel. This would
somehow lead to a problem that we cannot identify if that class belongs to the same object or not.
Semantic segmentation cannot identify if two objects in an image are separate entities. So to
solve this problem, instance segmentation was created. This segmentation can identify two
different objects of the same class. For example, if an image has two sheep in it, the sheep will
be detected and masked with different colors to differentiate what instance of a class they belong
to.

Q35 How is
segmentation?

panoptic

segmentation

different

from

semantic/instance

Panoptic segmentation is basically a union of semantic and instance segmentation. In panoptic
segmentation, every pixel is classified by a certain class and those pixels that have several
instances of a class are also determined. For example, if an image has two cars, these cars will
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be masked with different colors. These colors represent the same class — car — but point to
different instances of a certain class.

Q36 Explain the problem of recognition in computer vision.
Recognition is one of the toughest challenges in the concepts in computer vision. Why is
recognition hard? For the human eyes, recognizing an object’s features or attributes would be
very easy. Humans can recognize multiple objects with very small effort. However, this does not
apply to a machine. It would be very hard for a machine to recognize or detect an object because
these objects vary. They vary in terms of viewpoints, sizes, or scales. Though these things are
still challenges faced by most computer vision systems, they are still making advancements or
approaches for solving these daunting tasks.

Q37 What is Object Recognition?
Object recognition is used for indicating an object in an image or video. This is a product of
machine learning and deep learning algorithms. Object recognition tries to acquire this innate
human ability, which is to understand certain features or visual detail of an image.

Q38 What is Object Detection and it’s real-life use cases?
Object detection in computer vision refers to the ability of machines to pinpoint the location of an
object in an image or video. A lot of companies have been using object detection techniques in
their system. They use it for face detection, web images, and security purposes.

Q39 Describe Optical Flow, its uses, and assumptions.
Optical flow is the pattern of apparent motion of image objects between two consecutive frames
caused by the movement of object or camera. It is a 2D vector field where each vector is a
displacement vector showing the movement of points from the first frame to the second
Optical flow has many applications in areas like :
● Structure from Motion
● Video Compression
● Video Stabilization …
Optical flow works on several assumptions:
1. The pixel intensities of an object do not change between consecutive frames.
2. Neighboring pixels have similar motion.

Q40 What is Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)?
HOG stands for Histograms of Oriented Gradients. HOG is a type of “feature descriptor”. The
intent of a feature descriptor is to generalize the object in such a way that the same object (in this
case a person) produces as close as possible to the same feature descriptor when viewed under
different conditions. This makes the classification task easier.
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Q41 What is BOV: Bag-of-visual-words (BOV)?
BOV also called the bag of keypoints, is based on vector quantization. Similar to HOG features,
BOV features are histograms that count the number of occurrences of certain patterns within a
patch of the image.

Q42 What is Poselets? Where are poselets used?
Poselets rely on manually added extra keypoints such as “right shoulder”, “left shoulder”, “right
knee” and “left knee”. They were originally used for human pose estimation

Q43 Explain Textons in context of CNNs
A texton is the minimal building block of vision. The computer vision literature does not give a
strict definition for textons, but edge detectors could be one example. One might argue that deep
learning techniques with Convolution Neuronal Networks (CNNs) learn textons in the first filters.

Q44 What is Markov Random Fields (MRFs)?
MRFs are undirected probabilistic graphical models which are a wide-spread model in computer
vision. The overall idea of MRFs is to assign a random variable for each feature and a random
variable for each pixel

Q45 Explain the concept of superpixel?
A superpixel is an image patch that is better aligned with intensity edges than a rectangular patch.
Superpixels can be extracted with any segmentation algorithm, however, most of them produce
highly irregular superpixels, with widely varying sizes and shapes. A more regular space
tessellation may be desired.

Q46 What is Non-maximum suppression(NMS) and where is it used?
NMS is often used along with edge detection algorithms. The image is scanned along the image
gradient direction, and if pixels are not part of the local maxima they are set to zero. It is widely
used in object detection algorithms.

Q47 Describe the use of Computer Vision in Healthcare.
Computer vision has also been an important part of advances in health-tech. Computer vision
algorithms can help automate tasks such as detecting cancerous moles in skin images or finding
symptoms in x-ray and MRI scans.

Q48 Describe the use of Computer Vision in Augmented Reality & Mixed Reality
Computer vision also plays an important role in augmented and mixed reality, the technology that
enables computing devices such as smartphones, tablets, and smart glasses to overlay and
embed virtual objects on real-world imagery. Using computer vision, AR gear detects objects in
the real world in order to determine the locations on a device’s display to place a virtual object.
For instance, computer vision algorithms can help AR applications detect planes such as
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tabletops, walls, and floors, a very important part of establishing depth and dimensions and
placing virtual objects in the physical world.

Q49 Describe the use of Computer Vision in Facial Recognition
Computer vision also plays an important role in facial recognition applications, the technology that
enables computers to match images of people’s faces to their identities. Computer vision
algorithms detect facial features in images and compare them with databases of face profiles.
Consumer devices use facial recognition to authenticate the identities of their owners. Social
media apps use facial recognition to detect and tag users. Law enforcement agencies also rely
on facial recognition technology to identify criminals in video feeds.

Q50 Describe the use of Computer Vision in Self-Driving Cars
Computer vision enables self-driving cars to make sense of their surroundings. Cameras capture
video from different angles around the car and feed it to computer vision software, which then
processes the images in real-time to find the extremities of roads, read traffic signs, detect other
cars, objects, and pedestrians. The self-driving car can then steer its way on streets and
highways, avoid hitting obstacles, and (hopefully) safely drive its passengers to their destination.

Q51 Explain famous Computer Vision tasks using a single image example.
Many popular computer vision applications involve trying to recognize things in photographs; for
example:
Object Classification: What broad category of object is in this photograph?
Object Identification: Which type of a given object is in this photograph?
Object Verification: Is the object in the photograph?
Object Detection: Where are the objects in the photograph?
Object Landmark Detection: What are the key points for the object in the photograph?
Object Segmentation: What pixels belong to the object in the image?
Object Recognition: What objects are in this photograph and where are they?

Q52 Explain the distinction between Computer Vision and Image Processing.
Computer vision is distinct from image processing.
Image processing is the process of creating a new image from an existing image, typically
simplifying or enhancing the content in some way. It is a type of digital signal processing and is
not concerned with understanding the content of an image.
A given computer vision system may require image processing to be applied to raw input, e.g.
pre-processing images.
Examples of image processing include:
● Normalizing photometric properties of the image, such as brightness or color.
● Cropping the bounds of the image, such as centering an object in a photograph.
● Removing digital noise from an image, such as digital artifacts from low light levels.
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Q53 Explain business use cases in computer vision.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Optical character recognition (OCR)
Machine inspection
Retail (e.g. automated checkouts)
3D model building (photogrammetry)
Medical imaging
Automotive safety
Match move (e.g. merging CGI with live actors in movies)
Motion capture (mocap)
Surveillance
Fingerprint recognition and biometrics

Q54 What is the Boltzmann Machine?
One of the most basic Deep Learning models is a Boltzmann Machine, resembling a simplified
version of the Multi-Layer Perceptron. This model features a visible input layer and a hidden layer
-- just a two-layer neural net that makes stochastic decisions as to whether a neuron should be
on or off. Nodes are connected across layers, but no two nodes of the same layer are connected.

Q56 What Is the Role of Activation Functions in a Neural Network?
At the most basic level, an activation function decides whether a neuron should be fired or not. It
accepts the weighted sum of the inputs and bias as input to any activation function. Step function,
Sigmoid, ReLU, Tanh, and Softmax are examples of activation functions.

Q57 What Is the Difference Between a Feedforward Neural Network and Recurrent
Neural Network?
A Feedforward Neural Network signals travel in one direction from input to output. There are no
feedback loops; the network considers only the current input. It cannot memorize previous inputs
(e.g., CNN).

Q58 What Are the Applications of a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)?
The RNN can be used for sentiment analysis, text mining, and image captioning. Recurrent Neural
Networks can also address time series problems such as predicting the prices of stocks in a
month or quarter.

Q59 What Are the Softmax and ReLU Functions?
Softmax is an activation function that generates the output between zero and one. It divides each
output, such that the total sum of the outputs is equal to one. Softmax is often used for output
layers.
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Q60 What Are Hyperparameters?
With neural networks, you’re usually working with hyperparameters once the data is formatted
correctly. A hyperparameter is a parameter whose value is set before the learning process begins.
It determines how a network is trained and the structure of the network (such as the number of
hidden units, the learning rate, epochs, etc.).

Q61 What Will Happen If the Learning Rate Is Set Too Low or Too High?
When your learning rate is too low, training of the model will progress very slowly as we are
making minimal updates to the weights. It will take many updates before reaching the minimum
point. If the learning rate is set too high, this causes undesirable divergent behavior to the loss
function due to drastic updates in weights. It may fail to converge (model can give a good output)
or even diverge (data is too chaotic for the network to train).

Q62 How Are Weights Initialized in a Network?
There are two methods here: we can either initialize the weights to zero or assign them randomly.
Initializing all weights to 0: This makes your model similar to a linear model. All the neurons and
every layer perform the same operation, giving the same output and making the deep net useless.
Initializing all weights randomly: Here, the weights are assigned randomly by initializing them very
close to 0. It gives better accuracy to the model since every neuron performs different
computations. This is the most commonly used method.

Q63 What Are the Different Layers on CNN?
There are four layers in CNN:
1. Convolutional Layer - the layer that performs a convolutional operation, creating several
smaller picture windows to go over the data.
2. ReLU Layer - it brings non-linearity to the network and converts all the negative pixels to
zero. The output is a rectified feature map.
3. Pooling Layer - pooling is a down-sampling operation that reduces the dimensionality of
the feature map.
4. Fully Connected Layer - this layer recognizes and classifies the objects in the image.

Q64 What is Pooling on CNN, and How Does It Work?
Pooling is used to reduce the spatial dimensions of a CNN. It performs down-sampling operations
to reduce the dimensionality and creates a pooled feature map by sliding a filter matrix over the
input matrix.

Q65 How Does an LSTM Network Work?
Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) is a special kind of recurrent neural network capable of learning
long-term dependencies, remembering information for long periods as its default behavior. There
are three steps in an LSTM network:
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●
●
●

Step 1: The network decides what to forget and what to remember.
Step 2: It selectively updates cell state values.
Step 3: The network decides what part of the current state makes it to the output.

Q66 What Is the Difference Between Epoch, Batch, and Iteration in Deep Learning?
●
●
●

Epoch - Represents one iteration over the entire dataset (everything put into the training
model).
Batch - Refers to when we cannot pass the entire dataset into the neural network at once,
so we divide the dataset into several batches.
Iteration - if we have 10,000 images as data and a batch size of 200. then an epoch should
run 50 iterations (10,000 divided by 50).

Q67 Why Is Tensorflow the Most Preferred Library in Deep Learning?
Tensorflow provides both C++ and Python APIs, making it easier to work on and has a faster
compilation time compared to other Deep Learning libraries like Keras and Torch. Tensorflow
supports both CPU and GPU computing devices.

Q68 What Do You Mean by Tensor in Tensorflow?
A tensor is a mathematical object represented as arrays of higher dimensions. These arrays of
data with different dimensions and ranks fed as input to the neural network are called “Tensors.”

Q69 Explain a Computational Graph.
Everything in TensorFlow is based on creating a computational graph. It has a network of nodes
where each node operates, Nodes represent mathematical operations, and edges represent
tensors. Since data flows in the form of a graph, it is also called a “DataFlow Graph.”

Q70 What Is an Auto-encoder?
This Neural Network has three layers in which the input neurons are equal to the output neurons.
The network's target outside is the same as the input. It uses dimensionality reduction to
restructure the input. It works by compressing the image input to a latent space representation
then reconstructing the output from this representation.

Q71 Can we have the same bias for all neurons of a hidden layer?
Essentially, you can have a different bias value at each layer or at each neuron as well. However,
it is best if we have a bias matrix for all the neurons in the hidden layers as well.
A point to note is that both these strategies would give you very different results.

Q72 In a neural network, what if all the weights are initialized with the same value?
In simplest terms, if all the neurons have the same value of weights, each hidden unit will get
exactly the same signal. While this might work during forward propagation, the derivative of the
cost function during backward propagation would be the same every time.
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In short, there is no learning happening by the network! What do you call the phenomenon of the
model being unable to learn any patterns from the data? Yes, underfitting.
Therefore, if all weights have the same initial value, this would lead to underfitting.

Q73 What is the role of weights and bias in a neural network?
This is a question best explained with a real-life example. Consider that you want to go out today
to play a cricket match with your friends. Now, a number of factors can affect your decisionmaking, like:
● How many of your friends can make it to the game?
● How much equipment can all of you bring?
● What is the temperature outside?
And so on. These factors can change your decision greatly or not too much. For example, if it is
raining outside, then you cannot go out to play at all. Or if you have only one bat, you can share
it while playing as well. The magnitude by which these factors can affect the game is called the
weight of that factor.
Factors like the weather or temperature might have a higher weight, and other factors like
equipment would have a lower weight.

Q74 Why does a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) work better with image data?
The key to this question lies in the Convolution operation. Unlike humans, the machine sees the
image as a matrix of pixel values. Instead of interpreting a shape like a petal or an ear, it just
identifies curves and edges.
Thus, instead of looking at the entire image, it helps to just read the image in parts. Doing this for
a 300 x 300-pixel image would mean dividing the matrix into smaller 3 x 3 matrices and dealing
with them one by one. This is convolution.

Q75 Why do RNNs work better with text data?
The main component that differentiates Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) from the other models
is the addition of a loop at each node. This loop brings the recurrence mechanism in RNNs. In a
basic Artificial Neural Network (ANN), each input is given the same weight and fed to the network
at the same time. So, for a sentence like “I saw the movie and hated it”, it would be diffi cult to
capture the information which associates “it” with the “movie”.

Q76 In a CNN, if the input size 5 X 5 and the filter size is 7 X 7, then what would be
the size of the output?
This is a pretty intuitive answer. As we saw above, we perform the convo lution on ‘x’ one step at
a time, to the right, and in the end, we got Z with dimensions 2 X 2, for X with dimensions 3 X 3.
Thus, to make the input size similar to the filter size, we make use of padding – adding 0s to the
input matrix such that its new size becomes at least 7 X 7. Thus, the output size would be using
the formula:
Dimension of image = (n, n) = 5 X 5
Dimension of filter = (f,f) = 7 X 7
Padding = 1 (adding 1 pixel with value 0 all around the edges)
Dimension of output will be (n+2p-f+1) X (n+2p-f+1) = 1 X 1
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Q77 What’s the difference between valid and same padding in a CNN?
This question has more chances of being a follow-up question to the previous one. Or if you have
explained how you used CNNs in a computer vision task, the interviewer might ask this question
along with the details of the padding parameters.
● Valid Padding: When we do not use any padding. The resultant matrix after convolution
will have dimensions (n – f + 1) X (n – f + 1)
● Same padding: Adding padded elements all around the edges such that the output matrix
will have the same dimensions as that of the input matrix

Q78 What are the applications of transfer learning in Deep Learning?
I am sure you would have a doubt as to why a relatively simple question was included in the
Intermediate Level. The reason is the sheer volume of subsequent questions it can generate! The
use of transfer learning has been one of the key milestones in deep learning. Training a large
model on a huge dataset, and then using the final parameters on smaller simpler datasets has
led to defining breakthroughs in the form of Pretrained Models. Be it Computer Vision or NLP,
pretrained models have become the norm in research and in the industry. Some popular
examples include BERT, ResNet, GPT-2, VGG-16, etc, and many more.

Q79 Why is GRU faster as compared to LSTM?
As you can see, the LSTM model can become quite complex. In order to still retain the
functionality of retaining information across time and yet not make a too complex model, we need
GRUs. Basically, in GRUs, instead of having an additional Forget gate, we combine the input and
Forget gates into a single Update Gate:

Q80 How is the transformer architecture better than RNN?
Advancements in deep learning have made it possible to solve many tasks in Natural Language
Processing. Networks/Sequence models like RNNs, LSTMs, etc. are specifically used for this
purpose – so as to capture all possible information from a given sentence, or a paragraph.
However, sequential processing comes with its caveats:
● It requires high processing power
● It is difficult to execute in parallel because of its sequential nature

Q81 How Can We Scale GANs Beyond Image Synthesis?
Aside from applications like image-to-image translation and domain-adaptation most GAN
successes have been in image synthesis. Attempts to use GANs beyond images have focused
on three domains: Text, Structured Data and Audio

Q82 How Should we Evaluate GANs and When Should We Use Them?
When it comes to evaluating GANs, there are many proposals but little consensus. Suggestions
include:
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●
●

●
●
●

Inception Score and FID - Both these scores use a pre-trained image classifier and both
have known issues. A common criticism is that these scores measure ‘sample quality’ and
don’t really capture ‘sample diversity’.
MS-SSIM - propose using MS-SSIM to separately evaluate diversity, but this technique
has some issues and hasn’t really caught on.
AIS - propose putting a Gaussian observation model on the outputs of a GAN and using
annealed importance sampling to estimate the log-likelihood under this model, but show
that estimates computed this way are inaccurate in the case where the GAN generator is
also a flow model The generator being a flow model allows for the computation of exact
log-likelihoods in this case.
Geometry Score - suggest computing geometric properties of the generated data manifold
and comparing those properties to the real data.
Precision and Recall - attempt to measure both the ‘precision’ and ‘recall’ of GANs.
Skill Rating - have shown that trained GAN discriminators can contain useful information
with which evaluation can be performed.

Q83 What should we use GANs for?
If you want an actual density model, GANs probably isn’t the best choice. There is now good
experimental evidence that GANs learn a ‘low support’ representation of the target dataset, which
means there may be substantial parts of the test set to which a GAN (implicitly) assigns zero
likelihood.

Q84 How should we evaluate GANs on these perceptual tasks?
Ideally, we would just use a human judge, but this is expensive. A cheap proxy is to see if a
classifier can distinguish between real and fake examples. This is called a classifier two-sample
test (C2STs). The main issue with C2STs is that if the Generator has even a minor defect that’s
systematic across samples (e.g., ) this will dominate the evaluation.

Q85 Explain the problem of Vanishing Gradients in GANs
Research has suggested that if your discriminator is too good, then generator training can fail due
to vanishing gradients. In effect, an optimal discriminator doesn't provide enough information for
the generator to make progress.
Attempts to Remedy
● Wasserstein loss: The Wasserstein loss is designed to prevent vanishing gradients even
when you train the discriminator to optimality.
● Modified minimax loss: The original GAN paper proposed a modification to minimax loss
to deal with vanishing gradients.

Q86 What is Mode Collapse and why it is a big issue?
Usually, you want your GAN to produce a wide variety of outputs. You want, for example, a
different face for every random input to your face generator.
However, if a generator produces an especially plausible output, the generator may learn to
produce only that output. In fact, the generator is always trying to find the one output that seems
most plausible to the discriminator.
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If the generator starts producing the same output (or a small set of outputs) over and over again,
the discriminator's best strategy is to learn to always reject that output. But if the next generation
of discriminator gets stuck in a local minimum and doesn't find the best strategy, then it's too easy
for the next generator iteration to find the most plausible output for the current discriminator.
Each iteration of generator over-optimizes for a particular discriminator and the discriminator
never manages to learn its way out of the trap. As a result, the generators rotate through a small
set of output types. This form of GAN failure is called mode collapse.

Q87 ExplainProgressive GANs
In a progressive GAN, the generator's first layers produce very low resolution images, and
subsequent layers add details. This technique allows the GAN to train more quickly than
comparable non-progressive GANs, and produces higher resolution images.

Q88 Explain Conditional GANs
Conditional GANs train on a labeled data set and let you specify the label for each generated
instance. For example, an unconditional MNIST GAN would produce random digits, while a
conditional MNIST GAN would let you specify which digit the GAN should generate.
Instead of modeling the joint probability P(X, Y), conditional GANs model the conditional
probability P(X | Y).
For more information about conditional GANs, see Mirza et al, 2014.

Q89 Explain Image-to-Image Translation
Image-to-Image translation GANs take an image as input and map it to a generated output image
with different properties. For example, we can take a mask image with blob of color in the shape
of a car, and the GAN can fill in the shape with photorealistic car details.

Q90 Explain CycleGAN
CycleGANs learn to transform images from one set into images that could plausibly belong to
another set. For example, a CycleGAN produced the righthand image below when given the
lefthand image as input. It took an image of a horse and turned it into an image of a zebra.

Q91 What is Super-resolution?
Super-resolution GANs increase the resolution of images, adding detail where necessary to fill in
blurry areas. For example, the blurry middle image below is a downsampled version of the original
image on the left. Given the blurry image, a GAN produced the sharper image on the right:

Q92 Explain different problems in GANs
Many GAN models suffer the following major problems:
● Non-convergence: the model parameters oscillate, destabilize and never converge,
● Mode collapse: the generator collapses which produces limited varieties of samples,
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●
●

Diminished gradient: the discriminator gets too successful that the generator gradient
vanishes and learns nothing,
Unbalance between the generator and discriminator causing overfitting, &
Highly sensitive to the hyperparameter selections.

Q93 Describe Cost v.s. image quality in GANS?
In a discriminative model, the loss measures the accuracy of the prediction and we use it to
monitor the progress of the training. However, the loss in GAN measures how well we are doing
compared with our opponent. Often, the generator cost increases but the image quality is actually
improving. We fall back to examine the generated images manually to verify the progress. This
makes model comparison harder which leads to difficulties in picking the best model in a single
run. It also complicates the tuning process.

Q94 Why Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is used in Computer Vision?
The singular value decomposition is the most common and useful decomposition in computer
vision. The goal of computer vision is to explain the three-dimensional world through twodimensional pictures.

Q95 What Is Image Transform?
An image can be expanded in terms of a discrete set of basis arrays called basis images. Hence,
these basis images can be generated by unitary matrices. An NxN image can be viewed as an
N^2×1 vector. It provides a set of coordinates or basis vectors for vector space.

Q96 List The Hardware Oriented Color Models?
They are as follows.
– RGB model
– CMY model
– YIQ model
– HSI model

Q96 What Is The Need For Transform?
Answer: The need for transform is most of the signals or images are time-domain signal (ie)
signals can be measured with a function of time. This representation is not always best. Any
person of the mathematical transformations is applied to the signal or images to obtain further
information from that signal. Particularly, for image processing.

Q97 What is FPN?
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) is a feature extractor designed with a feature pyramid concept
to improve accuracy and speed. Images are first to pass through the CNN pathway, yielding
semantically rich final layers. Then to regain better resolution, it creates a top-down pathway by
upsampling this feature map.
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Top 100 Interview Questions on Cloud
Computing Services
By Steve Nouri
Q1 Which are the different layers that define cloud architecture?
Ans. Below mentioned are the different layers that are used by cloud architecture:

●
●
●
●
●

Cluster Controller
SC or Storage Controller
NC or Node Controller
CLC or Cloud Controller
Walrus

Q2 Explain Cloud Service Models?
Ans. There are three types of Cloud Service Models:

● Infrastructure as a service (IaaS)
● Platform as a service (PaaS)
● Software as a service (SaaS)
Q3 What are Hybrid clouds?
Ans. Hybrid clouds are made up of both public clouds and private clouds. It is preferred over
both the clouds because it applies the most robust approach to implement cloud architecture.
The hybrid cloud has features and performance of both private and public cloud. It has an
important feature where the cloud can be created by an organization and the control of it can be
given to some other organization.
Q4 Explain Platform as a Service (Paas)?
Ans. It is also a layer in cloud architecture. Platform as a Service is responsible to provide
complete virtualization of the infrastructure layer, make it look like a single server and invisible
for the outside world.
Q5 What is the difference in cloud computing and Mobile Cloud computing?
Ans. Mobile cloud computing and cloud computing has the same concept. The cloud computing
becomes active when switched from the mobile. Moreover, most of the tasks can be performed
with the help of mobile. These applications run on the mobile server and provide rights to the
user to access and manage storage.
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Q6 What are the security aspects provided with the cloud?
Ans. There are 3 types of Cloud Computing Security:

● Identity Management: It authorizes the application services.
● Access Control: The user needs permission so that they can control the access of
another user who is entering into the cloud environment.

● Authentication and Authorization: Allows only the authorized and authenticated the user
only to access the data and applications

Q7 What are system integrators in cloud computing?
System Integrators emerged into the scene in 2006. System integration is the practice of
bringing together components of a system into a whole and making sure that the system
performs smoothly.
A person or a company which specializes in system integration is called as a system integrator.
Q8 What is the usage of utility computing?
Utility computing, or The Computer Utility, is a service provisioning model in which a service
provider makes computing resources and infrastructure management available to the customer
as needed and charges them for specific usage rather than a flat rate
Utility computing is a plug-in managed by an organization which decides what type of services
has to be deployed from the cloud. It facilitates users to pay only for what they use.
Q9 What are some large cloud providers and databases?
Following are the most used large cloud providers and databases:
– Google BigTable
– Amazon SimpleDB
– Cloud-based SQL
Q10 Explain the difference between cloud and traditional data centers.
In a traditional data center, the major drawback is the expenditure. A traditional data center is
comparatively expensive due to heating, hardware, and software issues. So, not only is the
initial cost higher, but the maintenance cost is also a problem.
Cloud being scaled when there is an increase in demand. Mostly the expenditure is on the
maintenance of the data centers, while these issues are not faced in cloud computing.
Q11 What do you mean by CaaS?
CaaS is a terminology used in the telecom industry as Communication As a Service. CaaS
offers to the enterprise user features such as desktop call control, unified messaging, and
desktop faxing.
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Q12 What is hypervisor in Cloud Computing?
Ans: It is a virtual machine screen that can logically manage resources for virtual machines. It
allocates, partition, isolate or change with the program given as virtualization hypervisor.
Hardware hypervisor allows having multiple guest Operating Systems running on a single host
system at the same time.
Q13 Define what MultiCloud is?
Multicloud computing may be defined as the deliberate use of the same type of cloud services
from multiple public cloud providers.
Q14 What is a multi-cloud strategy?
The way most organizations adopt the cloud is that they typically start with one provider. They
then continue down that path and eventually begin to get a little concerned about being too
dependent on one vendor. So they will start entertaining the use of another provider or at least
allowing people to use another provider.
They may even use a functionality-based approach. For example, they may use Amazon as
their primary cloud infrastructure provider, but they may decide to use Google for analytics,
machine learning, and big data. So this type of multi-cloud strategy is driven by sourcing or
procurement (and perhaps on specific capabilities), but it doesn’t focus on anything in terms of
technology and architecture.
Q15 What is meant by Edge Computing, and how is it related to the cloud?
Unlike cloud computing, edge computing is all about the physical location and issues related to
latency. Cloud and edge are complementary concepts combining the strengths of a centralized
system with the advantages of distributed operations at the physical location where things and
people connect.
Disadvantages of SaaS cloud computing layer
1) Security
Actually, data is stored in the cloud, so security may be an issue for some users. However, cloud
computing is not more secure than in-house deployment.
2) Latency issue
Since data and applications are stored in the cloud at a variable distance from the end-user,
there is a possibility that there may be greater latency when interacting with the application
compared to local deployment. Therefore, the SaaS model is not suitable for applications whose
demand response time is in milliseconds.
3) Total Dependency on Internet
Without an internet connection, most SaaS applications are not usable.
4) Switching between SaaS vendors is difficult
Switching SaaS vendors involves the difficult and slow task of transferring the very large data
files over the internet and then converting and importing them into another SaaS also.
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Q16 What is IaaS in Cloud Computing?
Ans: IaaS i.e. Infrastructure as a Service which is also known as Hardware as a Service .In this
type of model, organizations usually gives their IT infrastructure such as servers, processing,
storage, virtual machines and other resources. Customers can access the resources very easily
on internet using on-demand pay model.
Q17 Explain what is the use of “EUCALYPTUS” in cloud computing?
Ans. EUCALYPTUS has an open source software infrastructure in cloud computing. It is used to
add clusters in the cloud computing platform. With the help of EUCALYPTUS public, private,
and hybrid cloud can be built. It can produce its own data centers. Moreover, it can allow you to
use its functionality to many other organizations.
Q18 When you add a software stack, like an operating system and applications to the
service, the model shifts to 1 / 4 model.
Software as a service. This is often because Microsoft’s Windows Azure Platform is best
represented as presently using a SaaS model.
Q19 Name the foremost refined and restrictive service model?
The most refined and restrictive service model is PaaS. Once the service requires the consumer
to use an entire hardware/software/application stack, it is using the foremost refined and
restrictive service model.
Q20 To what is, a pay-as-you-go model matches resources to need on an ongoing basis.
Utility. This eliminates waste and has the additional advantage of shifting risk from the
consumer.
Q21 You utilize the feature permits you to optimize your system and capture all possible
transactions.
Elasticity. You have the ability to modify the resources as required.
Q22 Name all the kind of virtualization is also characteristic of cloud computing?
Storage, Application, CPU. To modify these characteristics, resources should be extremely
configurable and versatile.
Q23 What Are Main Features Of Cloud Services?
Some important features of the cloud service are given as follows:
• Accessing and managing the commercial software.
• Centralizing the activities of management of software in the Web environment.
• Developing applications that are capable of managing several clients.
• Centralizing the updating feature of software that eliminates the need of downloading the
upgrades.
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Q24 Which Services Are Provided By Window Azure Operating System?
Windows Azure provides three core services which are given as follows:
• Compute
• Storage
• Management
Q25 What Are The Advantages Of Cloud Services?
Some of the advantages of cloud service are given as follows:
• Helps in the utilization of investment in the corporate sector; and therefore, is cost saving.
• Helps in the developing scalable and robust applications. Previously, the scaling took months,
but now, scaling takes less time.
• Helps in saving time in terms of deployment and maintenance.

Q26 Mention The Basic Components Of A Server Computer In Cloud Computing?
The components used in less expensive client computers matches with the hardware
components of server computer in cloud computing. Although server computers are usually built
from higher-grade components than client computers. Basic components include Motherboard,
Memory, Processor, Network connection, Hard drives, Video, Power supply etc.
Q27 Explain what S3 is?
S3 stands for Simple Storage Service. You can use S3 interface to store and retrieve any
amount of data, at any time and from anywhere on the web. For S3, the payment model is “pay
as you go.”
Q28 What is AMI?
AMI stands for Amazon Machine Image. It’s a template that provides the information (an
operating system, an application server, and applications) required to launch an instance, which
is a copy of the AMI running as a virtual server in the cloud. You can launch instances from as
many different AMIs as you need.
Q29 Mention what the relationship between an instance and AMI is?
From a single AMI, you can launch multiple types of instances. An instance type defines the
hardware of the host computer used for your instance. Each instance type provides different
computer and memory capabilities. Once you launch an instance, it looks like a traditional host,
and we can interact with it as we would with any computer.
Q30 How many buckets can you create in AWS by default?
By default, you can create up to 100 buckets in each of your AWS accounts.
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Q31 Explain can you vertically scale an Amazon instance? How?
Yes, you can vertically scale on Amazon instance. For that
● Spin up a new larger instance than the one you are currently running
● Pause that instance and detach the root webs volume from the server and discard
● Then stop your live instance and detach its root volume
● Note the unique device ID and attach that root volume to your new server
● And start it again
Q32 Explain what T2 instances is?
T2 instances are designed to provide moderate baseline performance and the capability to burst
to higher performance as required by the workload.
Q33 In VPC with private and public subnets, database servers should ideally be launched
into which subnet?
With private and public subnets in VPC, database servers should ideally launch into private
subnets.
Q34 Mention what the security best practices for Amazon EC2 are?
For secure Amazon EC2 best practices, follow the following steps
● Use AWS identity and access management to control access to your AWS resources
● Restrict access by allowing only trusted hosts or networks to access ports on your
instance
● Review the rules in your security groups regularly
● Only open up permissions that you require
● Disable password-based login, for example, launched from your AMI
Q35 Is the property of broadcast or multicast supported by Amazon VPC?
No, currently Amazon VPI not provide support for broadcast or multicast.
Q36 How many Elastic IPs is allows you to create by AWS?
5 VPC Elastic IP addresses are allowed for each AWS account.
Q37 Explain default storage class in S3
The default storage class is a Standard frequently accessed.
Q38 What are the Roles in AWS?
Roles are used to provide permissions to entities which you can trust within your AWS account.
Roles are very similar to users. However, with roles, you do not require to create any username
and password to work with the resources.
Q39 What are the edge locations?
Edge location is the area where the contents will be cached. So, when a user is trying to
accessing any content, the content will automatically be searched in the edge location.
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Q40 Explain snowball
Snowball is a data transport option. It used source appliances to a large amount of data into and
out of AWS. With the help of snowball, you can transfer a massive amount of data from one
place to another. It helps you to reduce networking costs.
Q41 What is a redshift?
Redshift is a big data warehouse product. It is fast and powerful, fully managed data warehouse
service in the cloud.
Q42 What are the advantages of auto-scaling?
Following are the advantages of autoscaling
● Offers fault tolerance
● Better availability
● Better cost management
Q43 What is meant by subnet?
A large section of IP Address divided into chunks is known as subnets.
Q44 Can you establish a Peering connection to a VPC in a different region?
Yes, we can establish a peering connection to a VPC in a different region. It is called
inter-region VPC peering connection.
Q45 What is SQS?
Simple Queue Service also known as SQS. It is distributed queuing service which acts as a
mediator for two controllers.
Q46 How many subnets can you have per VPC?
You can have 200 subnets per VPC.
Q47 What is Amazon EMR?
EMR is a survived cluster stage which helps you to interpret the working of data structures
before the intimation. Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark on the Amazon Web Services helps
you to investigate a large amount of data. You can prepare data for the analytics goals and
marketing intellect workloads using Apache Hive and using other relevant open source designs.
Q48 What is boot time taken for the instance stored backed AMI?
The boot time for an Amazon instance store-backend AMI is less than 5 minutes.
Q49 Do you need an internet gateway to use peering connections?
Yes, the Internet gateway is needed to use VPC (virtual private cloud peering) connections.
Q50 How to connect EBS volume to multiple instances?
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We can’t be able to connect EBS volume to multiple instances. Although, you can connect
various EBS Volumes to a single instance.
Q51 List different types of cloud services
Various types of cloud services are:
● Software as a Service (SaaS),
● Data as a Service (DaaS)
● Platform as a Service (PaaS)
● Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Q52 What are the different types of Load Balancer in AWS services?
Two types of Load balancer are:
1. Application Load Balancer
2. Classic Load Balancer
Q53 In which situation you will select provisioned IOPS over standard RDS storage?
You should select provisioned IOPS storage over standard RDS storage if you want to perform
batch-related workloads.

Q54 What are the important features of Amazon cloud search?
Important features of the Amazon cloud are:
● Boolean searches
● Prefix Searches
● Range searches
● Entire text search
● AutoComplete advice
Q55 What are the various components of the Google Cloud Platform?
Google Cloud Platform (GCP) is composed of a set of elements that helps people in different
ways. The various GCP elements are
● Google Compute Engine
● Google Cloud Container Engine
● Google Cloud App Engine
● Google Cloud Storage
● Google Cloud Dataflow
● Google BigQuery Service
● Google Cloud Job Discovery
● Google Cloud Endpoints
● Google Cloud Test Lab
● Google Cloud Machine Learning Engine
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Q56 What are the main advantages of using Google Cloud Platform?
Google Cloud Platform is a medium that provides its users access to the best cloud services
and features. It is gaining popularity among the cloud professionals as well as users for the
advantages if offer.
Here are the main advantages of using Google Cloud Platform over others –
● GCP offers much better pricing deals as compared to the other cloud service providers
● Google Cloud servers allow you to work from anywhere to have access to your
information and data.
● Considering hosting cloud services, GCP has an overall increased performance and
service
● Google Cloud is very fast in providing updates about server and security in a better and
more efficient manner
● The security level of Google Cloud Platform is exemplary; the cloud platform and
networks are secured and encrypted with various security measures.
If you are going for the Google Cloud interview, you should prepare yourself with enough
knowledge of Google Cloud Platform. The advantages of GCP is among frequently asked
Google Cloud interview questions, so you need to be prepared to answer it.
Q57 Why should you opt to Google Cloud Hosting?
Answer: The reason for opting Google Cloud Hosting is the advantages it offers. Here are the
advantages of choosing Google Cloud Hosting:
● Availability of better pricing plans
● Benefits of live migration of the machines
● Enhanced performance and execution
● Commitment to Constant development and expansion
● The private network provides efficiency and maximum time
● Strong control and security of the cloud platform
● Inbuilt redundant backups ensure data integrity and reliability
The interviewer may ask this question to check your knowledge and explanation skills about
Google Cloud. This type of questions are basically categorized under the Google Cloud
consultant interview questions and may be asked in the Google Cloud interview.
Q58 What are the libraries and tools for cloud storage on GCP?
Answer: At the core level, XML API and JSON API are there for the cloud storage on Google
Cloud Platform. But along with these, there are following options provided by Google to interact
with the cloud storage.
● Google Cloud Platform Console, which performs basic operations on objects and
buckets
● Cloud Storage Client Libraries, which provide programming support for various
languages including Java, Ruby, and Python
● GustilCommand-line Tool, which provides a command line interface for the cloud storage
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There are many third party libraries and tools such as Boto Library. This is the technical
question that you may come across if you are going for the Google Cloud Engineer interview.
You need to prepare yourself with the basic knowledge of GCP tools and libraries.
Q59 What do you know about Google Compute Engine?
Google Cloud Engine is the basic component of the Google Cloud Platform. So, it becomes a
common question that lies under the Google Cloud Engineer interview questions as well as
Google Cloud Architect interview questions.
Google Compute Engine is an IaaS product that offers self-managed and flexible virtual
machines that are hosted on the infrastructure of Google. It includes Windows and Linux based
virtual machines that may run on local, KVM, and durable storage options.
It also includes REST-based API for the control and configuration purposes. Google Compute
Engine integrates with GCP technologies such as Google App Engine, Google Cloud Storage,
and Google BigQuery in order to extend its computational ability and thus creates more
sophisticated and complex applications.
Q60 How are the Google Compute Engine and Google App Engine related?
This typical and straightforward question is a part of the frequently asked Google Cloud Platform
interview questions and answers, and can be answered like this. Google Compute Engine and
Google App Engine are complementary to each other. Google Compute Engine is the IaaS
product whereas Google App Engine is a PaaS product of Google.
Google App Engine is generally used to run web-based applications, mobile backends, and line
of business. If you want to keep the underlying infrastructure in more of your control, then
Compute Engine is a perfect choice. For instance, you can use Compute Engine for the
implementation of customized business logic or in case, you need to run your own storage
system.
Q61 How does the pricing model work in GCP cloud?
Answer: While working on Google Cloud Platform, the user is charged on the basis of compute
instance, network use, and storage by Google Compute Engine. Google Cloud charges virtual
machines on the basis of per second with the limit of minimum of 1 minute. Then, the cost of
storage is charged on the basis of the amount of data that you store.
The cost of the network is calculated as per the amount of data that has been transferred
between the virtual machine instances communicating with each other over the network. You
should prepare yourself with the questions on Google Cloud Platform pricing models as these
are among the most common Google Cloud interview questions.
Q62 What are the different methods for the authentication of Google Compute Engine
API?
Answer: This is one of the popular Google Cloud architect interview questions which can be
answered as follows. There are different methods for the authentication of Google Compute
Engine API:
● Using OAuth 2.0
● Through client library
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● Directly with an access token
Q63 List some Database services by GCP.
There are many Google cloud database services which helps many enterprises to manage their
data.
● Bare Metal Solution is a relational database type and allow to migrate or lift and shift
specialized workloads to Google cloud.
● Cloud SQL is a fully managed, reliable and integrated relational database services for
MySQL, MS SQL Server and PostgreSQL known as Postgres. It reduce maintenance
cost and ensure business continuity.
● Cloud Spanner

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cloud Bigtable
Firestore
Firebase Realtime Database
Memorystore
Google Cloud Partner Services
For more database products you can refer Google Cloud Databases
For more data base solutions you can refer Google cloud Database solutions

Q64 What are the Google Cloud storage services?
Google Cloud storage provides many services for your business which are running on Google
Cloud's infrastructure.
● Cloud Storage (Object storage)

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Persistent disk
Local SSD
Cloud Storage (Archival storage)
Filestore
Data Transfer Services
Transfer Appliance
Cloud Storage for Firebase
Google Workspace
For more Google cloud storage refer Google Cloud Storage

Q65 What are the different Network services by GCP?
Google Cloud provides many Networking services and technologies that make easy to scale
and manage your network.
● Hybrid connectivity helps to connect your infrastructure to Google Cloud

● Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) manage networking for your resources
● Cloud DNS is a highly available global domain naming system (DNS) network.
● Service Directory provides a service-centric network solution.
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Cloud Load Balancing
Cloud CDN
Cloud Armor
Cloud NAT
Network Telemetry
VPC Service Controls
Network Intelligence Center
Network Service Tiers
For more about Networking products refer Google Cloud Networking

Q66 List some Data Analytics service by GCP.
Google Cloud offers various Data Analytics services.
● BigQuery is an multi-cloud data warehouse for business agility that is high scalable,
serverless, and cost effective.
● Looker

● DataProc is a service for running Apace Spark and Apace Hadoop Clusters. It makes
open-source data and analytics processing easy, fast and more secure in Cloud.
● Dataflow

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Pub/Sub
Cloud Data Fusion
Data Catalog
Cloud Composer
Google Data Studio
Dataprep

Cloud Life Sciences enables life sciences community to manage, process and transform
biomedical data at scale.
● Google Marketing Platform is a marketing platform that combines your advertising and
analytics to help you make better marketing results, deeper insights and quality
customer connections. It's not an Google official cloud product, comes under separate
terms of services.
● For Google Cloud analytics services visit Data Analytics
Q67 Explain Google BigQuery in Google Cloud Platform
For traditional data warehouse, hardware setup replacement is required. In such case, Google
BigQuery serves to be the replacement. In addition, BigQuery helps in organizing the table data
into unit called as datasets.
Q68 Explain Auto-scaling in Google cloud computing
Without human intervention, you can mechanically provision and initiate new instances in AWS.
Depending on various metrics and load, Auto-scaling is triggered.
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Q69 Describe Hypervisor in Google Cloud Platform
Hypervisor is otherwise called as VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor). Hypervisor is said to be a
computer hardware/software used to create and run virtual machines (virtual machines is also
called as Guest machine). Hypervisor is the one that runs on a host machine.
Q70 Define VPC in the Google cloud platform
VPC is Google cloud platform is helpful is providing connectivity from the premise and to any of
the region without internet. VPC Connectivity is for computing App Engine Flex instances,
Kubernetes Engine clusters, virtual machine instance and few other resources depending on the
projects. Multiple VPC can also be used in numerous projects.
Q71. Which service in Azure is used to manage resources in Azure?
Azure Resource Manager is used to “manage” infrastructures which involve a no. of azure
services. It can be used to deploy, manage and delete all the resources together using a simple
JSON script.
Q72 Which of the following web applications can be deployed with Azure?
Microsoft also has released SDKs for both Java and Ruby to allow applications written in those
languages to place calls to the Azure Service Platform API to the AppFabric Service.
Q73 What are Roles in Azure and why do we use them?
Roles are nothing servers in layman terms. These servers are managed, load balanced,
Platform as a Service virtual machines that work together to achieve a common goal.
There are 3 types of roles in Microsoft Azure:
● Web Role
● Worker Role
● VM Role
Let’s discuss each of these roles in detail:
● Web Role – A web role is basically used to deploy a website, using languages supported
by the IIS platform like, PHP, .NET etc. It is configured and customized to run web
applications.
● Worker Role – A worker role is more like an help to the Web role, it used to execute
background processes unlike the Web Role which is used to deploy the website.
● VM Role – The VM role is used by a user to schedule tasks and other windows services.
This role can be used to customize the machines on which the web and worker role is
running.
Q74 What is Azure as PaaS?
PaaS is a computing platform that includes an operating system, programming language
execution environment, database, or web services. Developers and application providers use
this type of Azure services.
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Q75 What are Break-fix issues in Microsoft Azure?
In, Microsoft Azure, all the technical problem is called break-fix issues. This term uses when
"work involved in support a technology when it fails in the normal course of its function.
Q76 Explain Diagnostics in Windows Azure
Windows Azure Diagnostic offers the facility to store diagnostic data. In Azure, some diagnostics
data is stored in the table, while some are stored in a blob. The diagnostic monitor runs in
Windows Azure as well as in the computer's emulator for collecting data for a role instance.
Q77 State the difference between repetitive and minimal monitoring.
Verbose monitoring collects metrics based on performance. It allows a close analysis of data fed
during the process of application.
On the other hand, minimal monitoring is a default configuration method. It makes the user of
performance counters gathered from the operating system of the host.
Q78 What is the main difference between the repository and the powerhouse server?
The main difference between them is that repository servers are instead of the integrity,
consistency, and uniformity while powerhouse server governs the integration of different aspects
of the database repository.
Q79 Explain command task in Microsoft Azure
Command task is an operational window which set off the flow of either single or multiple
common whiles when the system is running.
Q80 What is the difference between Azure Service Bus Queues and Storage Queues?
Two types of queue mechanisms are supported by Azure: Storage queues and Service Bus
queues.
Storage queues: These are the part of the Azure storage infrastructure, features a simple
REST-based GET/PUT/PEEK interface. Provides persistent and reliable messaging within and
between services.
Service Bus queues: These are the part of a broader Azure messaging infrastructure that helps
to queue as well as publish/subscribe, and more advanced integration patterns.
Q81 Explain Azure Service Fabric.
Azure Service Fabric is a distributed platform designed by Microsoft to facilitate the
development, deployment and management of highly scalable and customizable applications.
The applications created in this environment consists of detached microservices that
communicate with each other through service application programming interfaces.
Q82 Define the Azure Redis Cache.
Azure Redis Cache is an open-source and in-memory Redis cache that helps web applications
to fetch data from a backend data source into cache and server web pages from the cache to
enhance the application performance. It provides a powerful and secure way to cache the
application’s data in the Azure cloud.
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Q83 How many instances of a Role should be deployed to satisfy Azure SLA (service
level agreement)? And what’s the benefit of Azure SLA?
TWO. And if we do so, the role would have external connectivity at least 99.95% of the time.
Q84 What are the options to manage session state in Windows Azure?
● Windows Azure Caching
● SQL Azure
● Azure Table
Q85 What is cspack?
It is a command-line tool that generates a service package file (.cspkg) and prepares an
application for deployment, either to Windows Azure or to the compute emulator.
Q86 What is csrun?
It is a command-line tool that deploys a packaged application to the Windows Azure compute
emulator and manages the running service.
Q87 How to design applications to handle connection failure in Windows Azure?
The Transient Fault Handling Application Block supports various standard ways of generating
the retry delay time interval, including fixed interval, incremental interval (the interval increases
by a standard amount), and exponential back-off (the interval doubles with some random
variation).
Q88 What is Windows Azure Diagnostics?
Windows Azure Diagnostics enables you to collect diagnostic data from an application running
in Windows Azure. You can use diagnostic data for debugging and troubleshooting, measuring
performance, monitoring resource usage, traffic analysis and capacity planning, and auditing.
Q89 What is the difference between Windows Azure Queues and Windows Azure Service
Bus Queues?
Windows Azure supports two types of queue mechanisms: Windows Azure Queues and Service
Bus Queues.
Windows Azure Queues, which are part of the Windows Azure storage infrastructure, feature a
simple REST-based Get/Put/Peek interface, providing reliable, persistent messaging within and
between services.
Service Bus Queues are part of a broader Windows Azure messaging infrastructure dead-letters
queuing as well as publish/subscribe, Web service remoting, and integration patterns.
Q90 What is the use of Azure Active Directory?
Azure Active Directory is an identify and access management system. It is very much similar to
the active directories. It allows you to grant your employee in accessing specific products and
services within the network.
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Q91 Is it possible to create a Virtual Machine using Azure Resource Manager in a Virtual
Network that was created using classic deployment?
This is not supported. You cannot use Azure Resource Manager to deploy a virtual machine into
a virtual network that was created using classic deployment.
Q92 What are virtual machine scale sets in Azure?
Explanation: Virtual machine scale sets are Azure compute resource that you can use to deploy
and manage a set of identical VMs. With all the VMs configured the same, scale sets are
designed to support true autoscale, and no pre-provisioning of VMs is required. So it’s easier to
build large-scale services that target big compute, big data, and containerized workloads.
Q93 Are data disks supported within scale sets?
Explanation: Yes. A scale set can define an attached data disk configuration that applies to all
VMs in the set. Other options for storing data include:
● Azure files (SMB shared drives)
● OS drive
● Temp drive (local, not backed by Azure Storage)
● Azure data service (for example, Azure tables, Azure blobs)
● External data service (for example, remote database)
Q95 What is the difference between the Windows Azure Platform and Windows Azure?
The former is Microsoft’s PaaS offering including Windows Azure, SQL Azure, and AppFabric;
while the latter is part of the offering and Microsoft’s cloud OS.
Q96 What are the three main components of the Windows Azure Platform?
Compute, Storage and AppFabric.
Q97 Can you move a resource from one group to another?
Yes, you can. A resource can be moved among resource groups.
Q98 How many resource groups a subscription can have?
A subscription can have up to 800 resource groups. Also, a resource group can have up to 800
resources of the same type and up to 15 tags.
Q99 Explain the fault domain.
Answer: This is one of the common Azure interview questions which should be answered that it
is a logical working domain in which the underlying hardware is sharing a common power
source and switch network. This means that when VMs is created the Azure distributes the VM
across the fault domain that limits the potential impact of hardware failure, power interruption or
outages of the network.
Q100 Differentiate between the repository and the powerhouse server?
Answer: Repository servers are those which are in lieu of the integrity, consistency, and
uniformity whereas the powerhouse server governs the integration of different aspects of the
database repository.
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